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1 INTRODUCTION

Most atmospheric ozone is in the stratosphere, between 15 and 35 km. This layer is
called the ozone layer and it protects the Earth’s biosphere, humans and materials from
harmful ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Already in the 1970’s scientists noticed, that an-
thropogenic Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) compounds have the potential to destroy ozone
(Molina and Rowland, 1974). In 1985 a massive decrease in ozone (the ozone hole) was
observed during the Antarctic spring (Farman et al., 1985), and chlorine and bromine
compounds in the CFCs were found to have caused it (Solomon et al., 1986; WMO,
2014). Research activity on the stratosphere and the ozone layer increased and quick
political action was taken. This led to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that De-
plete the Ozone Layer, which was agreed on in 1987. The protocol regulates and slows
down the use and production of Ozone-depleting substances (ODSs). It is the most ex-
tensive environmental agreement, and all the countries in the world have ratified it. In
the industrialized countries production of CFCs was banned in 1996 and in 2010 also
worldwide. The protocol has been amended a few times afterwards. The Montreal Pro-
tocol has been a success story in international environmental protection. The amounts
of ODSs in the atmosphere have decreased. The concentration of tropospheric chlorine
reached its peak value in 1993 and tropospheric bromine a little later, in 1997. The
amount of stratospheric chlorine follows the tropospheric ODS; however, there is a lag,
because its transport in the stratosphere is slow (Newman et al., 2007). And although
the impact to the ozone levels is more difficult to detect, the ozone layer is recovering
(WMO, 2014; Solomon et al., 2016; Chipperfield et al, 2017; Strahan and Douglass,
2018). ODSs are also greenhouse gases, so the reduction of CFCs has also helped to
mitigate climate change.

Climate change is expected to affect the temperature distribution in the atmo-
sphere. The troposphere is warming, while the stratosphere is cooling with increasing
carbon dioxide (CO2) loadings (Fleming et al., 2011), up to now this cooling has been
about 0.5 K/decade. CO2 changes will also change stratospheric circulation which is
expected to change ozone distribution (see Section 2.5). Stratospheric concentrations
of other greenhouse gases, like nitrous oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4) that are trans-
ported from the troposphere to the stratosphere, will increase. These gases have an ef-
fect on the climate by changing the radiative circumstances, and in addition they affect
ozone chemistry (Fleming et al., 2011; Stolarksi et al., 2015). For example an increase
in methane would increase water vapour (SWV) and other HOx compounds in the
stratosphere, which changes both the radiation balance and ozone chemistry (Dvortsov
and Solomon, 2001; Eyring et al., 2013). N2O is the main source of NOx, which is
one of the most important ozone destructors (Ravishankar et al., 2009).

Water vapour is a minor constituent in the stratosphere. The concentration is typ-
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ically about 3–6 v (e.g., Randel et al., 2004). However, H2O has an important role in
radiative and chemical processes. In the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS)
changes in the water vapour concentration result in significant changes in the radiative
forcing of the atmosphere (Riese et al., 2012). Odd hydrogenHOx, which forms during
the photodissociation of SWV, contributes to the chemical ozone loss in the catalytic
cycles of the stratosphere (Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001). SWV can intensify ozone
destruction also by forming polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), when the temperature
drops low enough (Khosrawi et al., 2016). PSCs enable the conversion of inert halogen
reservoir species to active halogen radicals (e.g., Solomon, 1999). Heterogeneous reac-
tions on the surfaces of PSC particles can lead to massive ozone depletion inside polar
vortex, when the atmospheric concentration of halogens is sufficiently high (Solomon
et al., 2014; McElroy et al., 1986; Wohltmann et al., 2013; Thölix et al., 2016; Khosrawi
et al., 2017; Thölix et al., 2018).

Atmospheric ozone is observed from the ground as well as from satellites. From
the ground both in-situ, e.g. soundings, and remote sensing methods, e.g. Dobson
and Brewer spectrometers can be used to observe atmospheric ozone concentrations.
Ground based observations, however, describe only the local ozone situation. Satellite
observations on the other hand give the global ozone distribution. Observations provide
valuable information about the situation of the atmosphere, but also models are needed.
With the help of models we can understand the mechanisms in the atmosphere. Ozone
can be modelled with chemistry–transport models (CTM) as well as with the chemistry
coupled climate models (CCM). CCMs are needed for future scenarios, while CTMs
driven by meteorological reanalysis data are good tools for a variety of case-studies,
because the results obtained can be compared to observations. Computational require-
ments are typically lower for the CTMs compared to CCMs.

The amount of ozone in the Arctic varies considerably from one year to another
because of atmospheric circulation variability. The size of Arctic ozone losses varies
a lot between years, and no clear trend can be seen in them (WMO, 2014). Increasing
SWV could lead to an increasing PSC volume trend, which has already been seen in
the lower Arctic stratosphere (Khosrawi et al., 2016; Thölix et al., 2016). The Arctic
ozone loss is very dependent on the conditions in the polar vortex, i.e. significant losses
have been observed in cold winters, but when the polar vortex has been weak, the ozone
losses have remained small (Rex et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2008; Manney et al., 2011;
Solomon et al., 2014; Chipperfield et al., 2015; Thölix et al., 2016).

Motivated by the variability of Arctic ozone loss, the work done for this thesis
was aimed at studying the distribution and long term changes of stratospheric ozone
and water vapour in the Arctic. The results concentrate on the effect of the increase
in stratospheric water vapour on PSC occurrence, and the quantified impact of tropi-
cal water vapour on Arctic ozone losses. The model simulations have been done by
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using FinROSE-CTM, which is also validated during this work. First I will describe
the model and after that I will describe the research done with the model. The study
includes the following papers:

• (PAPER I) describes the FinROSE chemistry transport model and shows its ca-
pability of simulating a realistic distribution of stratospheric ozone from seasonal
to decadal scales, by comparing the model results to the observations.

• (PAPER II) discusses the quality and properties of the driver data and the effects
of them on the chemistry transport model simulations and model results.

• (PAPER III) describes the trends and variability of ozone between 1980 and 2019.
It also shows that it is possible to use FinROSE driven by a climate model to
simulate future years.

• (PAPER IV) describes the water vapour distribution in the Arctic stratosphere.
It aims to show long term changes in the stratospheric water vapour distribution
and the sources of the changes.

• (PAPER V) considers the importance of water vapour for the Arctic ozone loss in
different dynamical conditions. It describes how the changes in the stratospheric
water vapour concentration affect the ozone depletion in the Arctic stratosphere.

The introductory part of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 gives an
introduction to stratospheric chemistry and dynamics, especially concerning ozone loss
and the effect of water vapour. Chapter 3 represents the materials and methods, ie.
model and data, and PAPER I. Chapter 4 presented the main results from PAPERs I – V.
Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 5.
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2 STRATOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY AND DYNAMICS

The ozone layer is located in the stratosphere at an altitude of 15–35 km. There it
absorbs solar radiation, especially at the UV radiation wavelengths, and prevents the
harmful UV radiation from reaching the Earth’s surface. Our current life on earth
would not be possible without the ozone layer. In addition, because ozone absorbs
solar radiation it is important for the temperature profile of the stratosphere. In the
atmosphere there is on average 300 DU ozone. One Dobson unit (DU) represents a
0.01 mm thick layer of ozone under near-surface conditions, i.e. 300 DU ozone thus
corresponds to a three mm layer.

The most important phenomenon in the stratospheric general circulation at high
latitudes in winter is the polar vortex. In the local autumn, especially in the southern
hemisphere, the temperature difference between the tropics and the polar region grows
considerably because of the decrease in solar irradiance. The air mass in the polar area
cools quickly and the temperature gradient grows. This will cause a strong westerly
wind, which isolates the Antarctic polar region from the mid-latitude air. This polar
vortex is stable and cold. Also a polar vortex forms in the autumn in the Arctic. The
northern vortex is not as stable, cold and long-lasting as the southern hemisphere one
because of the different land-sea distribution and the topography. However, in both of
the vortices polar stratospheric clouds can form, where reactions that lead to effective
ozone depletion, can take place.

2.1 CHAPMAN CHEMISTRY

FIGURE 2.1. A schematic of the Chapman mechanism, where UV radiation initiates ozone
formation and dissociates the ozone molecule.
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The production rate of ozone is the highest in the tropics and mid-latitudes from
oxygen photodissociation. In this process, the UV radiation splits an oxygen molecule
into two oxygen atoms, which react quickly with other oxygen molecules to form
ozone. However, ozone molecules also absorb solar radiation and break into an oxygen
atom and an oxygen molecule, thus being destroyed ozone. Oxygen is rapidly cycled
between O and O3 and therefore it is convenient to use the sum of them: odd oxygen
(Ox = O + O3). Natural ozone production and destruction is known as the Chapman
cycle (Chapman, 1930), and a simplified illustration of the cycle is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Photochemical dissociation of oxygen (eq. (2.1)) is fast in the upper stratosphere and
mesosphere, where solar radiation is strong. In the lower and middle stratosphere it is
a slow process. However, the resulting ozone formation (eq. (2.2)) is fast, as well as
the photochemical dissociation (eq. (2.3)). In reaction (2.3) ozone absorbs ultraviolet
radiation, and simultaneously prevents the propagation of UV radiation to the Earth’s
surface. In the absorption the released energy warms the stratosphere and is the cause
of the temperature distribution in the stratosphere, where the temperature rises. Ozone
destruction by reaction with an oxygen atom (eq. (2.4)), on the other hand, is slow. The
decrease of odd oxygen means there is ozone loss.

O2 + hν(λ ≤ 242nm)→ 2O (2.1)

O +O2 +M → O3 +M (2.2)

O3 + hν(λ = 200− 320nm)→ O +O2 (2.3)

O +O3 → 2O2 (2.4)

The Chapman chemistry would produce an ozone distribution with most of the
ozone in the tropics, and very low ozone concentrations in the polar regions, not in line
with the observed distribution of ozone in the atmosphere. In addition to the Chapman
chemistry the atmospheric circulation, see Section 2.5, is essential for understanding
the observed ozone distribution. Furthermore, also NOx and HOx chemistry is needed
to explain the natural ozone distribution. In polar areas the natural climatological ozone
maximum occurs in the late winter and the minimum is observed in the early autumn.
Low ozone values observed in the spring time polar vortex (ozone hole) cannot be
explained by the processes described above.

2.2 CATALYTIC REACTIONS

In addition to the production and destruction of ozone by the Chapman cycle, the
ozone levels are be determined by the catalytic reactions involving radicals (for ex-
ample, Solomon (1999)). Those radicals can be odd hydrogen species (HOx = H +
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OH + HO2), odd nitrogen species (NOx = NO + NO2), as well as halogen species
(i.e. chlorine and bromine). In catalytic cycles ozone is destroyed very quickly and ef-
ficiently, for example one chlorine or bromine atom can destroy several thousand ozone
molecules.

In the stratosphere the NOx is generated in the reaction (2.5):

N2O +O(1D)→ 2NO (2.5)

HOx is produced mainly from water vapour (reaction (2.6)):

H2O +O(1D)→ 2OH (2.6)

The general form of the catalytic ozone loss cycle is shown in eq. (2.7)-(2.9):

X +O3 → XO +O2 (2.7)

XO +O → X +O2 (2.8)

Net : O +O3 → 2O2 (2.9)

where X is a catalyst that can be either NO or OH . In this cycle one oxygen
atom and one ozone molecule (two Ox) are depleted and two molecular oxygens are
produced. The catalyst X stays unchanged, and can continue to destroy ozone. NOx

is a more important catalyst in the stratosphere, while HOx works effectively higher in
the mesosphere.

FIGURE 2.2. Catalytic chlorine cycle. The figure is modified from Fahey and Heglin (2011).
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Due to human activities ODSs, such as CFCs, hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFCs)
and other chlorine and bromine containing compounds been released into the atmo-
sphere (for example WMO (2014)). These gases are very long-lived in the troposphere,
and dissociate due to sunlight only after being transported to the stratosphere by atmo-
spheric circulation. Released chlorine and bromine radicals participate in the catalytic
ozone destruction cycle, this is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 and also in the equations eq. (2.10)-
(2.12):

Cl +O3 → ClO +O2 (2.10)

ClO +O → Cl +O2 (2.11)

Net : O3 +O → 2O2 (2.12)

At lower altitudes in the stratosphere the concentration of oxygen atoms is low,
therefore these processes are not efficient. Neither the Chapman mechanism nor the
reactions of eq. (2.10)-(2.12) could explain the formation of the ozone hole. Laboratory
experiments showed that the following catalytic cycles (eq. (2.13)-(2.20)) are involved
in the polar ozone loss (Molina and Molina, 1987; McElroy et al., 1986):

Cycle 1:
ClO + ClO +M → Cl2O2 +M (2.13)

Cl2O2 + hν → 2Cl +O2 (2.14)

2Cl + 2O3 → 2ClO + 2O2 (2.15)

net : 2O3 → 3O2 (2.16)

Cycle 2:
BrO + ClO → Cl +Br +O2 (2.17)

Br +O3 → BrO +O2 (2.18)

Cl +O3 → ClO +O2 (2.19)

net : 2O3 → 3O2 (2.20)

Chlorine released from ODSs form so called reservoir species such as HCl (hy-
drochloric acid) and ClONO2 (chlorine nitrate), which do not cause ozone depletion
((2.21)–(2.22)). Similar reactions also occur in the case of bromine. Thus gas phase
chemistry is not enough to explain the massive ozone depletion in the polar regions.
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ClO +NO2 → ClONO2 (2.21)

Cl + CH4 → HCl + CH3 (2.22)

2.3 POLAR OZONE LOSS

In the cold conditions of the polar vortex PSCs are formed. PSCs typically consist
of sulphuric acid (H2SO4), nitric acid (HNO3) and water vapour (H2O). PSCs are
divided into two main types, I and II. Type I PSCs are further divided into two sub
types, Ia and Ib. Type Ia, Nitric Acid Trihydrate (NAT), are solid and consist of nitric
acid and water. Type Ib, Supercooled Ternary Solutions (STS), are liquid solutions
of sulphuric acid, nitric acid and water. Type II PSCs consist of ice particles (ICE).
For typical conditions at an altitude of about 20 km the threshold temperature for PSC
formation is 195 K or -78◦ C for Type I and 188 K or -85◦ C for Type II (e.g. Carslaw
et al., 1994). In the vortex of the southern hemisphere these temperatures are passed
every winter, but in the northern hemisphere they are less common. Even though,
conditions cold enough for the formation of PSCs occur in the north almost every winter
the conditions often persist only for a short time and occur in a limited area. In some
winters (1996/97, 1999/2000, 2004/05 and 2010/11) the cold conditions persisted also
in the Arctic enabling significant ozone depletion (Solomon, 1999; WMO, 2014).

Heterogeneous reactions on PSCs are important in the ozone loss chemistry for
converting the chlorine and bromine reservoir species to more active species. Eq. (2.23)–
(2.28) show the heterogeneous reactions where halogen reservoir species react to form
intermediate species (like HOCl, Cl2, BrCl and HOBr). In the cace of PSCs in the
heterogeneous reactions one reactant is in the gas phase and the other is solid.

ClONO2(g) +H2O(s)→ HOCl(g) +HNO3(s) (2.23)

BrONO2(g) +H2O(s)→ HOBr(g) +HNO3(s) (2.24)

ClONO2(g) +HCl(s)→ Cl2(g) +HNO3(s) (2.25)

HOCl(g) +HCl(s)→ Cl2(g) +H2O(s) (2.26)

BrONO2(g) +HCl(s)→ BrCl(g) +HNO3(s) (2.27)

HOBr(g) +HCl(s)→ BrCl(g) +H2O(s) (2.28)

When sunlight reaches the polar vortex in the spring, the intermediate species
will photodissociate to form radicals (Cl, ClO, Br, BrO). The chlorine and bromine
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radicals will then catalyse the ozone depletion reactions (Eq. (2.13)–(2.20)). As spring
advances the temperature increases and PSCs will no longer form. The active chlorine
is then transformed back to reservoir species through reactions with methane (2.21) or
nitrogen dioxide (2.22), which will stop the ozone depletion.

Sedimentation, the downward motion of atmospheric particles, can prolong the
ozone loss (Fahey et al., 2001). Type I PSCs are small (∼1 micron), and therefore they
have very small sedimentation velocities (∼10 metres per day). Whereas type II PSC
particles can be greater than 10 microns, and can settle out of the stratosphere rapidly
(∼1.5 km/day). Sedimentation removes reactive nitrogen and water. The removal of
reactive nitrogen is known as denitrification and the removal of water vapour is known
as dehydration. Denitrification and dehydration can occur inside the polar vortex in
cold winters, decreasing the removal rate of ClO through reaction with NO2 to form
the reservoir ClONO2 (e.g. NASA, 2000). Denitrification therefore prolongs the oc-
currence of high levels of active chlorine thus prolonging the ozone loss (see e.g. Rex
et al. (1997)).

The southern polar vortex is strong, cold and isolated and the formation of PSCs
is effective, with significant occurrence of ICE PSCs, effective halogen activation and
strong sedimentation. This causes an almost complete ozone depletion within the 15–
20 km altitude range. In the Arctic the polar vortex is warmer and the ozone depletion
remains weaker, with a maximum of about 40% (Manney et al., 2011; Livesey et al.,
2015). However, in winter 2011, at some altitudes the ozone depletion reached 70%
(Manney et al., 2011).

2.4 WATER VAPOUR AND ITS IMPACT ON THE POLAR OZONE LOSS

The dry air in the atmosphere consists mainly of nitrogen N2 (78.1%) and oxygen O2

(20.9%). The rest is argon Ar and trace constituents, such as carbon dioxide CO2,
ozone O3, methane CH4, various oxides of nitrogen NOx, neon Ne, and helium He.
The amount of water vapour is variable; on average about 1% at sea level, and 0.4%
over the entire atmosphere. The tropospheric concentration of water vapour is impor-
tant as it creates many of the observed weather features, like clouds, rain, snow and
ice. The stratosphere is much drier, with about 4–5 ppmv (0.0004 to 0.0006%) water
vapour, but it still has a significant role in the energy budget of the atmosphere (e.g.,
Randel et al., 2004). Water vapour absorbs and emits the infrared radiation from the
surface, retaining the atmospheric warmth. In addition, it is important in the formation
of aerosols and polar stratospheric clouds.

The main source of SWV is the transport through the tropical tropopause (Brewer,
1949). Also the methane oxidation process in the stratosphere is a source of water
vapour. The cold conditions in the tropical tropopause causes water vapour to condense,
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which leads to dehydration of the rising air masses. Thus only a small proportion of the
water vapour can get through the tropopause into the stratosphere.

The amount of water vapour in the stratosphere affects the formation of PSCs in
cold polar vortex. Therefore it has a significant effect on polar ozone depletion, by
enhancing chlorine activation through the heterogeneous reactions on the surface of
PSC particles.

2.5 DYNAMICS AND TRANSPORT

Understanding atmospheric transport is important for the modelling and forecasting of
ozone distribution. Ozone forms mainly in the tropics in the photodissociation reaction
of oxygen (Eq. (2.1)). From there, it is transported towards the mid latitudes and
poles, where the air masses descend. This circular motion is called the Brewer–Dobson-
circulation (BD) (Butchart, 2014). The same motion also carries other long-lived gases
(water, methane, nitrogen oxides and ODSs) from the tropics towards the poles. It
takes about 4–5 years for an air parcel to be transported from the tropical tropopause
to the polar vortex, because the vertical movement is very slow. In the tropical lower
stratosphere the air is quite young, i.e. the age of the air is low. However, in the
middle- and high-latitudes the age of the air can be 5 years. In the older air there is
more inorganic chlorine and less CFCs, because the chlorine compounds have been
exposed to UV radiation for a longer time, and are decomposed to reactive radicals.
Figure 2.3 shows the seasonally averaged ozone distribution and the BD-circulation.
Ozone is transported from its origin in the tropics to the winter pole, where its life time
is long, because the amount of UV radiation is considerably lower there than in the
tropics, and ozone is not destroyed photochemically.

The Brewer–Dobson-circulation is caused by planetary waves, which are gen-
erated by large scale topography and meridional temperature differences. Planetary
waves, known also as Rossby waves, have horizontal wavelength up to 20000 km and
move slowly westward, with respect to the zonal flow. They are also able to propa-
gate vertically to the stratosphere (NASA, 2000). In the northern hemisphere there are
much more differences in the geography (for instance the Rocky mountains and the Hi-
malayas) and land-sea distribution than in the southern hemisphere. Thus wave energy
is significantly larger in the northern stratosphere than in the southern stratosphere. This
stronger wave activity in the northern hemisphere leads to a stronger BD-circulation in
northern winters. More ozone is thus transported to the northern than to the southern
high latitudes (NASA, 2000). The weaker winter wave activity in the southern hemi-
sphere leads to a more isolated and colder Antarctic polar vortex compared to the Arctic
one.
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Also other dynamical waves affect the ozone distribution. One is the Quasi-
Biennial Oscillation (QBO), which is a periodic east-west wind system in the tropics.
It affects the year-to-year variability in the ozone distribution by modifying the tem-
perature structure of the stratosphere and by modifying the BD-circulation. The QBO
effect on water vapour is discussed in Section 4.4.

FIGURE 2.3. Brewer–Dobson circulation (arrows) and seasonally averaged ozone density
(colours). From NASA (2000).
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3 MODELLING AND DATA

This chapter describes the chemistry transport model FinROSE-CTM used in Section
3.1 and data used for modelling boundary and initial conditions. The validation of the
model is presented in Section 3.2.

3.1 FINROSE-CTM

FinROSE is a global three-dimensional chemical transport model (Damski et al., 2007).
Originally it is developed as the mechanistic general circulation model ROSE, and
stratospheric chemistry was included afterwards (Rose and Brasseur, 1989). Later it
was redesigned to be an off-line chemistry transport model. Off-line means that it
does not calculate meteorological parameters by itself, but gets the needed tempera-
tures, winds and surface pressure fields pre-calculated from some climate or weather
prediction model. PAPER I presents the model in detail and describes the reforms that
have been made in FMI. PAPER I presents the chemistry, where short-lived compounds
are treated as families (Rose and Brasseur, 1989). In the family-concept fast-reacting
compounds (like odd-oxygen: Ox = O(3P ), O3 and O(1D)) are grouped into longer
lived chemical families, with lifetimes longer than the time step of the model, and they
can be transported along the winds. After publishing PAPER I, the chemistry scheme
was replaced by an other one, where the reaction rates of short-lived compounds also
are calculated, the family approach is used only for transport. Also the heterogeneous
chemistry scheme has been reformulated at FMI and is described in PAPER I. Boundary
conditions are used for the troposphere and ion chemistry, this is only relevant in the
mesosphere and is not taken into account in this model version.

A flux form semi Lagrangian transport method has been implemented at FMI. This
method (Lin and Rood, 1996) solves the three-dimensional transport of volume mixing
ratio fields, and better conserves the mass. In the horizontal direction the method of
transport is a piecewise parabolic method (Colella and Woodward, 1984) and the verti-
cal transport is calculated using the full monotonicity constraint (Lin and Rood, 1996).
The vertical velocities are calculated internally from the continuity equation. Due to
a somewhat too fast BD-circulation produced by the transport scheme with the used
driver data, we nudge some long-lived tracers such as N2O, CH4 and total nitrogen
NOy towards observations (see Section 3.2).

The concentrations of short- and long-lived chemical species, in the model, is
solved by different schemes. The concentrations of short-lived gases (O3, O, H, OH ,
Cl, ClO, HO2, N , NO, NO2, Br, BrO) are solved by the fully-implicit backward
Euler system of nonlinear equations using the Newton–Raphson iteration. The chem-
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istry of long-lived compounds is resolved by the Gauss–Seidel method by calculating
the production and destruction rates, and then calculating a new concentration in each
time step. The main reactions of ozone chemistry were presented in Chapter 2.

Photodissociation coefficients have been calculated with the PHODIS radiative
transfer model (Kylling et al., 1995). Running the radiative transfer model in run-time
in FinROSE’s grid and time-step may be too expensive due to the CPU-intensive cal-
culations. Instead coefficients were calculated in advance into look-up-tables. The
photodissociation coefficient is then obtained by interpolating the tables based on alti-
tude, solar zenith angle, ozone amount and albedo. Look-up tables have been calculated
separately for winter and summer, and for five different latitude bands. This was done
to ensure the most appropriate state of atmosphere from the table could be done and
thus to improve the accuracy of the photodissociation coefficient.

3.2 DATA

A chemistry–transport-model needs a good initial state in order to give reasonable re-
sults. The initial values of the FinROSE simulations are usually from some previous
run. If the concentrations in the model are in balance, there is no need for a separate
spin-up, but if the model state is displaced a lot, a spin-up run has to be done first.
Because atmospheric circulation is slow, the spin-up run has to be longer than the age-
of-air, i.e. at least five years.

The tropospheric chemistry and emissions of the trace gases in the FinROSE-
CTM are replaced with boundary conditions. Nudging towards the observed values
of some long lived species helps to keep the stratospheric concentrations more in-line
with observations in longer simulations. Ozone and water vapour values can be ob-
tained from the driver data, usually from the ERA-Interim data. Data for long-lived
species are derived from observations. A climatology calculated from the Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS) satellite observations is used as an upper boundary of ozone
and water vapour. Tropospheric N2O data is from the Advanced Global Atmospheric
Gases Experiment (AGAGE) (Prinn et al., 2000). In addition, the halogen loading for
the troposphere (Cly and Bry) were obtained from updated Montzka et al. (2009) data.
The model does not simulate the distribution of halogen source gases, but the strato-
spheric inorganic halogen loading is obtained by scaling the tropospheric Cly and Bry
with the age-of-air of the model. The carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration is based
on the global annual mean trend data (ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/products/trends/co2).
The concentration of the tropospheric methane (CH4) is from the Global view-data
(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/globalview/ch4).
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The model is run by using pre-calculated winds and temperatures as a driver. Fin-
ROSE can be run with gridded meteorological data, and usually ECMWF ERA-Interim
data is used (Dee et al., 2011). Driver data options and their impact on the results is the
topic of PAPER III and is described in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

The results from FinROSE-CTM (mainly ozone and water vapour) have been val-
idated in various projects against satellite observations and soundings. The results of
the model validation have been reported in PAPER I and in Section 4.1. There the to-
tal ozone of FinROSE has been compared to the ECMWF ERA-40 data and the Total
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) satellite ozone observations, as well as to ozone
soundings. Already at the time of writing PAPER I, the results of FinROSE were compa-
rable to observations, and the model provided improved ozone values compared to the
driver data. Although the modelled ozone level showed a negative bias and the changes
have been too smooth, the trend and the annual variation are described well. FinROSE-
CTM has proven to be capable of simulating a realistic evolution of stratospheric ozone
on seasonal to decadal scales.
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4 RESULTS

In the following sections, the main results of this thesis are covered. The results of
PAPERs I, II, III, IV and V are discussed in the following sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and
4.5, respectively.

4.1 FINROSE-CTM

The FinROSE model can be used to make both long simulations and shorter case stud-
ies. The model results were reasonable already at the time of writing PAPER I, and the
model has subsequently been developed further in many areas, which has further im-
proved the results. Figure 4.1 is a replotted Figure 5 from PAPER I. It is based on a later
model version and the data is from a particularly strong ozone depletion year, 2011.
The Figure shows the total column ozone, chlorine activation, PSC surface area density
and chemical ozone loss from the FinROSE simulation, and also the total ozone from
the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) satellite instrument. It can be seen in the two
uppermost rows that there is too low total ozone level in FinROSE compared to OMI
observations. However, the spatial distribution of ozone is good in FinROSE. The left-
hand column shows results for the 1st of March, when only a little solar radiation had
reached the polar vortex, but chlorine had already started to be activated in the vortex.
Ozone concentration in the vortex is smaller than outside. Also PSCs are formed inside
the polar vortex but only minor ozone loss have occurred. The middle column shows
results for the 15th of March when the ozone loss had started in the polar vortex. Chlo-
rine activation had already been reduced from its maximum value. The PSC surface
area density is in the same range as in the left column. In the rightmost column (the
1st of April) the chlorine compounds have already partly returned to reservoir species,
and chlorine activation no longer exceeded the 50% level. Total ozone (two top rows)
had clearly decreased in the polar vortex. Also over the northern Finland PSCs and
very low ozone values can be seen. The maps in the bottom row in Fig. 4.1 describe the
chemical ozone loss. The blue area in the centre of the polar vortex shows the ozone
loss in the beginning of April. Even more than 40% of the ozone had been depleted.
Above Finland the ozone depletion was about 30–40%, which is a significant reduction
(Karpechko et al., 2013).

Figure 5 in PAPER I shows the corresponding parameters in the year 2000 (15th
Jan, 15th Feb and 1st Mar). The ozone depletion was then only about 20%, i.e. less
severe than in spring 2011 (Figure 4.1). Also PAPER V presents similar results from the
FinROSE simulations. From Fig. 4.1 and PAPER I and PAPER V it can be seen that the
FinROSE-CTM is able to simulate ozone depletion in the northern hemisphere.
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FIGURE 4.1. The evolution of ozone and key parameters for ozone loss during the 2011 north-
ern hemispheric winter and spring shown as daily averages at the 475 K potential
temperature level. Total column ozone (DU) from OMI in the uppermost row, total
ozone from FinROSE in the second row, chlorine activation (%) in the third row,
NAT and ICE PSC surface area density (µ m2 cm3) in the fourth row and ozone loss
(%) in the bottom row. First column: 1st of March, second column: 16th of March
and third column: 2nd of April in 2011. The 36 PVU isoline indicates the vortex
edge at 475 K. (The figure is revised from Fig. 5 in PAPER I)
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FIGURE 4.2. Water vapour of FinROSEn (black), ECMWF ERA-Interimin (green), MLS:n
(blue) ja Sodankylä soundings (orange) at three levels. (The figure is revised from
Fig. 4 from PAPER IV.)

Fig. 4.2 shows modelled water vapour, as well as the corresponding parameter
from ECMWF ERA-Interim-data. Also MLS water vapour satellite observations and
frost point hygrometer soundings from Sodanlylä are shown. The water vapour concen-
tration of FinROSE is about 0.5 ppmv higher than in the ERA-Interim-data. FinROSE
is close to the MLS data, although in FinROSE there is a positive trend in water vapour
between 2009–2013, which is not seen from observations. A few soundings have been
done every winter since 2003 at Sodankylä. The soundings are individual observations
while the monthly means are shown for MLS, which may cause some discrepancy.
Also the vertical grid of the model and MLS is much sparser than in the soundings,
i.e. the modelled water vapour values represent a thicker layer than the sounding ob-
servations. FinROSE water vapour concentrations are closer to MLS than the values in
ERA-Interim. This is likely due to the more complex chemistry scheme in FinROSE;
ERA-Interim water vapour is only roughly parameterised based on the oxidation of
CH4 (Monge-Sanz et al., 2013).

4.2 DRIVER DATA

A chemistry transport model needs temperature, wind speed and direction as well
as surface pressure fields pre-calculated. We have usually used the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ECMWF ERA-Interim meteorology and in the
study described in PAPER II also the older re-analysis, ERA-40 (Thölix et al., 2010).
In PAPER III it was pointed out that FinROSE-CTM can be run using climate model
results as the driver data (Damski et al., 2007). However, the more common way is to
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use re-analysis data sets. The driver data strongly affects the results of a CTM. The
temperature is an important driver for the chemical reactions. The general circulation,
which transports the gases from tropics to the polar areas can be even more important.

In PAPER II we tested the performance of the FinROSE chemistry transport model
by using three different data sets from the ECMWF as the driver data. Simulations
from 1990 to 2005 were done using winds and temperatures from the reanalysis data
sets ERA-40 and ERA-Interim and from the ECMWF operational analysis. A good
measure for the reliability of the driver data is the age-of-air, i.e the time an air parcel
has spent in the stratosphere. When the age-of-air is too young, the Brewer–Dobson-
circulation is too fast and the distribution of chemical compounds in the simulated
atmosphere will be affected. For example ozone originates in the tropical region, and
is transported with the BD-circulation to the polar areas. If the circulation is too fast,
there may be too high amounts of ozone in the polar areas. A good quality of the driver
data helps to give reliable distributions of the stratospheric species.

Waugh and Hall (2002) presented age-of-air estimates based on different mea-
surements. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic for the annual mean of this age distribution
between 15 and 35 km. It seen that the mean age-of-air reaches six years near the poles.

FIGURE 4.3. Annual mean of age-of-air based on observations. (Adapted from Waugh and
Hall (2002)).
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FIGURE 4.4. Vertical distribution of the monthly mean zonally averaged age-of-air (years) for
July after 20 years of simulation in the FinROSE-CTM simulations using (a) ERA-
Interim, (b) ERA-40 and (c) ECMWF operational data. (Figure 1 of PAPER II)
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FIGURE 4.5. Normalized monthly mean global total column ozone (60◦ S to 60◦N ) time series
from FinROSE-CTM simulations using ERA-Interim (black) and ERA-40 (green)
analysis data, and from TOMS and OMI (purple) and GOME and SCIAMACHY
(orange) observations. (Figure 2 of PAPER II)

Figure 4.4 shows the simulated age-of-air distribution after 20 years of simulations us-
ing the driver data sets described above. The oldest dataset ERA-40 resulted in a too
strong BD-circulation with the maximum age-of-air of only about two years. The op-
erational analysis gave improved results, more than a year older air, but the latest data
set ERA-Interim resulted in a much more realistic upward transport. The age-of-air
in the simulation using ERA-Interim data was about five years at maximum, which is
still too young, but closer to the observations than in the other simulations, where ear-
lier ECMWF re-analysis ERA-40 and the operational analysis data were used. Also
the modelled ozone variability (shown in Fig. 4.5) is more realistic and showed bet-
ter agreement with observations, when using the ERA-Interim. It was concluded that
ERA-Interim is a useful dataset as a driver for CTMs.

4.3 LONG TERM TRENDS

In PAPER III the model was run using winds and temperatures from UMETRAC (Uni-
fied Model with Eulerian Transport and Chemistry) model (Austin and Butchart, 2003).
Both past and ”future” years (1980–2019) were simulated, and also the concentrations
and distributions for future ozone and other gases were calculated. The motivation
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of this study was that the more sophisticated heterogeneous chemistry scheme of the
FinROSE-CTM would provide an improved description of the ozone depletion than
in the chemistry–climate model simulation. Also long reanalysis data sets were not
yet available, and a CCM simulation gave a consistent data set for CTM simulations
spanning several decades.

PAPER III shows ozone trends during the ozone loss years (1980–1999) and dur-
ing the expected recovery period (2000–2019). Zonal mean decadal ozone trends for
northern hemispheric spring months (March, April, May) from FinROSE and satellite
measurements (TOMS and OMI) are shown in Fig. 4.6. The trends are calculated by
applying a standard linear regression and the trend errors are based on the Student’s
T-test and the 95% significance level. The overall agreement between the model and
observations is good. During the ozone loss period (lefthand panels) the ozone trend
is negative in FinROSE at nearly all latitudes. It is also statistically significant else-
where than in the tropics. Over the Arctic areas the spring trend in FinROSE is about
-5%/decade. Near the poles both the modelled and observed trends are not significant
while in the mid latitudes the trend is significant. Also the observed spring ozone trend
is negative, but the error bars show that the trend is not significant over the Antarctica
and in the tropics. The number of satellite measurements near the poles is quite lim-
ited. Therefore the observed trends near the poles are less reliable than in the middle
latitudes and also the variability is larger.

During the recovery period (righthand panels), the spring ozone trend is instead
mainly positive, but smaller than the negative trend during the loss period. FinROSE
gives a positive trend of about 2–3%/decade over the southern latitudes and about 3-
4%/decade over the northern latitudes. The trend is significant at the 95% confidence
level elsewhere than in the tropics. The trends over the poles calculated from observa-
tions, which are now available for the years 2000–2017, are positive, however, they are
not statistically significant. The asymmetry of the ozone trends between depletion and
recovery period can likely be explained by the fact than ODS removal from the atmo-
sphere is slower that ODS build up in the atmosphere. From the spring average point
of view in the FinROSE simulation a small increasing trend of total ozone can be seen
until 2019 in the south and in the north both from the observations and from the model
simulation. Damski (2005) compared the ozone trends of FinROSE to the UMETRAC
trends. From Fig. 4.19 and 4.20 of Damski (2005) it can be seen that the UMETRAC
model slightly overestimates the spring trend compared to TOMS observations.

Fig. 4.7 shows the zonal mean ozone trends over northern hemispheric autumn
months (September, October and November). During the ozone loss period there is a
very large negative ozone trend, nearly -25%/decade, over the Antarctica in the Fin-
ROSE data. The autumn trend is negative also over nearly all other latitudes, but it
is statistically significant only above Antarctica and the middle latitudes. Above the
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FIGURE 4.6. Zonally averaged total ozone trends over northern hemisphere spring months
(March, April and May) [%/decade]. The errorbars indicate the 95% confidence
intervals, calculated using the Students T-test. Upper row: trends calculated from
observations. Lower row: Trends from the FinROSE simulation. Left panels show
the ozone loss period and right panels the recovery period. (Figure modified from
Fig. 10 of PAPER III)
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FIGURE 4.7. The same as Fig. 4.6 but over the northern hemisphere autumn months (Septem-
ber, October and November) [%/decade].
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Arctic areas the autumn trend in FinROSE is about -2%/decade. The observed autumn
ozone trends are also negative and above Antarctica even -30%/decade. During the re-
covery period the autumn ozone trend is mainly positive, but it is not significant in the
model. No clear positive trend can be seen in the FinROSE data or observations in the
recovery period. UMETRAC trends in Fig. 4.19 and 4.20 of Damski (2005) are clearly
underestimated in the autumn during the ozone depletion period over the Antarctica, but
during the recovery period the difference between the models is smaller. However, it
can be seen that the ozone loss has not become worse after the 1990’s and the recovery
has started.

4.4 WATER VAPOUR CHANGES IN THE ARCTIC STRATOSPHERE

The study in PAPER IV evaluates the water vapour distribution and variability in the
Arctic stratosphere. A FinROSE-CTM simulation was compared to observations, and
the sources of SWV were studied. The study covers the years between 1990–2014.
FinROSE-CTM was shown to be capable of simulating the stratospheric water vapour
distribution and evolution in the Arctic. The water vapour distribution from FinROSE
were compared to the ERA-Interim water vapour data. It was shown that the full strato-
spheric chemistry of a chemistry transport model produced a better water vapour dis-
tribution compared to the parameterised ERA-Interim water vapour, even though the
ERA-Interim data was used as a tropospheric boundary condition. The dry bias of
ERA-Interim data was alleviated and the FinROSE model gave results comparable to
the MLS satellite measurements and Sodankylä frost point hygrometer measurements
(see Fig. 4.2).

The main source of the stratospheric water vapour is the transport through the trop-
ical tropopause. In FinROSE a chemically passive water vapour tracer was introduced
for estimating the contribution of transported water vapour. SWV is also produced
chemically from methane oxidation. The fraction of water vapour produced chemically
was found to be smaller than the fraction brought by transport, but in the summer-
time at altitudes between 6 and 1 hPa (35–48 km) the fractions were almost as large.
The decadal variability of water vapour and its sources between latitudes 70–90◦ N
can be seen in Fig. 4.8 where anomalies of water vapour components are shown. The
anomalies are calculated by subtracting the mean values for the period 1990–2014 for
FinROSE and ERA-Interim and for the period 2004–2014 for MLS anomalies. The
FinROSE simulation shows decadal variability in the Arctic water vapour with a mag-
nitude of 0.8 ppmv. Both observations and the simulation show an increase in the water
vapour concentration in the Arctic stratosphere after 2006, but around 2012 the concen-
tration started to decrease. According to the simulation, the increase in water vapour is
mostly explained by transport-related processes, while the photochemically produced
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FIGURE 4.8. Anomalies of Water vapour (black), tracer describing transported water vapour
(orange), tracer describing water produced by methane oxidation (purple) from Fin-
ROSE, and the water vapour anomaly from ECMWF ERA-Interim (green) as ppmv
between 1990–2014 and the water vapour anomaly from MLS (blue) between 2004–
2014. Anomalies are calculated over latitudes 70◦–90◦ N at the levels of 1, 10, 56,
and 100 hPa. (Modified from Fig. 5 of PAPER IV)
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FIGURE 4.9. Panel (a): scatter plot of December–February ICE PSC area versus the area colder
than 188 K in the Northern Hemisphere from FinROSE and CALIPSO at 56 hPa.
The colour denotes the vortex mean water vapour content (ppmv). Panel (b): scatter
plot of the December–February ice PSC area versus the vortex mean water vapour
content (ppmv) from FinROSE and CALIPSO at 56 hPa. The colour denotes the vor-
tex average temperature (K). FinROSE is shown with dots and CALIPSO is shown
with crosses. (Fig. 8 of PAPER IV)

water vapour plays a relatively small role. A regression analysis suggests that both cold
point temperature variability and QBO are important factors in the Arctic water vapour
variability in the lower stratosphere.

Our results indicate that increased stratospheric water vapour concentration in the
polar vortex has increased the ICE PSC occurrence after 2006. In the FinROSE simu-
lation ICE PSCs occurred in the Arctic polar vortex in 12 out of 25 simulated winters,
becoming more frequent in the latest years of the simulation. Figure 4.9 shows the rela-
tion of water vapour, temperature and ICE PSCs. The left panel shows the dependence
of the ICE PSC area on the cold temperature area in December–February 2007–2014
at the 56 hPa level. Each datapoint denotes one winter day in the FinROSE simulation
or in the observation by the Cloud-Aerosol-Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Ob-
servations (CALIPSO). The colour of the mark shows the water vapour concentration
averaged in the vortex. The cold area shows the area colder than 188 K. Figure 4.9,
right panel, shows the dependence of ICE PSC on water vapour. If the temperatures
were similar, the ICE PSC area would increase, when water vapour concentration in-
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creases but in a dry vortex, no ICE PSCs form even at low temperatures. This is seen in
both FinROSE and CALIPSO. An increase in SWV and a decrease in the stratospheric
temperature enhances each other, and the volume of PSCs increases (Khosrawi et al.,
2016). The temperature is the main factor controlling the ICE PSC formation, but the
formation depends also on water vapour concentration. Higher concentrations produce
larger areas of ICE PSC. The increase in water vapour within the vortex was about
0.8 ppmv after 2007 (see Fig. 4.8). That would have increased the ICE PSC areas even
if the temperatures were the same, consistent with earlier estimations by Kirk-Davidoff
et al. (1999).

Finally, we performed a case study of the extremely cold winter of 2009/2010.
Figure 4.10 shows maps of temperature from ERA-Interim, the water vapour concen-
tration and ICE PSC from FinROSE and ICE PSC from the CALIPSO satellite instru-
ment from the Arctic polar area at the 35 hPa (24 km) level. The dates in the Figure
were chosen according to the Sodankylä sounding dates between 17 and 23 January
2010. The polar vortex area is marked with a black line in the maps and is defined as
modified PV> 36. The temperature in the vortex (1st row) was very low at this time
period, minimum temperatures were even below 188 K. The water vapour concentra-
tion of FinROSE (2nd row) is the highest at the vortex boundary and the lowest in the
middle of the vortex. Areas with very cold temperatures correlate with very low water
vapour content areas, because of the ICE PSC formation (3rd row) and dehydration, i.e.
water vapour is condensed into ice particles and sedimented downwards. Figure 4.10
(4th row) also shows the ICE PSCs observed by CALIPSO. Due to CALIPSO’s mea-
surement technique, the observations appear to be sparse, and it can be seen that the
grid boxes where CALIPSO observed ICE PSCs are scattered over larger areas com-
pared to FinROSE simulations. The bottom row in Fig. 4.10 shows modelled frost point
temperature profiles above Sodankylä from FinROSE and temperature profiles from
ECMWF ERA-Interim analysis, frost point temperature calculated from MLS satel-
lite water vapour measurements, and observed frost point temperature from Sodankylä
soundings. Overall, FinROSE is able to simulate the frost point temperature quite well.
The ECMWF ERA-Interim temperature is close to or below the frost point temperature
during the analysed time period. Then the formation of ICE PSC can also be simu-
lated in FinROSE. The water vapour concentration decreases about 1 to 1.5 ppmv from
the median values due to dehydration. In summary, FinROSE was able to reproduce
stratospheric water vapour, ICE PSC formation and the magnitude of the dehydration
in good agreement with the observations during the record cold period in the winter of
2010.
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FIGURE 4.10. Upper four rows: temperature (K), water vapour (ppmv), and ICE PSC occur-
rence from FinROSE-CTM and ICE PSC occurrence from CALIPSO during winter
2010. The black contour marks polar vortex. All maps show the 35 hPa pressure
level. Bottom row: ERA-Interim temperature (green) and frost point temperature
from Sodankylä frost point hygrometer soundings (red dots), from MLS (blue), and
from FinROSE (black). (Modified from Fig. 10 of PAPER IV)
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4.5 INFLUENCE OF WATER VAPOUR TO THE ARCTIC OZONE LOSS

Stratospheric water vapour influences the chemical ozone loss by controlling the PSC
formation. There are large differences in the SWV between chemistry–climate mod-
els, because the models have difficulties in representing the amount of water vapour
entering the stratosphere through the tropical tropopause. This has implications for
the CCM’s capability to simulate future stratospheric ozone losses in long term simu-
lations. In this study we investigated the sensitivity of simulated Arctic ozone losses
to the amount of water vapour entering the stratosphere using FinROSE-CTM. Three
different simulations covering the years 2010–2016 were made. Here the results from
the coldest winter 2010/11 and from a warmer winter 2013/14 are shown. The refer-
ence simulation was forced with ERA-Interim water vapour concentration in the trop-
ical tropopause. In the Max-simulation, water vapour was increased by multiplying
the ERA-Interim value by about 1.6 and in the Min-simulation the tropical tropopause
concentration was about half of the ERA-Interim water vapour. The SWV values at the
tropical tropopause approximately corresponded to the driest and wettest CCMVal-2
models (Gettleman et al., 2010). These modelled concentrations as well as MLS ob-
servations for 2014 can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 4.11. When forced by different
SWV values at the tropical tropopause, FinROSE simulated different SWV concentra-
tions through the whole stratosphere. The difference in the Arctic was very close to the
differences prescribed at the tropical tropopause. The Arctic polar vortex water vapour
concentrations in winter 2013/14 are shown in the right panel of Fig.4.11.

FIGURE 4.11. Left: Water vapour near the tropical tropopause in 2014. Right: Water vapour
at 55 hPa within the Arctic polar vortex in winter 2013/14. The green line is the
Interim simulation, the blue is Max, the red Min simulation. The black line shows
the MLS observations. (Modified from Figs. 1 and 3 of PAPER V)
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Consistent with expectation, the SWV amount strongly influences the amount of
PCSs. Especially the area of air containing ICE PSC changes with changing SWV. Also
the areas of NAT and STS PSCs depend on water vapour, but the effect is not so strong.
We also see differences in chlorine partitioning between different SWV simulations.
However, the temperature of the winter and the amount of PSCs affect the fraction of
activated chlorine more.

FIGURE 4.12. a) Area of ICE PSCs, b) area of NAT and STS PSCs, c) chlorine partitioning at
55 hPa and d) chemical ozone loss within the Arctic polar vortex in winter 2010/11.
In panels a,b and d the green line is the Interim simulation, the red is Min and
the blue is Max simulation. Panel c shows the difference between the Min and
Max simulations. The black curve is the reservoir fraction, magenta is intermediate
species and green is the fraction of activated chlorine. (Modified from Figs. 4–7 of
PAPER V)
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FIGURE 4.13. The same as Fig. 4.12, but in the winter of 2013/14. (Modified from Figs. 4–7 of
PAPER V)

In Fig. 4.12 and 4.13 PSC areas, chlorine partitioning and corresponding ozone
loss are shown for winters 2010/11 and 2013/14, respectively. the winter of 2010/11
was cold, and there were high amounts of ICE PSCs in the Interim simulation. In the
Max simulation the ICE PSC area increased strongly compared to the Interim simula-
tion and even in the Min simulation there were some ICE PSCs. In the case of NAT and
STS PSCs the amount of water vapour was not so important, but also the area of NAT
and STS increased with water vapour. Chlorine activation starts when the reservoir
species start to transfer to intermediate ones. This happens at the same time with the
growth of the NAT and STS area, i.e. at the beginning of November. At the beginning
of January most of the chlorine is in active form. At the same time the chemical ozone
loss starts in the Arctic polar vortex. The water vapour amount is important for the
chlorine partitioning in December, but after that the difference between simulations is
quite small when considering the activated chlorine. The difference between Min and
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Max simulations (black line at the bottom right panel in Fig. 4.12) is about 10 DU. The
difference between Min and Interim simulations is about 9 DU and between Interim
and Max simulations only about 1 DU. The increase of water vapour did not signifi-
cantly increase the ozone loss during winter 2010/11. In contrast winter 2013/14 (see
Fig. 4.13) was only moderately cold. ICE PSCs were simulated, and their area increased
with water vapour, but in the Min simulation there was almost no ICE PSC. The NAT
and STS PSC areas were large in all runs and the areas correlates well with the chlo-
rine activation. Water vapour amount changes the chlorine partitioning most before the
chlorine activation, but also the fraction of activated chlorine depends on water vapour
concentration. In the Max simulation a larger fraction of the chlorine is activated and
correspondingly more ozone is destroyed than in the Man simulation. The difference
in the chemical ozone loss between Min and Max simulations was as high as 15 DU in
the winter of 2013/14.

From Figures 4.12 and 4.13 we can conclude that in cold winters the SWV has less
control over the chlorine activation and ozone loss, because enough PSCs are formed
even with low SWV to activate almost all the chlorine. In warmer winters the influence
is larger, and the increase in ozone loss with water vapour is also larger. Although this
change is not large in comparison to the total ozone loss, it does represent a source of
uncertainty when analysing ozone depletion from CCM ensembles, for example for es-
timating future ozone recovery dates. In particular, it can be expected that a model with
too much SWV would tend to simulate more ozone loss than a model with less SWV
per given ODS amount, thus delaying simulated Arctic ozone recovery, assuming that
vortex temperatures are similar between the models. It should also be noted that extra
SWV would contribute to stratospheric cooling thus leading to a colder stratosphere
and more PSCs and ozone loss. This effect was not taken into account in this study,
because SWV concentrations did not affect temperatures in our CTM simulations.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The scientific goal of this study was to investigate the long term variability of strato-
spheric ozone and water vapour, the impact of water vapour on the ozone loss and the
importance of the driver data. This work aims at showing for example the source re-
sponsible for the increase in stratospheric water vapour and the influence of tropical
water vapour changes on Arctic water vapour and the ozone loss. Also, the usefulness
of FinROSE-CTM in different kinds of stratospheric investigations was shown.

Although the chemistry of the ozone loss is well known and the success of the
Montreal protocol has had a positive effect on the ozone layer, there are still questions
to answer. Chlorine concentrations in the stratosphere have decreased after emission
reductions following the Montreal protocol and the halogen loading in the stratosphere
will further decrease during the next decades. Ozone depletion has decreased 20% dur-
ing the southern hemispheric winter months from 2005 to 2016 (Strahan and Douglass,
2018). The increase in ozone levels is due to declining levels of chlorine coming from
CFCs. But a clear decrease in the size of the ozone hole cannot yet be seen, because it
is controlled mainly by the temperature, which varies a lot from year to year (Strahan
and Douglass, 2018). However, Solomon et al. (2016) have already detected signs of
ozone recovery in Antarctica in September because interannual variability is smaller
in September than in October. Climate change warms the troposphere, but cools the
stratosphere. The decreased chlorine loading would decrease the ozone loss, whereas
the colder stratosphere would increase the PSCs, thus a smaller amount of chlorine
could be sufficient to cause ozone loss in the polar vortex (e.g. Butler et al. (2016)).
The stratospheric water vapour may increase due to increases in atmospheric methane
and climate change, which would further cool the stratosphere and enhance PSC for-
mation.

PAPER I and PAPER II describe the model, FinROSE-CTM, which is used in this
thesis. The model can be run with different kinds of driver data sets and it is able
to produce realistic distributions of ozone and water vapour, which are comparable
to observations. Because FinROSE is cheap to run, it allows multiple simulations, at
time scales from several days to multidecadal ones, which can be used for example in
sensitivity studies. In addition to the studies explained in these thesis, the model has
been used also in studies of Karpechko et al. (2013), Salmi et al. (2011) and Päivrinta
et al. (2013). In particular PAPER II addresses the important question of the role of
driver fields for simulating stratospheric trace gases.

Homogeneous and accurate meteorological data produces more realistic trace gas
distributions. If the general circulation in the driver data is too fast, the age-of-air in the
stratosphere becomes too young, and it is not possible to simulate correct atmospheric
ozone and water vapour distributions. The use of ERA-Interim data improved the re-
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sults of FinROSE-CTM remarkably, compared to earlier reanalysis data, and made car-
rying out the long simulations meaningful. The uncertainty in existing reanalysis data
is large, so users should be careful in selecting the driving fields, choosing a unsuitable
driver data set could result in an unreasonable tracer distributions.

When using climate model data as driver data, as in PAPER III, also future trace
gas distributions can be investigated with a CTM. Then the processes of ozone loss can
be studied in different climatological circumstances and also sensitivity tests can be
performed by running several parallel simulations under different conditions. We ran
FinROSE-CTM using UMETRAC CCM data and got results for the ozone depletion
period (1980–1999) and for the ozone recovery period, after CFCs concentration started
to decrease (2000–2019). The recovery period extends some years into the future. The
decrease of ozone seems to stop and the amount of ozone is going to stay unchanged or
start to increase during the first decades of the 2000’s. Observations during 2000–2017
are available, so we were able to validate the recovery period ozone trend calculated
with FinROSE with the observed trend. Both observed and simulated trends show
small positive change in the ozone amounts near the poles at the local springtime. Thus
it can be concluded that ozone losses will still be seen in the near future, although the
ozone recovery has started.

The stratospheric water vapour distribution of FinROSE is closer to observations
than the ERA-Interim one; i.e. the full chemistry of the FinROSE-CTM gives addi-
tional value compared to the parameterised ERA-Interim water vapour (Monge-Sanz
et al., 2013). In PAPER IV the water vapour distribution in the stratosphere was studied.
The use of a special water vapour tracer showed that the main source of the strato-
spheric water vapour is transport, while the chemically produced water vapour con-
tributes a smaller fraction. The novel findings in PAPER IV were that the stratospheric
water vapour concentration in the polar vortex has increased and thus also the ICE PSC
occurrence have increased after 2006.

In PAPER V the effect of water vapour on the ozone loss was studied. Water vapour
is transported from the tropics to the polar stratospheric areas, and there it affects the
PSC formation and therefore the ozone loss. In this study the effect of different tropical
water vapour concentrations on the Arctic ozone loss was investigated and the quan-
tified impact of tropical WV on Arctic ozone losses is the main result. If the winter
is very cold in the Arctic polar vortex, additional water vapour does not increase the
ozone loss much, because a large fraction of chlorine is already activated. During inter-
mediately cold winters the concentration of water vapour affects the ozone loss more.

In the future ozone depletion can also occur in the Arctic stratosphere. The amount
of water vapour is one of the most significant factors in the development of ozone
loss. In the climate models the accurate description of both ozone and water vapour
is important, because their amount has an effect on the whole climate. CTMs will be
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useful tools for case studies and investigation of some atmospheric phenomena also in
the future. FinROSE could be used for those purposes, or for testing new chemistry
schemes before implementing them in a CCM. The chemistry of FinROSE could also
be used as a chemistry routine in CCMs.
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In this paper we describe the development and performance of a three-dimensional global 
middle atmospheric chemistry transport model FinROSE. The FinROSE chemistry trans-
port model includes a numerical scheme for stratospheric chemistry with parameterizations 
for heterogeneous processing on polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) and on liquid binary 
aerosols together with a parameterisation of large nitric acid trihydrate particles (i.e. NAT-
rocks) and PSC sedimentation. The total number of trace species in the model is 34 and 
the total number of gas-phase reactions, photodissociation processes and heterogeneous 
reactions is about 150. The model is forced by external wind and temperature fields. The 
simulations are normally performed in a 5° ¥ 10° (lat. ¥ long.) grid from the surface up 
to around 0.1 hPa, with a vertical resolution of ca. 1.5 km in the stratosphere. Long-term 
simulations (40 to 50 years) have been done using winds and temperatures from ECMWF 
ERA40 analyses. The performance of the model in describing the stratospheric composi-
tion and chemistry is shown and evaluated in this paper. In general, the FinROSE results 
show a good comparison with measured total ozone. Also the timing, the depth and the 
deepening of the Antarctic ozone hole, and the responsible processes are captured well in 
the model simulations.

Introduction

The discovery of the Antarctic “ozone hole” 
in the mid-1980s was the start of an intensive 
international effort to understand the reasons 
behind polar ozone loss. Quite soon the impact 
of polar stratospheric clouds forming under low 
polar-winter stratospheric temperatures was rec-
ognized as the reason behind the high levels of 
active chlorine and low levels of atmospheric 
nitrogen (e.g. Crutzen and Arnold 1986, Solo-

mon et al. 1986, Brasseur et al. 1990, Fahey et 
al. 1990). At present, the connections between 
the springtime ozone destruction, the amount of 
chlorine and other active halogen species and 
polar stratospheric clouds are well known (e.g. 
Solomon 1999, WMO 2003).

The assessment of the processes associated 
with the ozone depletion relies typically on both 
measurements and model studies. Due to the 
large number of parameters that one should 
measure simultaneously and also taking into 
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account the needed measurement frequency, it 
is difficult (or even impossible) to take a global 
‘snapshot’ of the atmosphere where all signifi-
cant parameters are simultaneously measured. 
The use of numerical models provides one way 
for these kinds of studies. A chemistry transport 
model (CTM) is typically an off-line model, 
which means that the meteorological input is 
taken from a model that solves atmospheric 
dynamics by itself. Off-line refers especially 
to the condition when the changes in atmos-
pheric composition do not affect the modelled 
atmospheric dynamics or thermodynamics. The 
opposite would be a coupled-chemistry model 
where the effect of the atmospheric composition 
is taken into account by using a radiation transfer 
algorithm that solves the heating and cooling 
rates.

During the last decade, the production of 
many halocarbons has been regulated by the 
Montreal protocol (UNEP 2000). The common 
understanding at the moment is that the abun-
dances of ozone-depleting substances in the 
atmosphere have peaked and are now declining 
(e.g. WMO 2003). Therefore the possible ozone 
layer recovery has been raised into discussions. 
Another hot topic has recently been the effect of 
enhanced greenhouse effect on the stratospheric 
ozone, due to the links between climate change 
and ozone depletion (WMO 2003). The increas-
ing amounts of the so-called greenhouse gases 
such as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide 
and stratospheric water vapour is expected to 
cause cooling in the stratosphere (e.g. WMO 
2003, Shine et al. 2003). This potential cooling 
may have dramatic effects on ozone layer, par-
ticularly over the high northern latitudes (Austin 
et al. 1992, Shindell et al. 1998). However, the 
effect of possible changes in the dynamics due 
to the enhanced greenhouse effect is presently 
not well known (WMO 2003). The observed 
global annual mean cooling of the stratosphere 
that has taken place over the past two decades is 
also coupled with the ozone depletion, as there 
is less ozone in the stratosphere to absorb solar 
radiation (e.g. WMO 2003); i.e. several open 
questions regarding the future evolution of strat-
ospheric ozone still remain.

In order to ensure an up-to-date treatment 
of stratospheric processes and comparability 

to other similar existing CTMs, the chemical-
transport model FinROSE (FinROSE-ctm) was 
developed and improved in several ways. These 
improvements include replacement of the advec-
tion scheme (Lin and Rood 1996), replacement 
of the photodissociation calculation scheme 
(Kylling 1992, Kylling et al. 1997, Mayer et 
al. 1998), updates to the chemical kinetics (e.g. 
Sander 2002), improvements to the heterogene-
ous processing, and updates to the description 
of the chemical mechanisms of the model. The 
description of the troposphere, as well as initial 
and boundary conditions has also been rewritten. 
Several other similar global CTMs have been 
developed during recent years (e.g. Lefèvre et 
al. 1998, Chipperfield 1999, 2003, 2006, Rum-
mukainen et al. 1999, Egorova et al. 2001) and 
applied for multi-annual simulations.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and 
describe the chemistry transport model FinROSE-
ctm and to give a basic description of the model 
and show some examples of the model perform-
ance. The examples were chosen to show the 
stability of the model in long-term simulations, 
to show the climatological distribution of total 
ozone as well as the vertical distribution of ozone 
and finally to show the description of the basic 
processes related to polar ozone loss. The results 
are not analyzed in detail but some comparisons 
with satellite and sounding data were done. In 
this study the chosen example simulations were 
all based on the use of ERA40 data (Simmons 
and Gibson 2000) as meteorological forcing. The 
main goal of this paper is to show that the Fin-
ROSE model is applicable for model studies in 
different timescales (seasonal, decadal).

Model description

Gas-phase chemistry scheme

The original gas-phase chemistry scheme in Fin-
ROSE was based on the family-concept as for-
mulated by Rose and Brasseur (1989). This con-
cept is based on grouping, i.e. lumping, the fast 
reacting species, like odd oxygen, into chemical 
families. These families in turn have chemical 
lifetimes longer than the typical transport times-
cales. The basic idea of the family-approach is 
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to use quasi-steady state relations to solve the 
mixing ratios of the individual family members, 
since they typically establish photochemical 
equilibrium (PCE) with each other almost imme-
diately in the sun-lit stratosphere. The FinROSE 
chemistry scheme has been designed mainly for 
stratospheric studies. Tropospheric chemistry is 
not included and the tropospheric abundances 
are given as boundary conditions. Ion-chemistry 
in the upper mesosphere has also been neglected; 
i.e. applicability of the model, in general, falls 
within the domain limited by the tropopause and 
the mesopause (i.e. around 10 km and 80 km, 
respectively). The model does not have explicit 
treatment of the source gases like CFCs, instead 
prescribed projections of the long-lived tracers 
like total inorganic chlorine (Clx) and bromine 
(Brx) are used.

In total, eight chemical families have been 
defined in FinROSE, i.e. odd oxygen, odd hydro-
gen, carbon chemistry, reactive nitrogen, inor-
ganic chlorine and inorganic bromine (Table 1). 
The mass conservation of the three large families, 
total inorganic chlorine (Clx), total inorganic bro-
mine (Brx) and total reactive nitrogen (NOy) are 
ensured. Water vapour and methane are treated 
as individual species. The odd hydrogen family 
is short-lived and therefore not transported. The 
FinROSE model contains 28 transported tracers 
(Table 2), as well as 15 species in photochemical 
equilibrium (Table 3). Note that the list for the 
transported tracers also includes time tracers for 
type-Ia and type-II PSCs.

Table 1. chemical families in Finrose.

Family name symbol members

odd oxygen ox o(3P), o3, o(1D)
odd hydrogen hox h, oh, ho2

oxides of nitrogen nox no, no2

reactive chlorine clox cl, clo, cl2o2

reactive bromine Brox Br, Bro, Brcl
total inorganic bromine Brx Brox, hoBr, hBr,
  Brono2

total inorganic chlorine clx clox, oclo, hcl,
  clono2, hocl, cl2,
  clno2, Brcl
total nitrogen noy nox, hno3, n2o5,
  ho2no2, clono2,
  clno2, Brono2,
  no3, n

Table 3.  short-lived species in Finrose.

constituent symbol Family

exited state oxygen o(1D) ox

hydroxyl radical oh hox

atomic chlorine cl clx
Ground state atomic oxygen o i.e. o(3P) ox

ozone o3 ox

hydroperoxy radical ho2 hox

nitrogen dioxide no2 nox, noy

nitric oxide no nox, noy

atomic bromine Br Brox, Brx

atomic nitrogen n noy

chlorine monoxide clo clox, clx
Bromine monoxide Bro Brox, Brx

nitrogen trioxide no3 noy

Bromine monochloride Brcl Brx, Brox, clx
atomic hydrogen h hox

Table 2. long-lived, i.e. transported species in Fin-
rose.

constituent symbol Family

nitrous oxide n2o –
methane ch4 –
Water vapour h2o –
odd nitrogen noy –
nitric acid hno3 noy

Dinitrogen pentoxide n2o5 noy

total model chlorine clx –
total model bromine Brx –
odd oxygen ox ox

carbon monoxide co –
chlorine dioxide oclo clx
Psc(type-ia)-tracer Psc(i), nat –
Psc(type-ii)-tracer Psc(ii), ice –
chlorine nitrate clono2 clx, noy

hypochlorous acid hocl clx
chlorine molecule cl2 clx
hydrogen peroxide h2o2 –
chlorine nitrite clno2 clx, noy

hydrogen bromide hBr Brx

Bromine nitrate Brono2 Brx

oxides of nitrogen nox noy

Peroxy nitric acid ho2no2 noy

active chlorine clox clx
active bromine Brox Brx

Dichlorine peroxide
  (clo-dimer) cl2o2 clx
hypobromous acid hoBr Brx

hydrochloric acid hcl clx
Formaldehyde ch2o –
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There are 114 homogeneous reactions 
included in FinROSE (Table 4). In addition, 30 
photodissociation processes are used (Table 5). 
The chemical kinetic data, reaction rate con-
stants and absorption cross-sections are based 
on the tabulations given by DeMore et al. (1997) 
and Sander et al. (2002). The photodissociation 
frequencies in FinROSE are calculated using 
PHODIS-radiative transfer model (Kylling et al. 
1997, Mayer et al. 1998). The PHODIS model 
version used in this study includes multiple scat-

tering (up to eight orders), absorption by O2 and 
O3 and the effect of surface albedo. The wave-
length range of the model is from about 116 
to 735 nm (i.e. in the UV visible range). Since 
the explicit run-time solving of photodissociation 
coefficients in the FinROSE 3-D grid with a typi-
cal time-step would be too expensive, the photo-
dissociation frequencies have been pre-calculated 
into lookup-tables. The tabulation of these tables 
is based on the altitude, solar zenith angle, ozone 
amounts and surface albedo. The surface albedo, 

Table 4.  the homogeneous reactions in the Finrose chemistry scheme, organized by the main families.

Ox chemistry
o + o + m → o2 + m
o + o2 + m → o3 + m
o + o3 → o2 + o2

o(1D) + n2 → o + n2

o(1D) + o2 → o + o2

o(1D) + o3 → o2 + o2

o(1D) + o3 → o2 + o + o
o(1D) + n2 → n2o

HOx chemistry
h + o2 + m → ho2 + m
o(1D) + h2o → oh + oh
h + o3 → oh + o2

o(1D) + h2 → oh + h
o + oh → o2 + h
oh + o3 → ho2 + o2

ho2 + o3 → oh + o2 + o2

o + ho2 → oh + o2

oh + ho2 → h2o + o2

oh + h2 → h2o + h
h + ho2 → oh + oh
h + ho2 → h2 + o2

h + ho2 → h2o + o
ho2 + ho2 → h2o2 + o2

oh + h2o2 → h2o + ho2

oh + co → co2 + h
h2o2 + o → oh + ho2

oh + oh → o + h2o
oh + oh + m → h2o2 + m

Carbon chemistry
ch4 + o(1D) → ch3 + oh
ch4 + oh → ch3 + h2o
ch2o + oh → cho + h2o
ch2o + o → cho + oh

NOy chemistry
o + no2 → no + o2

o3 + no → no2 + o2

n + no → n2 + o
n + o2 → no + o

o3 + no2 → no3 + o2

no2 +no3 + m → n2o5 + m
n2o5 + m → no2 + no3 + m
oh + no2 + m → hno3 + m
ho2 + no2 + m → ho2no2 + m
ho2no2 + m → ho2 + no2 + m
hno3 + oh → h2o + no3

oh + ho2no2 → h2o + no2 + o2

o(1D) + n2o → n2 + o2

o(1D) + n2o → no + no
o + no3 → o2 + no2

oh + no3 → ho2 + no2

ho2 + no3 → oh + no2 + o2

ho2 + no3 → hno3 + o
o + no2 + m → no3 + m
no + o + m → no2 + m
no + no3 → no2 + no2

no + ho2 → no2 + oh
h + no2 → oh + no
n + no2 → n2o + o
no2 + no3 → no + no2 + no2

no3 + no3 → no2 + no2 + o2

Clx chemistry
cl + o3 → clo + o2

clo + o → cl + o2

clo + no → no2 + cl
cl + ch4 → hcl + ch3

cl + h2 → hcl + h
cl + ho2 → hcl + o2

clo + oh → cl + ho2

ch2o + cl → hcl + hco
oh + hcl → h2o + cl
clo +no2 + m → clono2 + m
o + clono2 → clo + no3

clo + ho2 → hocl + o2

oh + hocl → h2o + clo
o + hocl → oh + clo
cl + no2 + m → clno2 + m
cl + hocl → oh + cl2
clo + oh → hcl + o2

clo + clo → cl + oclo

clo + clo → cl2 + o2

clo + clo → cl + cl + o2

clo + clo + m → cl2o2 + m
cl2o2 + m → clo + clo + m
oclo + oh → hocl + o2

cl + oclo → clo + clo
oclo + o → clo + o2

oclo + o3 → clo + o2 + o2

oclo + no → no2 + clo
cl2 + o(1D) → cl + clo
cl2o2 + cl → cl2 + cl + o2

no3 + cl → clo + no2

clo + no3 → no2 + cl + o2

hcl + o(1D) → cl + oh
cl2 + oh → hocl + cl
cl + clono2 → no3 + cl2
ho2 + cl → clo + oh
h2o2 + cl → hcl + ho2

hcl + o → cl + oh
clono2 + oh → hocl + no3

clno2 + oh → hocl + no2

Brx chemistry
Br + o3 → Bro + o2

Bro + o → Br + o2

Bro + no → no2 + Br
Bro + clo → oclo + Br
Bro + clo → Br + cl + o2

Bro + clo → Brcl + o2

Bro + Bro → Br + Br + o2

Br + ho2 → hBr + o2

Br + oclo → Bro + clo
Br + ch2o → hBr + hco
oh + hBr → h2o + Br
Bro + no2 + m → Brono2 + m
Bro + ho2 → hoBr + o2

hBr + o(1D) → oh + Br
oh + Bro → ho2 + Br
oh + Bro → hBr + o2

hBr + o → Br + oh
hoBr + o → Bro + oh
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however, has been kept constant (i.e. 30%). The 
implemented solar zenith angle range is extended 
down to 92.9°. Photolysis rates, which depend on 
e.g. local insolation and ozone column, are inter-
polated for each grid-point and time-step.

Heterogeneous chemistry scheme

The polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) play a 
very important role in the process of polar ozone 
depletion due to the heterogeneous chlorine acti-
vation taking place on or in the PSC particles. 
Furthermore, gravitational sedimentation of 
PSC particles can cause significant denitrifica-
tion and dehydration. The formation of PSCs 
is highly dependent on the temperature and the 
typical formation temperatures for the PSCs act 
as threshold barriers for chlorine activation and 
sedimentation processes. This means not only 
that the PSC schemes have to be well estab-
lished, but also that the applied temperatures 
need to be accurate.

The heterogeneous chemistry scheme in Fin-
ROSE is based on the calculation of (i) the 
composition and volume of sulphate aerosols 
and PSCs and the partition of species between 
gas phase and condensed phase, (ii) the surface 
area densities, (iii) the heterogeneous reaction 
rate coefficients in or on sulphate aerosols and 
polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) particles, and 
(iv) the sedimentation of the PSC particles. Both 
hydrolysis processes and reactions with mineral 

acids (i.e. HCl and HBr) are included (Table 6). 
The heterogeneous chemistry in FinROSE takes 
into account liquid binary aerosols (LBA), i.e. 
sulphate aerosols consisting of sulphuric acid 
and water, type-Ia particles consisting of nitric 
acid trihydrate (NAT), type-Ib droplets consist-
ing of sulphuric acid, nitric acid and water, i.e. 
super-cooled ternary solution (STS), as well as 
type-II PSC particles composed of water ice. 
In the PSC scheme a number density profile is 
given for each PSC type and the sulphuric acid 
distribution is calculated from SAGE data (Jack-
man et al. 1996, Rosenfield et al. 1997) or taken 
from 2-D model data (Bekki and Pyle 1992).

The treatment of LBA and STS droplets is 
based on a non-iterative method explained by 
Carslaw et al. (1995). The PSC scheme calculates 
both the composition and volume of these liquid 
aerosols and assumes that there is no activation 
barrier for the formation of STS from aerosols. 
The LBAs are assumed within a temperature 
range from 240 to 215 K and STSs below 215 K, 
but not below the water ice formation point. The 
number density profile of the sulphate aerosols 
is estimated from McLinden et al. (1999), which 
gives values from 0.1 to 15 cm–3. The solubility 
of a gas phase component in an aerosol is calcu-
lated from its effective Henry’s law constant.

The thermodynamic equilibrium equations 
given by Hanson and Mauersberger 1988 were 
used for the formation temperatures and vapour 
pressures above NAT particles. However, a 
supersaturation requirement (typically around 
20) is used for the NAT formation. The evapora-
tion of NAT particles is assumed to take place Table 5. Photodissociation processes in the Finrose 

chemistry scheme.

o2 + hν → o + o oclo + hν → o + oclo
o3 + hν → o + o2 cl2o2 + hν → cl + clo2

h2o + hν → h + oh hcl + hν → h + c
n2o + hν → n2 + o(1D) cl2 + hν → cl + cl
ch4 + hν → h + ch3 co2 + hν → o + co
no2 + hν → no + o clno2 + hν → cl + no2

hno3 + hν → oh + no2 Brono2 + hν → Bro + no2

hocl + hν → oh + cl Brcl + hν → Br + cl
ho2no2 + hν → oh + no3 hoBr + hν → Br + oh
ho2no2 + hν → ho2 + no2 Bro + hν → Br + o
clono2 + hν → cl + no3 ch2o + hν → h + cho
clono2 + hν → clo + no2 ch2o + hν → h2 + co
n2o5 + hν → no2 + no3 no + hν → n + o
o3 + hν → o(1D) + o2 no3 + hν → no2 + o
h2o2 + hν → oh + oh no3 + hν → o + o2

Table 6. heterogeneous reactions in the Finrose 
Psc scheme.

clono2(g) + h2o(s) → hocl(g) + hno3(s)
Brono2(g) + h2o(s) → hoBr(g) + hno3(s)
n2o5(g) + h2o(s) → hno3(s) + hno3(s)
clono2(g) + hcl(s) → cl2(g) + hno3(s)
hocl(g) + hcl(s) → cl2(g) + h2o(s)
Brono2(g) + hcl(s) → Brcl(g) + hno3(s)
hoBr(g) + hcl(s) → Brcl(g) + h2o(s)
n2o5(g) + hcl(s) → clno2(g) + hno3(s)
clono2(g) + hBr(s) → Brcl(g) + hno3(s)
hocl(g) + hBr(s) → Brcl(g) + h2o(s)

(s) = compound in condensed phase; (g) = compound 
in gas phase.
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at the thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e. typically 
around 195 K). The number density of the NAT 
particles is initially assumed to be 1 cm–3 (e.g. 
Krämer et al. 2003). A scheme for the incorpora-
tion of large NAT particles (i.e. NAT-rocks) is 
based on the use of a transported NAT tracer. 
The growing of the aged NAT particles is taken 
into account using a simple parameterization 
based on the work by Fahey et al. (2001). The 
time requirement for the formation of NAT-rocks 
is set to 84 hours. In other words, NAT-rocks are 
produced by the model if, according to the NAT 
tracer, NAT particles have existed in an air mass 
continuously for three and a half days. After that 
the number density of NAT particles is reduced 
to 0.002 cm–3, which increases the particle radius 
and volume accordingly. Coexistence of NAT 
and STS is allowed.

The water ice temperature threshold for the 
ice formation is calculated using the expressions 
of Marti and Mauersberger (1993) and Hanson 
and Mauersberger (1988) for the equilibrium 
pressures of HNO3 over ice. The formation of 
ice is controlled by the supersaturation of H2O, 
for which a threshold value of 1.4 is used, but 
the evaporation is assumed to take place at ther-
modynamic equilibrium. The ice number density 
is assumed to be 0.04 cm–3, roughly in line with 
observations of synoptic scale PSCs (e.g. Dye et 
al. 1992). If water ice is formed, no other PSC 
particles are allowed.

In order account for the effect of hyster-
esis due to the supersaturation requirements the 
existence of NAT and ice is also transported as 
time tracers. This means that at any grid loca-
tion where NAT or ice has formed (or previously 
existed), the ice tracer or NAT tracer is assigned 
or added a value of one time-step. The age of 
the NAT tracer is also used for the formation of 
large and faster sedimenting NAT particles. The 
formation of NAT and ice is controlled by the 
supersaturation with respect to HNO3 and H2O. 
The supersaturation requirements describe the 
NAT or ice nucleation barrier and also increase 
the significance of STS vs. NAT particles for 
chlorine activation.

The reaction rate coefficients for the het-
erogeneous processes are calculated according 
to the recommendations given by Sander et al. 
(2002) and Atkinson et al. (2000). The maximum 

kinetic mass flux is calculated from the kinetic 
gas theory, which is then scaled by the respective 
uptake coefficients to get the reaction rates. The 
uptake coefficients in turn take into account all 
processes controlling the mass transport (e.g. gas 
and liquid phase diffusion, mass accommodation 
and chemical reactions).

The sedimentation of the condensed species 
on ice, NAT or STS droplets is solved for H2O, 
HNO3 and NOy, and the budgets of these species 
are adjusted accordingly to ensure mass conser-
vation. Instantaneous mixing is assumed, and the 
sedimented fractions are added directly to the 
mixing ratios of H2O, HNO3 and NOy at the cor-
responding level. The dissolved and/or adsorbed 
species (e.g. HCl or HBr) are not accounted for, 
i.e. not sedimented, due to the high reaction 
rates. The terminal velocities are based on the 
use of calculated average particle radii for each 
PSC type. The amounts of the sedimented con-
stituents are known from the composition and 
number density of the particles. The sedimented 
fraction during one time-step can then be calcu-
lated using the terminal velocity of respective 
PSC particle type and thickness of the atmos-
pheric layer.

Transport scheme

In FinROSE the transport is done separately 
from the chemistry, and each transported tracer 
is solved individually (Table 2). The transport 
in FinROSE is taken care of by calculating the 
horizontal mass fluxes using external horizontal 
winds and surface pressures and by solving the 
vertical fluxes internally. The transport of long-
lived tracers in the FinROSE model is based on 
the semi-Lagrangian transport scheme (SLT). 
The idea of a SLT algorithm is to estimate the 
departure point of the air parcel that arrives at 
a particular grid location using the 3-D wind 
of this arriving location (see Smith 1995), and 
assign the value at the departure point to that 
grid point.

In FinROSE a flux-form semi-Lagrangian 
scheme (FSLT) developed by Lin and Rood 
(1996) is used. This scheme solves the three 
dimensional transport of volume mixing ratio 
fields. The horizontal transport is solved using 
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an un-constrained piece-wise parabolic method 
(PPM) together with a Zalesak-type multidi-
mensional flux correction algorithm (Zalesak 
1979). This flux correction basically ensures the 
positivity of the sub-grid tracer distributions. 
The PPM method itself is known to be nearly 
diffusion free. The vertical transport is based on 
the use of the Huynh/Van Leer/Lin full monoto-
nicity constraint (for details see Lin et al. 1994, 
Lin and Rood 1996). The vertical velocities are 
solved internally as a residual by integrating the 
continuity equation from the top boundary to the 
lower boundary. The model boundaries are set at 
half vertical grid-length away from the highest 
and lowest model levels.

Numerical aspects

The model code (FORTRAN 77) has been made 
flexible to allow easy changes of the grid resolu-
tion. Therefore, the FinROSE model is capa-
ble of using driver input (e.g. winds and tem-
peratures) from various sources. These sources 
include meteorological data from the European 
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF) or from a general circulation model 
(Damski 2005). Typically in multi-annual stud-
ies a horizontal resolution of five by ten degrees 
(latitude-longitude) is used. For case studies, 
when e.g. the distributions in the vicinity of 
the vortex edge are studied, a higher resolu-
tion can be used. The number of vertical levels 
is typically around 30 from the surface up to 
middle or upper mesosphere (i.e. around 60 to 85 
km). Hybrid sigma-pressure levels similar to the 
ECMWF model levels are used, i.e. with sigma 
levels near the ground transitioning to pure pres-
sure surfaces above ca. 60 hPa. In the meridional 
direction the model domain starts from latitude 
90°S, and extends to 90°N.

The transport and chemistry of constitu-
ents having a lifetime longer than or similar to 
the typical atmospheric transport time scales 
is obtained by solving the continuity equation. 
During each time-step the tracer transport is 
first solved by the FSLT scheme and using these 
intermediate mixing ratios the tendency equa-
tion for the constituent due to the chemistry is 
obtained. A simple backward-Euler method is 

used for the integration of gas-phase concentra-
tions of species in time. The production and 
loss rates are solved in the chemistry scheme 
for each long-lived tracer using the temperatures 
from the driver model and the mixing ratios for 
short-lived species, which are solved at every 
time-step using the photochemical equilibrium 
(PCE) assumption between the family members. 
The procedure is iterative. The timestep for the 
transport and chemistry is typically from 7.5 to 
30 min.

Any potential inconsistencies between the 
chemical family mixing ratios and the sum of 
the family members are taken into account with 
a simple scaling scheme. After transport and 
chemistry at every time-step the mixing ratios 
of the family members are scaled to match the 
mixing ratio of the whole family.

Results and discussion

Model stability in long-term simulations

A basic requirement for any atmospheric model 
is a stable evolution of model integrations. For 
example in the case of multi-annual simula-
tions, the evolution of atmospheric composition 
should take place without any loss or gain of 
atmospheric mass and the reproduced annual 
and seasonal variations should exhibit realistic 
variations. In order to demonstrate these stability 
requirements in the case of the FinROSE model 
performance, we show the temporal evolution 
of the total ozone column for one whole decade 
(Fig. 1). The model data are also compared with 
total ozone from TOMS satellite measurements 
and with the ERA40 ozone data (Dethof and 
Hólm 2004). The total ozone data are shown as 
global and hemispheric averages (Fig. 1, north-
ern hemisphere in the top panel, southern hemi-
sphere in the middle panel, and the whole globe 
in the bottom panel). The FinROSE results in 
this example are based on a multi-decadal simu-
lation driven with ERA40 analyses of winds and 
temperatures used continuously from 1957 to 
2002, i.e. the shown decade is already the third 
full ten-year period in the FinROSE simulation.

As seen from the TOMS data, a typical 
global average column of ozone during the 
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shown period varies from around 280 to 310 
DU depending on the season and the year (Fig. 
1). The measured annual total ozone amplitude 
is somewhat smaller than 20 DU. In most of the 
cases the evolution of the ERA40 ozone closely 
follows the measured TOMS total ozone (Fig. 1). 
This similarity is based on the fact that TOMS 
total ozone data have been widely used in the 
production of the ERA40 data through assimila-
tion (Dethof and Hólm 2004). Since the discrep-
ancies between the TOMS data and ERA40 data 
are outside the scope of this study, these differ-
ences are not discussed in detail. In general, the 
evolution of the FinROSE total ozone is stable 
during the whole model integration period (Fig. 
1). The seasonal variations follow the observed 
patterns and the annual amplitude is just slightly 
less than the observed annual amplitude. Also 

the year-to-year variations in the annual ampli-
tudes follow the measured changes. However, 
the absolute level of simulated total ozone differs 
from the measured global levels. The reproduced 
global average in the FinROSE-simulation is 
about 15 DU lower than respective TOMS meas-
urements, except for the early 1980s where the 
simulated global ozone averages are clearly low 
as compared with measurements. Around 1982 
there is a change in the meteorological data 
that increases the model global total ozone with 
about 10 DU.  Since the overall evolution of the 
FinROSE simulated model ozone is acceptable 
this bias in absolute level should be considered 
as a model feature that derives both from the 
model design and from the used driver fields 
(ERA40 in this case). Furthermore, the differ-
ences between TOMS and ERA40 total ozone 
during 1989 to 1990 are due to the fact that the 
TOMS total ozone data were not assimilated 
into the ERA40 during that period (Fig. 1). As a 
result the ERA40 ozone is higher than the TOMS 
measurement, while the FinROSE result fol-
lows a similar pattern as during earlier simulated 
years.

From the hemispheric viewpoint the analysis 
is similar to the discussion given above for the 
whole globe (Fig. 1). The model evolutions are 
stable both over the southern hemisphere and 
over the northern hemisphere. However, over the 
northern hemisphere the simulated negative total 
ozone bias is somewhat more significant than 
over the southern hemisphere: The absolute level 
of the modelled total ozone in FinROSE is about 
20 DU too low over the northern hemisphere and 
about 10 DU too low over the southern hemi-
sphere. The seasonal and interannual variations 
are, however, nicely reproduced. For example 
over the southern hemisphere an ocular compari-
son shows an increasing trend in the minimum 
values onwards from year 1987 (middle panel in 
Fig. 1). This year-to-year change is very nicely 
simulated by the model. The model also captures 
nicely the overall hemispheric differences show-
ing lower values for the southern hemisphere 
as compared with those for the northern hemi-
sphere. However, the differences between the 
northern and southern hemispheres are slightly 
more significant in observations than in the 
model results (Fig. 1). A major cause for the dis-

Fig. 1. area averaged total column ozone: Finrose 
(black), era40 (red) and toms-v8 (green). top panel: 
northern hemisphere; middle panel: southern hemi-
sphere; bottom panel: global total column ozone.
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crepancies between the measured and simulated 
column ozone lies in the reproduced Brewer-
Dobson circulation, which in this example case 
seem to be too efficient (see e.g. van Noije et 
al. 2004). As mentioned before these types of 
features are derivatives of used meteorological 
driver fields as well as general model design.

Climatological distribution of ozone

An atmospheric model should be able to repro-
duce the seasonal and geographical patterns 
typically seen in ozone climatologies. For such 
comparison we use the ozone climatology com-
piled by Fortuin and Kelder (1998). This clima-
tology is based on ozone sonde measurements 
and satellite measurements of ozone, covering 
the period from 1980 to 1991. The climatol-
ogy was made consistent with the TOMS data. 
Zonally averaged monthly mean total column 
ozone data from FinROSE, of the correspond-
ing period, were compared with the Fortuin and 
Kelder ozone climatology and TOMS-v8 satel-
lite data (Fig. 2).

The general climatological patterns in the 
FinROSE results compare well with the ozone 
climatology and TOMS data (Fig. 2). The annual 
pattern is nicely reproduced with late winter 
early spring maxima, late summer early autumn 
minima, and Antarctic springtime depletion. 
However, there are some discrepancies between 
the simulations and observations. The modelled 
ozone fields are generally lower than observed, 
around 20 DU or less. The maximum values 
in the tropical vertical ozone profile above 30 
hPa are too low, which results in a deficiency in 
total ozone, i.e. the photochemical equilibrium 
of the model is too low with respect to ozone. 
This can be a result of both an offset in the 
photochemical rates, i.e. ozone net production, 
and the too strong representation in the ERA40 
data of the vertical transport in the tropics. These 
combined also seem to affect the overall equi-
librium state of the model. However, the low 
tropical ozone also balances the strong Brewer-
Dobson circulation to some extent and prevents 
the ozone amounts from overshooting at high 
latitudes. Also the northern hemispheric high 
latitude maximum is correctly timed, but some-

Fig. 2. Zonally averaged monthly mean total ozone 
climatologies for the 1980s. top panel: Finrose-ctm; 
middle panel: toms-v8; Bottom panel: Fortuin and 
Kelder ozone climatology.

what less profound than in the measurements. 
The northern hemispheric mid-latitude ozone 
levels are quite well described, as will be shown 
in the next section (Fig. 3). Over the southern 
hemisphere the model overall performance is 
quite good. Especially the representation of the 
“ozone hole” is very well simulated. The time 
period, from 1980 to 1991, already includes the 
advent of the Antarctic ozone depletion, which is 
clearly seen both in the FinROSE model clima-
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tology and in the TOMS data (Fig. 2). However, 
the minimum values appear somewhat later in 
the model data than in the TOMS data. In addi-
tion, the location of the southern hemispheric 
mid-latitude springtime maximum is located too 
far north in the model and the maximum also 
occurs too early.

Ozone vertical distribution

As seen in the previous sections, the model is 
able to reproduce the observed latitude distribu-
tion as well as the seasonal behaviour of total 
ozone with some deficiencies. The evolution 

of ozone at different atmospheric levels in the 
model was compared with ozone sounding data 
from Payerne in Europe (46.5°N, 6.6°E, Fig. 3) 
and Syowa in Antarctica (69.0°S, 39.6°E, Fig. 
4). The ozone profile data are averaged from data 
points above and below the model levels and the 
model results were interpolated to the station 
coordinates. The monthly mean ozone partial 
pressure (mPa) is shown at three pressure levels, 
177, 67 and 23 hPa, separated by roughly one 
scale height. The lowest level is near the tropo-
pause altitude, the mid-level is in the middle of 
ozone layer and the highest level is in the upper 
part of the ozone layer, at an altitude where 
ozone is strongly affected by photochemistry and 

Fig. 3. ozone partial pres-
sure (mPa) above Payerne 
(46.5°n, 6.6°e) at 177, 67 
and 23 hPa, Finrose 
data in black and ozone 
soundings data in green.

Fig. 4. ozone partial pres-
sure (mPa) above syowa 
(69.0°s, 39.6°e) at 177, 
67 and 23 hPa, Finrose 
data in black and ozone 
sounding data in green.
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less by dynamics. As expected the lowest ozone 
values are seen close to the troposphere and the 
highest in the middle of the ozone layer both in 
the model and the ozone soundings.

The comparisons again show that the general 
performance of the FinROSE model is good as 
the agreement with observations is reasonable. 
Some differences can be seen in the ozone data 
between the stations, Payerne a northern hemi-
spheric mid-latitude station (Fig. 3) and Syowa 
a high latitude southern hemispheric station (Fig. 
4). As expected, there is on average more ozone 
in the Payerne data. Relative month-to-month 
variations are well simulated both above Europe 
and Antarctica. The concentration of ozone is 
generally quite well simulated, however at 23 
hPa the model exhibits a negative bias of around 
2 mPa at Payerne. At mid-latitudes the model 
typically shows a negative bias above ca. 50 hPa, 
which results in a total ozone deficiency (Figs. 
1 and 2). The ozone at lower altitudes above 
Europe is well simulated, both the level and the 
amplitude of the seasonal variations is good. For 
Syowa there is no clear bias on any level but the 
amplitude of the seasonal variations is smaller 
in the FinROSE results than in the soundings, 
which is probably partly due to the relatively 
sparse resolution of the model. The inflow of 
ozone to the high latitudes during the southern 
hemispheric winter is clearly too weak in the 
model simulation. The severity of the Antarctic 
ozone depletion increases towards the 1990s, 
which can be seen from both soundings and 
model data.

Ozone depletion processes

Chlorine activation due to heterogeneous reac-
tions caused by PSCs is the main reason for 
polar ozone loss. The heterogeneous processing 
releases chlorine from the so called storage com-
pounds like HCl or ClONO2. The catalytic ozone 
depleting cycles are initiated when the polar 
vortex area becomes sunlit. The PSCs can also 
cause denitrification (or dehydration) by gravita-
tional sedimentation. This process decreases the 
probability of reaction between ClO and NO2, 
which intensifies and prolongs ozone depletion 
season by increasing the efficiency of the cata-

lytic ozone depleting cycles. The situation in the 
wintertime and springtime northern high-latitude 
stratosphere is far less favourable for PSC for-
mation than in the south as the temperatures do 
not exhibit sufficiently low values regularly. The 
study of more subtle Arctic ozone loss is a good 
sensitivity test for a model like FinROSE.

The models ability to describe polar ozone 
loss was estimated by looking at the evolu-
tion of total ozone as well as chlorine activa-
tion, PSC occurrences and ozone loss percent-
ages at the 450 K potential temperature level 
from mid January until mid February during 
the 1999/2000 winter (Fig. 5). The vortices are 
indicated by the 36 PVU isoline. According 
to northern hemisphere standards this particular 
winter exhibited a cold stable polar vortex and 
therefore also numerous studies about this winter 
exist (see e.g. references listed in WMO 2003). 
The anomalously cold northern hemispheric 
polar vortex resulted in high chlorine activation 
levels and subsequently relatively severe ozone 
loss. The result of the cold vortex is quite self-
evident: Over the areas where PSC occurrence 
is high within the vortex area the respective 
chlorine activation exceeds 80% (Fig. 5). How-
ever, the polar night, and the non-existence of 
solar energy prevent ozone depletion processes 
during mid-January (lower leftmost panel in Fig. 
5). During early February some solar energy 
becomes available along the edges of the vortex 
(middle column lowest panel in Fig. 5), and thus 
ozone depletions up to 20% are seen at the 450 K 
level. Later on, during mid-February (rightmost 
column, lowest panel in Fig. 5), the availabil-
ity of the solar energy increases and the ozone 
depletion percentages grow up to 30%. Also due 
to the mixing processes the whole vortex area 
exhibits elevated ozone depletion percentages.

As for the North, data for ozone depletion, 
chlorine activation and PSC occurrences in the 
southern hemispheric wintertime and springtime 
vortex were studied (Fig. 6). Note, however, the 
different time-interval for the southern vortex. 
Values are now given for early August, early 
September and early October at 450 K potential 
temperature surface. Several typical differences 
can bee seen between the hemispheres. The 
hemispheric differences in land–sea contrasts, 
orographic differences and resulting differences 
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Fig. 5. the evolution of ozone and key parameters for ozone loss during the 1999/2000 northern hemispheric win-
ter and spring shown as daily averages at the 450 K potential temperature level. total column ozone (DU) in the 
uppermost row, chlorine activation (%) in the second row, Psc surface area density (µm2 cm–3) in the third row and 
ozone loss (%) in the bottom row. First column 17 January, second column 2 February and third column 18 Febru-
ary in 2000. the 36 PvU isoline indicates the vortex edge at 450 K.
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Fig. 6. the evolution of ozone and key parameters for ozone loss during the 2000 southern hemispheric winter 
and spring, shown as daily averages at the 450 K potential temperature level. total column ozone (DU) in the up-
permost row, chlorine activation (%) in the second row, Psc surface area density (µm2 cm–3) in the third row and 
ozone loss (%) in the bottom row. First column 2 august, second column 1 september and third column 1 october 
in 2000. the –36 PvU isoline indicates the vortex edge at 450 K and the 220 DU isoline indicates the ‘ozone hole’.
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in atmospheric flow patterns cause the northern 
vortex to become less symmetrical, smaller in 
geographical extent, generally warmer and less 
stable than the southern polar vortex. The north-
ern hemispheric polar vortex forms typically in 
late November and breaks up by mid-March, 
while the southern hemispheric polar vortex lasts 
for about 7 months from May to November. 
In general, within the southern vortex the high 
chlorine activation and persistence of the Ant-
Arctic vortex results in a severe ozone loss (Fig. 
6). The simulated ozone depletion reaches up to 
80%–100% at certain altitudes, which gives total 
column ozone values below 150 DU and ozone 
mixing ratios of less than 0.5 ppmv at 450 K sur-
face within the Antarctic vortex. The size of the 
Antarctic ‘ozone hole’ is indicated with the 220 
DU isoline in (Fig. 6). In general, the ozone loss 
in September in the southern hemisphere and 
in March in the northern hemisphere is some-
what underestimated in the model simulation (no 
comparison with observations shown here). Over 
the southern hemisphere the Brewer-Dobson 
circulation is weaker than over the northern 
hemisphere and therefore the overall level of the 
column ozone is also lower over the southern 
vortex (topmost rows in Figs. 5 and 6).

The southern wintertime and springtime 
vortex is typically very stable and persistent and 
therefore ideal for the formation of PSCs. In fact, 
while the temperatures within the northern hemi-
spheric polar vortex rarely descend low enough 
to form water/ice PSCs, these low tempera-
tures occur regularly within the Antarctic vortex. 
These differences are quite self-evident in the 
PSC surface area densities (Figs. 5 and 6): Ele-
vated PSC surface area densities are found over 
the whole vortex domain in the southern case. 
The consequent chlorine activations and severity 
of ozone depletion in the south are clearly more 
profound than in the north. The high PSC surface 
area densities in the southern hemispheric vortex 
are actually due to type II PSCs (i.e. water/ice 
PSCs). Despite the fact that the northern hemi-
spheric 1999/2000 stratospheric winter was cold 
and the vortex was fairly stable (Fig. 5), the 
chlorine activation was less profound than in the 
southern vortex (Fig. 6). As expected, within the 
southern polar vortex practically complete chlo-
rine activation is exhibited (Fig. 6). Later during 

the spring when the vortices become warmer the 
PSC occurrence decreases and therefore also the 
chlorine activation decreases (last columns in 
rows 2 and 3, Figs. 5 and 6). The existence of 
ice-form PSCs in the southern case also means 
that the process of denitrification becomes pos-
sible and effective. This can be seen as the simu-
lated ozone depletion grows even more severe 
during the spring after the PSC peak period in 
southern hemispheric winter (Fig. 6). No self-
evident signs of such deepening or prolonga-
tion of the ozone depletion could be seen in the 
northern vortex (Fig. 5).

Conclusions

For this study the chemical transport model 
FinROSE was improved and developed in sev-
eral ways from its original version (Rose and 
Brasseur 1989). These improvements included 
the replacement for the advection scheme, the 
replacement for the photodissociation calcula-
tion scheme, the updates for the chemical kinet-
ics, the improvements for the heterogeneous 
processing and some updates/improvements for 
the chemical mechanism of the model.

As a general conclusion it is fair to say that 
the FinROSE model reproduces the observed 
global patterns, seasonal variations and year-to-
year evolutions of stratospheric ozone well. Also 
the main stratospheric processes are captured 
very well in the FinROSE simulations: ozone 
depletions with PSC formation, chlorine activa-
tion and prolongation of the ozone depletion 
due to denitrification. The differences between 
the model results and the measurements seem to 
be connected with limitations and imperfections 
in model tracer transport (or in the reproduc-
tion of the Brewer-Dobson circulation) and with 
general model design. While some discrepancies 
between the measurements and model results 
exist, the results given in “Results and discus-
sion” show that the FinROSE model is capable 
of simulating realistic behaviour of stratospheric 
ozone from seasonal scales to decadal scales.

Several applications on the use of FinROSE 
(or the CTM approach in general) may be easily 
listed. These applications include the use of the 
CTM approach for the derivation of the upper 
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vertical boundary conditions for the GCMs 
as well as for the CCMs. This idea has been 
applied in case of the FinROSE model in an EU/
FP5 funded project, RETRO (EVK2-CT-2002-
00170). CTMs may also be used as a feasible 
platform for testing new parameterizations and 
implementations (e.g. PSC schemes and aerosol 
modules), or they can be used as box model solv-
ers in trajectory type applications. The usage 
of CTMs as a part of an operational satellite 
data production system has already been tested. 
Chemical data assimilation of satellite measure-
ments into operational atmospheric air quality 
models and applications is also in the range of 
CTM usage. One possibility could be a CCM/
GCM parallel CTM code to be used as an inter-
preter or intelligent analyzer of the CCM/GCM 
results.
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In this paper we tested the performance of the FinROSE chemistry transport model

for three different datasets from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF). Global middle atmospheric simulations from 1990 to 2005

were done using winds and temperatures from the ECMWF re-analysis (ERA)

datasets, the ERA-40, the operational and the ERA-Interim. Analysis data was

used in all simulations. The performance of the model for each dataset was analysed

using the simulated stratospheric age-of-air and the ascent rate in the tropics. The

ERA-40 data produced with a three-dimensional variational assimilation system

(3D-Var) resulted in a too strong Brewer–Dobson circulation. The operational

analysis produced with a four-dimensional variational assimilation system (4D-

Var) gave somewhat improved results, and the new 4D-Var ERA-Interim re-analysis

resulted in a much more realistic upward transport. Also the modelled ozone showed

better agreement with observations when using the new re-analysis data.

1. Introduction

Transport plays a significant role in stratospheric chemistry transport model (CTM)

simulations. Any problems that are present in the driver data will show up in the tracer

distributions. CTMs are however useful tools for studying atmospheric chemistry and

understanding atmospheric processes by comparison with observations.
The ERA-40 re-analysis dataset produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Uppala et al. 2005) has been widely used for CTM

simulations. A typical problem in CTMs when using ECMWF re-analysis (ERA)-40

analysis data has been a too strong Brewer–Dobson circulation (van Noije et al.

2004). The Brewer–Dobson circulation is described by three main features: rising

motion in the tropics from the troposphere to the stratosphere, poleward transport in

the stratosphere and descent in stratospheric mid- and polar latitudes. The

Brewer–Dobson circulation is an important factor for the large-scale distribution of
trace gases, such as ozone.

The ERA-40 data was produced using a 3D-Var assimilation system, and it covers

the years 1957–2002 (Uppala et al. 2005). The ECMWF Operational Integrated

Forecast System (IFS) dataset was produced with a 4D-Var assimilation system.

However, the dataset has inconsistencies in quality, because of the improvements

made to the model and data assimilation system over time. Recently a new re-analysis

dataset was released by ECMWF, i.e. the ERA-Interim (Simmons et al. 2007, Uppala

et al. 2008). ERA-Interim covers the years 1989–2009 and was produced using 4D-Var
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assimilation. Furthermore, the model physics was improved, e.g. to get a better

description of stratospheric humidity (Simmons et al. 2007).

The ERA-Interim is potentially a very useful homogeneous dataset for CTM

simulations. The first results of new re-analysis data (EXP471) (Monge-Sanz et al.

2007), which is similar to the ERA-Interim, indicated that the new re-analysis would
provide more realistic transport than both ERA-40 and operational IFS data and

would therefore be suitable for long CTM simulations.

Meijer et al. (2004) and Scheele et al. (2005) were able to reduce the transport

problems in the ERA-40 data by using forecasts instead of analyses. The simulated

values of the age-of-air were more realistic for forecasts than for analyses. Pawson

et al. (2007) used 6-hour-averaged winds instead of instant winds and indicated that it

is a good way to eliminate transport problems in CTM simulations. However, the

forecasts and averaging do not describe the current state of the atmosphere as well as
the analyses. This can be important when comparing to observations.

In this work we tested the ERA-40 and ERA-Interim re-analysis datasets and the

ECMWF operational IFS data in global middle atmospheric simulations using the

FinROSE chemistry transport model (FinROSE-ctm) (Damski et al. 2007a). The

quality of the driver data was evaluated from the simulated stratospheric age-of-air,

the stratospheric ozone and tropical water vapour. The ozone distribution was also

compared to satellite observations from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer

(TOMS) and the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI). Also data from the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) and Scanning Imaging Absorption

Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY) were used.

2. Simulation settings and driver data

The FinROSE-ctm (Damski et al. 2007a, b) is a global 3D stratospheric-mesospheric

offline CTM. The model produces the distribution of 30 long-lived species/families,

and 14 species in photochemical equilibrium. The chemistry includes around 110
gasphase reactions and 37 photodissociation processes. Furthermore, in all 30 hetero-

geneous reactions on/in liquid binary aerosols and type Ia, Ib and II polar strato-

spheric clouds (PSC) are included. The sedimentation of PSC particles, leading to

dehydration and denitrification, is also accounted for. It also has a scheme for the

formation of large nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) particles, NAT rocks.

The chemical kinetics used in this work is updated to follow the recommendations

by Sander et al. (2006) and Atkinson et al. (2007). Photodissociation coefficients were

calculated using the Phodis radiative transfer model (Kylling 1992, Kylling et al. 1997)
and were used in the model through lookup tables. The transport in the model is

calculated using a flux-form semi-Lagrangian transport scheme (Lin and Rood 1996).

The tropospheric abundances of all tracer gases are given as boundary conditions.

The model was run with a horizontal resolution of 5� in latitude � 10� in longitude at

32 hybrid sigma-pressure levels, from the surface up to 0.1 hPa (~65 km).

In this work ECMWF analysis data was used in all cases: (1) ERA-Interim; (2)

ERA-40 and (3) ECMWF operational data. The ERA-Interim (Simmons et al. 2007)

is produced using a 4D-Var assimilation system with a 12-hour forecast period. The
data available for this work covered the years 1989–2005. An older 3D-Var assimilation

system was used to produce the ERA-40 (Uppala et al. 2005), and the forecast

segment length is 6 hours. ERA-40 covers the years 1957–2002. The ECMWF opera-

tional IFS data was produced with the newer 4D-Var assimilation system, with a
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forecast period of 6 hours. Data with a vertical coverage up to 0.1 hPa is available for

the years 1999–2006; here we used only years with full coverage, i.e. 2000–2005.

A summary of the properties of the datasets is shown in table 1. The FinROSE

simulations were done using climatological monthly mean ozone and water vapour

amounts from the ECMWF datasets as the boundary conditions.

Although especially the Brewer–Dobson circulation in the ERA-40 analysis data is

known to be too fast, we used analysis data of all the datasets. When using only

analysis data the differences in the data production should be more visible and
straightforward to compare.

In this work we have used a spin-up period for the shorter datasets. The first 10 years

of the ERA-Interim dataset were used twice to get 20 years of data. In the ERA-40 run

we used data for the years 1979–1998. The IFS operational dataset was cycled four

times in order to have a long enough spin-up time for the age-of-air. The last day of

the previous simulation was used as initial condition for the second run and so on.

3. Results

3.1 Stratospheric age-of-air

The age-of-air (Hall et al. 1994) is a practical way to analyse the capability of CTMs to

describe the stratospheric circulation. The age-of-air is defined as the average time

that an air parcel has spent in the stratosphere after entering through the tropical

tropopause.

In the FinROSE model the stratospheric age-of-air (Hall et al. 1994, Meijer et al.

2004) was estimated using an advected tracer, which is given the value of the model

time-step in the troposphere and linearly increased elsewhere. The tropopause in
the FinROSE model is dynamic and it is defined by instant potential vorticity

(P), potential temperature (�) and pressure (p). The threshold values are

P ¼ 2PVU ð1PVU ¼ 10�6km2kg�1s�1Þ and � ¼ 380 K. A pressure threshold value

p ¼ 400 hPa is used to avoid a double tropopause at high southern latitudes.

The age-of-air can be calculated from observations using long-lived trace gases as

CO2, CH4 and N2O (Andrews et al. 2001). Observational values at an altitude of 20

km are around one year in the tropics and more than four years at higher latitudes.

The age-of-air in the ERA-Interim simulation reach four years in higher latitudes, but
is around two years in the tropics. In the ERA-40 simulation highest values are

around 2.5 years and in the tropics around one year. A significant improvement in

the ERA-Interim data is seen, both in absolute values and the gradient between

tropics and high latitudes. This is in agreement with the results presented by

(Monge-Sanz et al. 2007) for the EXP471 data.

Figure 1 shows zonal monthly mean age-of-air for July from the different simulations,

(a) ERA-Interim, (b) ERA-40 and (c) ECMWF operational analysis data. Results are

Table 1. A summary of the ECMWF datasets used in this study.

Dataset Coverage Forecast period (h) Assimilation procedure

ERA-40 1957–2002 6 3D-Var
ERA-Interim 1989–2005 12 4D-Var
Operational 1999–2006 6 4D-Var
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shown after ca. 20 years of simulation including the spin-up period. Both the vertical

and latitudinal distribution are the most realistic in the ERA-Interim simulation.

3.2 Ozone distribution

In figure 2 the monthly mean total column ozone time series are shown (60�S to 60�N)

from simulations using monthly mean ERA-Interim and ERA-40 analysis data,

together with observations from TOMS (Nimbus 7, Meteor 3 and Earth Probe),

OMI, GOME and SCIAMACHY data. The time series have been normalized by

scaling the data with the average of the time period for easier comparison. TOMS data

was used until year 2005, OMI from 2004 onwards, GOME from 1995 to 2003 and

SCIAMACHY from 2002 onwards.

It is evident that the FinROSE simulation using ERA-Interim data compare
better to the observations than the ERA-40 simulation. The seasonal variation is

reproduced quite well in the ERA-Interim simulation compared to the ERA-40

simulation. Furthermore, a similar negative trend in the total ozone is seen in the

FinROSE ERA-Interim simulation and in the TOMS observations. The ozone

depletion at the southern high latitudes is described well in the ERA-Interim

simulation (not shown). Also the mid-latitude ozone distribution compares better

to observations in the ERA-Interim than in the ERA-40 simulation.
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Figure 1. Vertical distribution of monthly mean zonally averaged age-of-air (years) at July
after 20 years of simulation in the FinROSE-ctm simulations using (a) ERA-Interim, (b) ERA-40
and (c) ECMWF operational data.
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The absolute total ozone values produced by the model are too low in both

simulations, which is related to the model rather than the data. The global total

ozone values are higher in the ERA-40 simulation, in line with the faster meridional

circulation. When using the ERA-40 data, some too high maxima are seen in the

northern hemisphere high latitudes. This problem is not present in the ERA-Interim

simulation. The faster Brewer–Dobson circulation in the ERA-40 simulation transports
more ozone to the pole, which increases the global ozone as well as causes problems

with too high ozone at high northern latitudes.

The ozone distribution in the ERA-Interim between 1996 and 1998 needs further

investigation. Many of the ozone sources used in data assimilation are inconsistent

with each other, and this is causing some noise in the ozone re-analysis. The noise is

related to changes in the ozone data availability: when a new instrument is added or

removed from the assimilation there is usually a period of spin-up before the system

reaches a new equilibrium.
The FinROSE simulations were done using monthly mean ozone and water vapour

amounts from the ECMWF datasets as the boundary conditions. Climatological data

from the years 1990–1995 was used as boundary conditions due to the noise in the

tropospheric ozone values in ERA-Interim data.

3.3 Tropical stratospheric water vapour

Figures 3(a)–(d) show climatological water vapour (vmr) distributions between 15�S
and 0�S and 0�N and 15�N calculated from the ERA-Interim and the ERA-40
simulations. The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) Reference

Atmosphere Project (URAP) climatological H2O data is overlaid for comparison

(http://code916.gsfc.nasa.gov/Public/Analysis/UARS/urap/home.html). The varia-

tions in the water vapour in the tropics (tape recorder effect) (Mote et al. 1996)
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Figure 2. Normalized monthly mean global total column ozone (60�S to 60�N) time series
from FinROSE-ctm simulations using ERA-Interim (black) and ERA-40 (green) analysis data,
and from TOMS and OMI (purple) and GOME and SCIAMACHY (orange) observation data.
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show that the vertical transport is more realistic in the ERA-Interim simulation, but
still somewhat too fast compared to the Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE)

observations.

Minimum values occur at 17 km altitude and are around 2.5 ppm in both simula-

tions. Maximum values are around 5.0 ppm in the ERA-Interim simulation and

around 6.0 ppm in the ERA-40 simulation. Propagation speed is around 11 months

from around 16 km (100 hPa) to 32 km (10 hPa) with ERA-Interim winds, and only

around eight months with ERA-40 winds. The observed value for the speed is 15

months (Mote et al. 1996). More water vapour is transported through the tropical
tropopause north of the equator, in accordance with observations. However, too

much water is transported through the tropopause (see figure 3). This might also

explain the tendency of the model to give too low ozone columns, i.e. due to depletion

through loss cycles involving hydroxyl radicals.

4. Conclusions and summary

As expected the age-of-air and the tracer distributions in chemistry transport models
were found to depend strongly on the properties of the driver data.

The age-of-air as well as the ascent rate of water vapour in the tropics was improved

when using the ERA-Interim data compared to other ECMWF data. The ozone

distribution is more realistic in the simulation using ERA-Interim data. Also the

water vapour tape recorder signal is better described in the simulation using

ERA-Interim. Therefore we concluded that the Brewer–Dobson circulation is better

represented in the ERA-Interim data than in the previous ECMWF datasets. The

age-of-air in the simulation using ERA-Interim data was still somewhat too young,
but significantly closer to observations than in simulations using the earlier ECMWF

re-analysis ERA-40 and the operational data. ERA-Interim seems to be a very good

dataset to be used as driver data of CTMs.
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Figure 3. Water vapour (vmr) [ppm] climatological distribution from the FinROSE-ctm
simulations in the tropics (a) (15�S and 0�S) and (b) (0�N and 15�N) using ERA-Interim data
and (c) (15�S and 0�S) and (d) (0�N and 15�N) using the ERA-40 data. Black contours show
UARS/URAP climatological data. Contour interval is 0.5 ppm, from 3.0 to 4.0 ppm.
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Abstract. A global 40-year simulation from 1980 to 2019
was performed with the FinROSE chemistry-transport model
based on the use of coupled chemistry GCM-data. The main
focus of our analysis is on climatological-scale processes in
high latitudes. The resulting trend estimates for the past pe-
riod (1980–1999) agree well with observation-based trend
estimates. The results for the future period (2000–2019) sug-
gest that the extent of seasonal ozone depletion over both
northern and southern high-latitudes has likely reached its
maximum. Furthermore, while climate change is expected
to cool the stratosphere, this cooling is unlikely to acceler-
ate significantly high latitude ozone depletion. However, the
recovery of seasonal high latitude ozone losses will not take
place during the next 15 years.

1 Introduction

Long term stratospheric ozone change is a problem of great
uncertainty and importance and is by no means solved. The
interactions between climate change and stratospheric ozone
depletion have already been recognised for a decade or so
(see e.g.WMO, 2003). The link between climate change
and stratospheric ozone depletion is usually studied using
models. For studies of the past ozone behaviour, off-line
chemistry-transport models (CTMs) using observed meteo-
rological forcing can be used. In order to study the future
ozone behaviour, coupled chemistry climate models (CCMs)
are typically required. Since the physical and chemical in-
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(juhani.damski@fmi.fi)

teractions are very complex, studies using models that are
sophisticated enough have only been developed relatively
recently. Several off-line chemistry-transport-type simula-
tions using observed meteorological fields have been pub-
lished in the field of stratospheric ozone depletion in recent
years (e.g.Chipperfield, 1999; Rummukainen et al., 1999;
Egorova et al., 2001; Hadjinicolaou et al., 2002; Chipper-
field, 2003). A number of coupled chemistry-climate-model
simulations have also recently been published. These include
the works by e.g.Austin(2002); Austin and Butchart(2003);
Austin et al.(2003a,b); Manzini et al.(2003); Nagashima et
al. (2002); Steil et al.(2003); Tian and Chipperfield(2005);
Austin and Wilson(2006); Eyring et al. (2006); Garcia et al.
(2007). However, studies where the off-line CTM-approach
has been used with meteorological forcings from coupled
chemistry climate model integrations are uncommon. Such
a study is e.g. the work byBrasseur et al.(1997). In this
work this off-line CTM-approach combined with CCM data
will be utilized for the study of both the past and future be-
haviour of the stratospheric ozone layer. The aim of this
work is to drive an off-line chemistry-transport model with
relatively detailed chemistry scheme using CCM output as a
driver, and to address questions concerning the near past and
near future stratospheric ozone concentration changes.

Recently there has been an active debate on the trends
in stratospheric ozone and the possible signs of recovery of
the ozone layer (Reinsel et al., 2005; Hadjinicolaou et al.,
2005; Weatherhead and Andersen, 2006; Yang et al., 2006;
Dhomse et al., 2006; Steinbrecht et al., 2006). The decrease
in equivalent effective stratospheric chlorine (EESC) has led
to expectations of a stabilisation in ozone or even signs of
recovery of stratospheric ozone. A positive trend has been
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Table 1. Long-lived tracer amounts in the simulation (Austin and Butchart, 2003).

Year 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Cly (ppb) 1.64 2.21 2.72 3.25 3.50 3.49 3.48 3.47 3.38
Bry (ppt) 8.8 9.7 11.3 14.1 16.9 18.7 18.6 18.0 17.4
NOy (ppb) 18.4 18.6 18.8 19.1 19.4 19.7 20.0 20.3 20.7
N2O (ppb) 302 306 310 314 319 323 328 333 339
CH4 (ppb) 1603 1651 1700 1749 1810 1882 1964 2052 2145
CO2 (ppm) 337 346 355 365 375 385 395 406 417

observed in mid latitude NH ozone since the mid-1990s,
which has been attributed both to changes in atmospheric
dynamics (increased planetary wave driving) as well as de-
creasing EESC. The reason for the change in dynamics is
not fully understood, and could be either natural variability
or driven by the climate change. The future evolution of the
stratospheric ozone is therefore still uncertain.

The focus of this study is on climatological scale fea-
tures such as regionally averaged seasonal ozone variations
or year-to-year ozone variations in the high-latitude strato-
sphere. We will present the results of a global 40-year mid-
dle atmospheric simulation from 1980 until the end of 2019.
We will show how the average high-latitude concentrations
of stratospheric ozone, and ozone destruction have evolved
during the past period (1980–1999), and how ozone is ex-
pected to evolve in the near future (2000–2019). The strato-
spheric processes affecting high latitude stratospheric ozone
will also be analysed, and the trend analysis of the past and
future periods will be shown and compared against measure-
ments. The simulation has been performed with the global
chemistry-transport model, FinROSE, described byDamski
et al.(2007). For this study FinROSE model has been driven
with the winds and temperatures from a transient simulation
of the coupled chemistry climate model UMETRACAustin
and Butchart(2003), using specified concentrations of long-
lived tracers such as the well-mixed greenhouse gases.

2 Simulation settings and driver data

FinROSE is a global 3-D grid point model (Damski et al.,
2007), which is originally based on the NCAR-ROSE-model
(Rose, 1983; Rose and Brasseur, 1989). FinROSE is an off-
line chemistry transport model. The model includes 27 long-
lived species/families and 14 species that are assumed to be
in photochemical equilibrium. Chemistry includes around
110 gas-phase reactions, 37 photodissociation processes and
10 heterogeneous reactions. Photodissociation coefficients
are compiled using the PHODIS radiative transfer model
(Kylling, 1992; Kylling et al., 1997) and used through look-
up tables. The aerosol and polar stratospheric cloud (PSC)
processing includes liquid binary aerosols (LBA), super-

cooled ternary solutions (STS, PSC type Ib), nitric acid trihy-
drates (NAT, PSC type Ia), NAT-rock and water ice particles
(ICE, PSC Type II) and sedimentation. Chemical kinetics
used in this work are updated to follow JPL-2002 (Sander
et al., 2003). For the transport of the model constituents a
flux-form Semi-Lagrange Transport-scheme (Lin and Rood,
1996) is used. For more detailed description of the FinROSE-
model see (Damski et al., 2007).

The meteorology (i.e. winds and temperatures) used in
this study was produced by the UMETRAC (Unified Model
with Eulerian Transport And Chemistry). UMETRAC is a
CCM based on the UK Met. Office’s Unified Model (Cullen,
1993). The ozone fields predicted by the chemistry in UME-
TRAC are used in the model radiation scheme to couple
the chemistry to the climate. In this study we have used
a UMETRAC model integration completed for the period
from January 1975 to January 2020 (Austin and Butchart,
2003). The integration was based on the use of observed sea
surface temperatures and sea ice coverage for the past pe-
riod (1980–2000). For the future period (2000–2020) UME-
TRAC used the results of a coupled ocean-atmosphere ver-
sion of the Hadley Centres climate model (Williams, 2001).

The horizontal resolution in this 40-year FinROSE integra-
tion was 5.00◦ by 11.25◦ (latitude-longitude) with pole to
pole latitudinal coverage. The vertical resolution of the sim-
ulation was around 2700 m at 24 pressure levels from surface
up to∼0.15 hPa (or∼62 km). The vertical grid of the model
uses every other point of that used in UMETRAC. For the
horizontal grid, the wind and temperature values are inter-
polated from the UMETRAC three-dimensional daily values
using bilinear interpolation. The vertical wind is solved in
the FinROSE transport scheme.

The initial distributions of chemical constituents were
taken directly from the UMETRAC integration. The
boundary conditions were taken from UMETRAC monthly
means. The chemical scheme in FinROSE does not include
parametrizations for the source gases (e.g. CFCs and their
chemistry). The concentrations of the long-lived tracers fol-
lowed the projections defined inAustin and Butchart(2003).
Halogen data and the well-mixed greenhouse gases are from
Austin and Butchart(2003). The levels and expected future
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evolutions of long-lived species, relevant to this study are
shown in Table1. Atmospheric concentrations of long-lived
tracers (Table1) are constrained at each timestep by relax-
ation towards monthly mean zonal averages given by the
driver model. The individual members in the chemical fami-
lies (NOy, Clx and Bry), are constrained with respect to their
relative contributions given by the chemistry scheme.

As a result of projections in well-mixed greenhouse gases
and other long-lived constituents (Table1) and chemistry cli-
mate coupling in the driver model, the UMETRAC simu-
lation captured the main characteristics of observed strato-
spheric temperature trends and also indicated continued cool-
ing of the stratosphere in the near future. The Antarctic cool-
ing trend in the past in the UMETRAC results also clearly in-
dicated a strong connection between Antarctic ozone deple-
tion and cooling of the stratosphere (seeAustin and Butchart,
2003).

3 Transport characteristics of the 40-year
CTM-simulation

The ability of a model to reproduce the stratospheric Brewer-
Dobson circulation can be estimated using an analysis of the
simulated age of air. This has become a standard way for
testing stratospheric transport models in general (seeWaugh
and Hall (2002) for a review). In this study the age of air
(hereafter also AOA) is defined as the average amount of time
spent by the air parcels for the transportation from the source
areas to any specific latitude and altitude in the stratosphere.
The AOA diagnostic was used to see how the transport forc-
ing, provided by the UMETRAC, works with the FinROSE
transport scheme in comparison with the observed Brewer-
Dobson circulation. As stated byHall et al.(1999), in most
CTMs the propagation of the annual atmospheric oscillations
is too rapid in the vertical direction, and the CTMs also typi-
cally underestimate the mean age of air throughout the strato-
sphere.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the AOA tracer at the
10 hPa level in FinROSE over the North and South Pole. In-
terannual variability is clearly seen in the peaks during the
wintertime periods, as expected, with less interannual vari-
ability during the summer. Over the South Pole the maxi-
mum values are about three years, and the minimum sum-
mer values just below two years. Over the North Pole the
maximum values are less than three years, and the minimum
typically around two years. While the simulated general be-
haviour follows what is expected from observations and the-
ory, the absolute values are significantly lower than those
given inWaugh and Hall(2002). The evolution of the AOA
tracer is stable throughout the 40-year simulation period, but
the model seems to have a Brewer-Dobson circulation which
is unrealistically fast.

Fig. 1. The evolution of the age of air tracer above the South Pole
(black line) and North Pole (red line) at 10 hPa during the 40-year
FinROSE simulation (in years).

4 Simulated global annual ozone distribution

A comparison of the model results with the ozone climatol-
ogy compiled byFortuin and Kelder (1998) is shown in
Fig. 2. This climatology is based on ozonesonde measure-
ments and satellite measurements of ozone, covering the pe-
riod from 1980 to 1991. In Fig.2 the same period was used
for averaging the model results. The comparison shows that
both models give reasonable and comparable results. How-
ever, there are discrepancies between the simulations and ob-
servations. The modelled ozone partial pressures are gener-
ally lower than observed in FinROSE, and higher than ob-
served in UMETRAC.

In general the ozone maxima in FinROSE ozone distribu-
tion seems to be located higher up than in the measurements,
while in the UMETRAC climatology the altitude matching
seems to be better. The tropical ozone maximum in Fin-
ROSE is clearly too weak while in UMETRAC the opposite
is true. Over the high southern latitudes the FinROSE data
is in line with the measurements, since both the altitude and
the magnitude compares well. The ozone distribution in Fin-
ROSE over the high northern latitudes is worse, as the partial
pressure of ozone is too low while the height of the ozone
maximum is reasonable. The height distribution of ozone
in FinROSE yields to a lower column abundance, while in
UMETRAC the higher partial pressure at more correct alti-
tudes give too high ozone column abundances.

A general conclusion from Fig.2 is that the FinROSE
model reproduces the observed global patterns. The differ-
ences between the two models, as well as between mod-
els and measurements, seem to be connected with limita-
tions and imperfections in the reproduction of the Brewer-
Dobson circulation and with the differences in the strato-
spheric chemistry formulations in these two models.

UMETRAC includes the coupling between transport char-
acteristics and atmospheric composition through radiation,
i.e. the changes in the composition due to the chemical
processing are reflected in the simulated temperatures and
winds. Since the simulated composition is in balance with
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Fig. 2. Calculated model ozone climatologies for the period from
1980 to 1991, the measurement-based ozone climatologyFortuin
and Kelder(1998), and respective differences. Values are shown as
partial pressures (mPa).

the dynamics, one may say that UMETRAC produces its own
balanced aeronomy. When the winds and temperatures from
such a model are introduced to a CTM where the transport
is formulated in similar way, but chemical formulations are
different, the realized compositional patterns end up being
qualitatively the same, but quantitatively different. As Fig.2
shows, the ozone climatologies derived from FinROSE and
UMETRAC have differences e.g. in magnitude and altitude
of the tropical ozone maximum. The tropical maximum can
be considered the starting point for the Brewer-Dobson cir-
culation, as new stratospheric air is injected from the tro-
posphere mainly over the tropics. In FinROSE the maxi-
mum is located too high up, and in UMETRAC the tropical

ozone maximum is too strong, i.e. the reproduced Brewer-
Dobson circulation in FinROSE has less ozone to start with,
and transport towards the winter pole, while UMETRAC has
too much. An offset in the ozone maximum during late win-
ter to early spring, also affects ozone amounts during summer
and autumn.

5 High latitude ozone evolution

Figure3 (upper panel) shows the percentage anomalies (from
the 1980–1989 mean) in simulated total ozone enclosed by
the 75th southern latitude for the 40-year simulation period
in comparison to satellite-based TOMS-v8 and OMI total
ozone measurements. Results from both the FinROSE and
the UMETRAC simulations are shown. The FinROSE model
reproduces all the observed main features, and the anomalies
seen in the simulated ozone are of the same magnitude as in
the TOMS measurements. The anomalies in the UMETRAC
ozone are quite similar to the ones in FinROSE, although the
total ozone levels are generally higher than measured.

In all cases the ozone hole starts to develop during July–
August, and ozone recovery is complete by the end of
November or early December, meaning that the ozone deple-
tion caught by the FinROSE model is well timed. Another
well-reproduced element in Fig.3 upper panel is the grad-
ual increase of the Antarctic ozone anomaly in both models.
Antarctic springs that exhibit no or very weak ozone deple-
tion occur the same years in FinROSE and UMETRAC. The
UMETRAC and FinROSE transport schemes end up in very
similar results, and therefore the driver model determines
mainly year to year and season to season variability. The dif-
ferences in absolute levels between the models derive mainly
from the differences in chemical formulations.

During the future period of the simulation (in Fig.3) both
models exhibit similar patterns in the month-to-month ozone
anomalies, as they do during the past period. A comparison
between the anomalies seen during the past years (i.e. 1980
to 1999) and during the near future (i.e. from 2000 to 2019)
suggests that in the near future the behaviour of ozone will
be similar to that observed during the 1990s.

The ozone anomalies in the north are rather different from
what is seen in the south as Fig.3 shows. The overall multi-
year monthly mean evolution in both models follows the ob-
served seasonal patterns well. While not shown in Fig.3,
the modelled total ozone in FinROSE is about 40 DUs lower
than the TOMS measurements during summer. Furthermore,
in some cases during the winter-spring maximum, FinROSE
gives over 100 DUs lower total ozone values than TOMS.
In UMETRAC the summertime minima are regularly around
100 DUs higher, and the wintertime maximum are around
50 DUs higher than measured. Although the simulated age
of air is too short, we may now conclude that the seasonal be-
haviour in the general transport characteristics is reasonable
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Fig. 3. Comparison of observed total ozone anomalies (from 1980–1989) with the modelled ozone anomalies. Time series are shown as
average values within the 75◦ S latitude circle (upper panel) and 75◦ N latitude circle (lower panel). The anomalies in total ozone calculated
from FinROSE data are presented by black lines, the UMETRAC anomalies as green lines, and the anomalies derived from the TOMS data
by red lines and from OMI by blue lines.

and that there are clear similarities in the modelled interan-
nual and seasonal patterns.

6 Ozone depletion

The processes causing ozone depletion require first of all
formation of polar stratospheric clouds (i.e. PSCs), enough
inorganic chlorine (and possibly other halogens) to be con-
verted to active form, low enough stratospheric temperatures
to cause denitrification, and finally, solar radiation to drive
the actual ozone loss processes. The distribution of ozone is
dependent on both atmospheric transport and chemistry. In
order to have an approximate separation of these two main
processes, we have formulated a passive ozone tracer, for
which only the transport scheme of the model has been ap-
plied. The passive ozone tracer is initialized twice every year,
on 1st of June, and on 1st of December using the regular
model ozone.

Time series of anomalies (from the 1980–1989 mean) in
total nitrogen (NOy) and water vapour (H2O), the evolution
of chlorine activation (i.e. ClOx/Clx), and the difference be-
tween the passive ozone tracer (Tracer-O3) and model ozone
are shown in Fig.4 for the whole 40-year time series together
with the PSC exposure times (for types I and II). All values
are based on monthly mean values within 75–90◦ S, averaged
over the vertical column from 146 to 31 hPa (i.e. between ap-

proximately 14 and 24 km). The time series show how some
major processes are simulated in the model. Significant chlo-
rine activation occurs during every austral winter-spring sea-
son of this 40 year time series. The model simulates well the
major chlorine activation, which occurs soon after the start
of austral polar night. Chlorine activation starts as soon as
the type-I PSCs appear. At the same time the level of total
nitrogen, expressed by NOy, starts to decrease. The actual
ozone loss, as seen in Fig.4 starts as the analysed area be-
comes sunlit. This is seen as a deviation between the passive
ozone tracer and model ozone. As the temperatures gradu-
ally increase during the spring and the vortex disappears, the
PSCs evaporate and the large-scale ozone depletion is typi-
cally over by the end of November.

In the early 1980s the magnitude of the simulated ozone
loss was at most between 50 and 60%. After the mid-
1980s ozone depletion started to increase, frequently indicat-
ing losses of more than 80% between 31 and 146 hPa. The
fractional chlorine activation (in Fig.4) was typically slightly
larger during the 1980s than during 1990s and later decades.
However, the total chlorine loading is lower in the 1980s and
the net effect on ozone was low.

The rate of decrease of NOy, i.e. the rate of denitrification,
increases when the temperatures drop below the threshold
for formation of ice particles. The relatively large PSC-type-
II particles are formed and sedimented, which is seen as a
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Fig. 4. Simulated evolutions for 1980-2019 of main constituents affecting ozone within 75◦ S, and between 146 and 31 hPa. In the upper
frame the percentage anomalies in total nitrogen is shown by the red line and in water vapour by the blue line. The relative difference between
the passive ozone tracer and regular model ozone by yellow bars. In the lower frame the chlorine activation is shown by orange bars, the
PSC type-I tracer is given by the green line and the PSC type-II tracer by the black line.

decrease in water vapour and especially in NOy. The aver-
age total nitrogen (NOy) between 146 and 31 hPa shows a
significant drop in connection to the occurrence of PSCs of
type-II. Since conditions cold enough for the formation of
ice particles exist during most of the winter-spring seasons,
Fig. 4, the monthly average results do not exhibit any clear
signs of significant denitrification caused by rapid sedimen-
tation of large NAT particles (i.e. NAT rocks). However, this
does not rule out the possible sedimentation of NAT rocks on
a more local and shorter time scale.

Severe denitrification does not take place during every sin-
gle simulated season. Exceptions are especially the years
1983 and 1992 when the decrease in total nitrogen shown by
a positive anomaly, and also the ozone loss is smaller. Dur-
ing these non ozone depletion cases the formation of ice is
relatively moderate due to warmer conditions, which can be
seen in the PSC exposure in Fig.4. These warmer conditions
may be connected to sudden stratospheric warming events
which are known to be very rare in the Southern Hemisphere
(see e.g.Shepherd et al., 2005). More likely, they illustrate
problems in simulating model dynamics at the edges of the
normal distribution.

Figure5 shows how the two main chemical ozone loss cy-
cles have contributed to the simulated net ozone loss over
Antarctica. The relative effect of catalytic ozone loss cycles
by active chlorine (i.e. ClOx) is clearly the most significant.

During September these cycles are responsible for about 50
to 80% of the total ozone loss. The rest of the ozone depletion
is due to the second most important catalytic cycle during the
ozone hole season, namely the BrO-ClO cycle. The coupled
ClO-BrO destruction of ozone is almost as important as the
ClOx cycles during August and October. However, it should
be kept in mind that the amount of absolute ozone deple-
tion itself is smaller during August as there is only a limited
amount of solar radiation available within the analysed area.
It is also worth noting that during other times of year, the
catalytic cycles of NOx (summer), and HOx (autumn) are the
main contributors to ozone depletion (not shown). However,
as seen from Fig.5 these cycles do not contribute signifi-
cantly to the chemical depletion of ozone during winter and
spring.

Another way to analyse the 40-year time-series is to look
at the total inorganic chlorine level in the atmosphere (see
Table 1). Keeping in mind that since early 1980s the in-
organic chlorine loading increased from about 1.6 to about
3.5 ppbv in the late 1990s, and that it is projected to remain
above 3 ppbv until the end of the 40-year simulation period,
a conclusion can be made: Chlorine activation, although a
regular phenomenon, does not in itself lead to severe ozone
depletion. After the winter season the high southern latitude
stratosphere becomes sunlit and the active chlorine is rapidly
deactivated if NO2 is present. This means that the amount
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Fig. 5. A climatology showing the relative portions of the ozone loss chemistry due to the two main catalytic ozone loss cycles in FinROSE.
The left panel shows the effect of the ClOx processing and the right panel shows the effect of combined BrOx-ClOx chemistry. The past
period (1980–1999) is indicated with black lines and the future period (2000–2019) with red lines. The errorbars show the minimum and
maximum portions during each month. The values are averaged within the 75◦ S latitude, and between 146 and 31 hPa.

of inorganic chlorine controls the potential severity of ozone
depletion, and the occurrence and magnitude of PSCs and
denitrification affects how long ozone depletion is prolonged
in the spring.

The time series in Figs.3 and4 show that the increase in
inorganic chlorine has made the ozone depletions more se-
vere since the beginning of 1980s. The level of ozone de-
pletion reached during the latter part of the 1990s seems to
continue also during the future period. The two main factors
are in place (i.e. the chlorine activation, and denitrification)
throughout the whole 40-year simulation, while during the
early years the actual levels of inorganic chlorine were lower,
and therefore the ozone depletion was less severe. However,
it is important to note that even with inorganic chlorine lev-
els below 2 ppbv, large-scale ozone destruction may occur,
provided that the temperatures are low enough for extended
periods of time leading to e.g. denitrification.

The situation in the winter and springtime northern high-
latitude stratosphere is far less favourable for PSC forma-
tion than in the south, as sufficiently low temperatures do not
occur regularly. Time series of anomalies (from the 1980–
1989 mean) in total nitrogen (NOy) and water vapour (H2O),
the evolution of chlorine activation (i.e. ClOx/Clx), and the
difference between the passive ozone tracer (Tracer-O3) and
model ozone are shown in Fig.6 for the whole 40-year time
series together with the PSC exposure times (for types I and
II). All values are based on monthly mean values within 75–
90◦ N, averaged over the vertical column from 146 to 31 hPa
(i.e. between approximately 14 and 24 km). As can be
seen, these results differ from the Antarctic ones. While NOy
seems to exhibit some drops during the course of the simula-
tion, the water vapour distribution is stable.

Interestingly, it seems that even on this average perspective
chlorine activation of around 20 to 30% takes place during al-
most every winter/spring. The level of chlorine activation is

clearly connected with the average existence of type-I PSCs,
while in this averaged analysis no signs of type-II PSCs are
found. The ozone loss exhibits no clear trend, except per-
haps the increase during the first half of the 1980s. The
cases of higher chlorine activations clearly coincide with the
weak, but obvious, denitrifications and in turn with the ozone
losses. It is quite clear that the low stratospheric tempera-
tures provide the conditions for ozone depletion. Therefore,
if the stratospheric temperatures would decrease as a result
of the enhanced greenhouse effect, the probability for sig-
nificant ozone loss may increase in the northern hemispheric
high-latitudes.

In general, between 75◦ N and 90◦ N, the total nitrogen
does not exhibit as large a decrease as it does over Antarc-
tica. This result is expected, as the temperatures are not low
enough for ice-cloud formation. Since PSC type-II clouds
are uncommon in the northern polar stratosphere, no exten-
sive ozone depletion occurs. However, during some years
stronger denitrification occurs, as the negative anomalies
(from the 1980–1989 mean) in NOy reach values of about
50 to 60%. A closer look at the PSC-tracers also indicates
that while there are no ice-form PSCs, type-I PSCs are seen
during most of the winters since the mid 1980s.

Another interesting feature in these figures emerges if the
behaviour of total nitrogen, water vapour, and the existence
of ice-clouds are compared with each other. It seems that
while there are no type-II PSCs, the NAT PSCs coincide with
the stronger denitrifications. A logical conclusion is that the
NAT particles have grown to sizes where significant sedi-
mentation is possible. Denitrification occurs, but these low
temperatures are not persistent enough for large scale deni-
trifications. Nevertheless, during the most prominent years
(e.g. 2000 or 2013) the drop in total nitrogen over the Arctic
is calculated to be about 40%.
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Fig. 6. Simulated evolutions for 1980-2019 of main constituents affecting ozone within 75◦ N, and between 146 and 31 hPa. In the upper
frame the percentage anomalies in total nitrogen is shown by the red line and in water vapour by the blue line. The relative difference between
the passive ozone tracer and regular model ozone by yellow bars. In the lower frame the chlorine activation is shown by orange bars, the
PSC type-I tracer is given by the green line and the PSC type-II tracer by the black line.

Figure7 shows a climatology of how the different ozone
loss processes have contributed to the net ozone loss in the
north. During the northern hemispheric winter and spring the
catalytic ozone loss cycles by active chlorine and bromine are
almost equally significant as they are responsible for about
30 to 40% each of the total ozone loss. During the first
half of the 1980s, processes other than chlorine destruction,
or coupled bromine-chlorine destruction were dominant, i.e.
the NOx-chemistry had a more significant role until the early
1990s (not shown). However, the absolute levels of ozone
depletion were lower than after the mid 1980s. Furthermore,
the previously shown timeseries (Fig.6) suggests that during
years with more significant ozone depletion, destruction by
ClOx is the most important process.

In the Arctic stratosphere denitrification is clearly weaker
than in the Antarctic, and therefore the net ozone depletion is
also weaker in the 40-year simulation. However, as already
stated for the Antarctic stratosphere, even a chlorine load-
ing below 2 ppbv may lead to significant large scale ozone
depletion if conditions for chlorine activation and denitrifi-
cation prevail for long enough time periods. Therefore, the
possible cooling of the Arctic stratosphere may give rise to
more severe ozone depletion.

7 Ozone changes and trends

Figure8 can be taken as a starting point for the analysis of the
high latitude ozone changes. Ozone changes in the simulated
data are shown as the difference between the climatology of
1980–1984 and the respective climatology of 1995–1999 (i.e.
near past change). The near future change is shown as a dif-
ference between the ozone climatology of 1995–1999 and
the climatology of 2015–2019. Figure8 shows these differ-
ences in the mixing ratio. The past period difference shows
a decrease in the ozone mixing ratios throughout the whole
stratosphere. This difference has its maximum in the Antarc-
tic polar stratosphere, being over 300 ppbv around 50 hPa.
While in the north the respective stratospheric decrease is
about 100 to 150 ppbv, depending on the altitude. During the
future period, the model gives a slight increase of 50 ppbv
near 50 hPa, over the southern polar areas, and a similar in-
crease in the upper stratosphere. Over the northern polar ar-
eas an increase of the order of 50 ppbv is seen throughout the
whole stratosphere above 100 hPa. The results shown here
will be discussed further below where the statistical signifi-
cance of these changes will be assessed using trend analysis.

Figure9 shows the latitudinal distribution of average an-
nual trend estimates from the FinROSE, TOMS (version 8)
and UMETRAC total ozone for the past period (1980 to
1999). The trend estimates of both models for the near future
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Fig. 7. A climatology showing the relative portions of the ozone loss chemistry due to the two main catalytic ozone loss cycles in FinROSE.
The left panel shows the effect of the ClOx processing and the right panel shows the effect of combined BrOx-ClOx chemistry. The past
period (1980–1999) is indicated with black lines and the future period (2000–2019) with red lines. The errorbars show the minimum and
maximum portions during each month. The values are averaged within the 75◦ N latitude, and between 146 and 31 hPa.

period (2000–2019) are also shown. The trend estimates
are calculated applying a standard linear regression to the
monthly mean values. The trend errors, based on the Stu-
dent’s T-test, are given for the 95% significance level. The
overall agreement with measurements is good and both mod-
els give similar trend estimates as obtained from the TOMS
measurements.

For the past period, both actual values and uncertainty in-
tervals of the FinROSE trends behave similarly as the TOMS
trends. In the vicinity of 60◦ S the decreasing annual average
trend from FinROSE is only slightly less than the TOMS-
derived trend. In the case of UMETRAC, the magnitude of
the southern trends is somewhat smaller than the correspond-
ing FinROSE trends, and the trend errors exhibit somewhat
narrower error ranges.

Both models give large, statistically significant negative
trends over the high polar latitudes. Over Antarctica the
trend in the FinROSE data is almost−8%/decade and in
the UMETRAC data the trend is about−6%/decade. Over
the northern polar areas, FinROSE gives a trend of about
−3.5%/decade, and UMETRAC about−5.5%/decade. The
trends in polar ozone are well in line with the trend estimates
shown byWMO (2003, Chapter 4, Figs. 4–31)Hadjinicolaou
et al.(2002) or Fioletov et al.(2002).

The average annual trend estimates for the future period
(in Fig. 9) are similar for both models over the high south-
ern latitudes. Both models exhibit small but statistically in-
significant positive trends of 2 to 3% per decade. Over the
northern polar areas the results of the two models are almost
the same. The UMETRAC trend estimates give a positive
trend of about 3%/decade, which is significant at the 95%
confidence level. FinROSE gives nearly the same trend with
a somewhat larger error range and the trend is also signifi-
cant at the 95% level. From an annual average perspective

Fig. 8. Ozone changes in average annual zonal distributions. Top
panel gives the change between 1980–1985 and 1995–1999. Lower
panel shows the difference between 1995–1999 and 2015–2019.
Values are shown as mixing ratios.
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Fig. 9. Annually averaged total ozone trends [%/decade]. The errorbars indicate the 95% confidence intervals, calculated using the Student’s
T-test.

the results from both models suggest that a small increase
in total ozone may take place over high southern latitudes
by 2019. However, the statistical significance is low imply-
ing that the ozone depletion may remain on a similar level to
what was seen in the 1990s. Over the northern polar areas,
on an annual average basis, a statistically significant positive
trend is simulated, which could be a sign of a start of ozone
recovery. These results are in line with those presented in
Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows the latitudinal distributions of seasonal
total ozone trend estimates of FinROSE and TOMS for the
past period and FinROSE for the future period. As for the
annual average trend estimates, the seasonal trend estimates
from FinROSE are also in good or reasonable agreement with
the TOMS trends. During the northern winter months (i.e.
December, January, and February) over northern high lati-
tudes the modelled trends are between−5 and−8%/decade,
being significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence
level. During the spring months (March through May) at high
northern latitudes, the model agrees reasonably well with the
measured trends. While TOMS gives a significant negative
trend of around−7%/decade, FinROSE reproduces a trend
of around−5%/decade, which agrees with the observations
at the 95% confidence level.

The southern high latitude trends, shown in Fig.10left and
middle panels follow the observation based trends. During

the austral winter (June–August), the model reproduces the
observed trends well. During the austral spring (September–
November), the most visible feature is the large, statistically
significant (at the 95% confidence level) negative trend of to-
tal ozone. At about 80◦ S, the TOMS and FinROSE trend
estimates agree with a trend of about−18%/decade. Fin-
ROSEs trend errors are in good agreement with the TOMS
trend errors, suggesting that the interannual variability sim-
ulated by FinROSE is also of the same order. It is interest-
ing to note that a typical problem of model simulations over
the northern mid-latitudes is also evident here. The northern
hemisphere mid-latitude negative ozone trend, which peaks
between 45–50◦ N and then reduces toward 60◦ N (e.g.Had-
jinicolaou et al., 2005) is not well simulated.

In Fig.10(right panel) the seasonal trend estimates for lat-
itudinal total ozone behaviour in the near future (2000–2019)
are shown. It can be seen that the winter and spring total
ozone will increase over the poles. For the Arctic winter-
spring seasons this increase is around 3 to 5%/decade, and
in the south for the austral winter-spring, the increase is
about 2 to 3%/decade. The FinROSE results indicate that
the negative ozone trends are levelling off during the near
future. Since the positive trends in winter and spring high
latitudes, calculated from the FinROSE results, are not sig-
nificant, we can conclude (supported by e.g.Weatherhead
et al., 2000; Austin and Butchart, 2003; Weatherhead and
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Fig. 10. Seasonally averaged total ozone trends [%/decade] of TOMS observations for the period 1980-1999 and of FinROSE for period
1980–1999 and 2000–2019. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals, calculated using the Student’s T-test.

Andersen, 2006) that no unambiguous recovery of the ozone
is likely to be seen before 2020. The results ofAustin and
Butchart (2003), as well as those inAustin et al.(2003b)
also suggested that the turnover of ozone trends would start
in about 2005. The results presented here support those con-
clusions.

Figure 11 shows vertical cross-sections of the simulated
seasonal trends in FinROSE for the past period, focusing
on high latitudes. In the past negative trends between 250
and 10 hPa are typical during all seasons. During the
northern hemispheric winter, the statistically most signifi-
cant (95% confidence, or more) trends are between−5 and
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Fig. 11.Vertical distributions of the seasonal ozone concentration trends [%/decade] for the past period (1980–1999). The significance levels
are indicated with dotted black lines for 90% significance, with dashed for 95% significance, and with solid black line for 99% significance.

−10%/decade above 100 hPa, and north of the 65◦ N lati-
tude. The maximum trend in the northern hemispheric winter
is, however, located between 250 and 150 hPa, being about
−15%/decade (without statistical significance). This large
negative trend is associated with trends in tropopause height,
and is further discussed below. In the northern hemispheric
spring the decreasing trend in the lower stratosphere above
40 hPa disappears while the negative trend below 40 hPa
stays negative. Similarly to the winter trend estimates, a sta-
tistically significant trend between−5 and−10%/decade is
found between 150 and 50 hPa, while the maximum neg-
ative trend of about−15%/decade is located between 250
and 150 hPa. In the spring, this upper tropospheric to lower
stratospheric trend is significant at the 90% level north of
75◦ N.

Over the southern hemispheric high latitudes (in Fig.11)
the winter trend estimates are somewhat different. While
negative trends are typical over the whole domain, the statis-
tical significance of the negative ozone trends south of 75◦ S,
and below 10 hPa, is weak. At the 95% significance level a
trend between−5 and−10%/decade is found only between
25 and 10 hPa, and the statistically most significant trends
are seen south of 75◦ S around 25 hPa. During the Antarc-
tic spring, ozone is depleted with estimated trends more than
−40%/decade south of the 75◦ S latitude between 150 and
50 hPa. The estimated trends are also significantly different
from zero at the 99% level, and are related to the increasing
halogen amounts (Table1). These seasonal trend estimates
are also in agreement with the observed trend estimates pre-
sented byRandel and Wu(1999).
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Fig. 12. Vertical distributions of the seasonal ozone concentration trends [%/decade] for the future period (2000–2019). The significance
levels are indicated with dotted black lines for 90% significance, with dashed for 95% significance, and with solid black line for 99%
significance.

Simulated trends for the future period are shown in Fig.12.
A very general conclusion of the northern polar stratospheric
ozone trends is that they are slightly positive, but statistically
not significant within the polar area. The same is true in the
case of southern hemispheric wintertime trends (i.e. June to
August). During the austral spring a small negative trend of
ozone is found close to 30 hPa south of 70◦ S, although with-
out statistical significance. According toWMO (2003) the
decrease in the atmospheric chlorine loading will lead to a
gradual recovery of the stratospheric ozone over the next 50
years. No clear signal of the start of the recovery of ozone is
seen during the first two decades of the 21st century. How-
ever, the results from FinROSE do show that the ozone levels

off during the last two decades of the simulation. The strato-
spheric cooling due to the climate change has a potential for
enhancing the polar ozone depletion. However, based on the
analyses of the ozone trends alone, it is not straightforward
to say, whether this mechanism is seen in these results or not.

The negative ozone trend close to the tropopause in high
northern latitudes during winter and spring, shown in Fig.11
is in line with a number of recent studies (see e.g.WMO,
2003). The observed dependence of the column ozone
on the tropopause height is well documented, although the
level of understanding is still somewhat limited. In gen-
eral, the observations have shown that the northern hemi-
spheric tropopause at mid- and high-latitudes have risen
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during the past few decades, which imply decreases in to-
tal ozone.Austin et al.(2003a) have shown that in the driver
model (i.e. UMETRAC), a statistically significant decrease
in tropopause pressures is exhibited over a wide range of
latitudes. Furthermore, over the mid-latitudes this negative
trend is about 1 hPa/decade, which in turn is in line with ob-
servations and other model changes (Santer et al., 2003). In
WMO (2003) it was concluded that these trends are not due
to the changes in stratospheric ozone, and thus radiatively
driven, but due to the changes in tropospheric circulation.
As a conclusion, it may be stated that the FinROSE sim-
ulation also exhibits this observed connection between the
tropopause height and ozone.

8 Discussion

The quality of CTM studies is very much dependent on the
transport characteristics, the quality of the driver fields, as
well as on the chemistry scheme of the CTM. With respect
to this study, the uncertainties associated with the CCM have
been discussed byAustin et al.(2003b). The shortcomings in
the realized Brewer-Dobson circulation, and the large natural
variability of the northern polar vortex, increased the uncer-
tainty of the trend analyses in this study. The problems in the
age of air distribution and the Brewer-Dobson circulation, are
well-known features of CTMs (Hall et al., 1999).

Every model produces its own aeronomy, and its own
balances between radiation driven processes, dynamically
driven processes, and chemistry driven processes. This
means that in the case of dynamically-driven atmospheric
processes, the patterns reproduced by FinROSE follow those
in the driver simulation, which in turn are dependent on
the radiation couplings or used WMGHG projections in the
CCM itself. In the case of chemistry-driven processes, like
the springtime Antarctic ozone hole, the FinROSE model is
capable of making a more independent representation. In
general, the results presented here indicate that the ozone
evolution is more predictable in the winter-spring Antarctic
stratosphere than in the Arctic stratosphere where the natural
interannual variability is greater.

Since the analyses in this study are based on average quan-
tities (i.e. zonal averages, monthly means etc.), we have not
discussed all the fine-scale features that the simulation con-
tains. The inclusion of the effects caused by large NAT par-
ticles (i.e. sedimentation and denitrification) clearly have an
effect on the results exhibited in this study, as the moderate
Arctic denitrifications are being reproduced in the absence of
ice particles. These results suggest, in line with other studies
(e.g.WMO, 2003), that the denitrification caused by gravita-
tional settling of ice particles is not causing denitrifications
over the Arctic. While there was evidence of denitrifications
due to large NAT PSC sedimentation, the threshold for the
ice-formation was not crossed.

From the Antarctic perspective, as the temperatures below
the frostpoint are observed on annual basis during winter, the
process of PSC sedimentation is relatively straightforward.
However, as shown byFahey et al.(2001), and further stud-
ied byCarslaw(2002), under persistent conditions the NAT-
type PSCs may also grow as large as 10 to 20µm, and there-
fore cause significant denitrifications due to sedimentation.
This phenomena can be of great importance in the winter-
time northern polar stratosphere where temperatures below
ice frostpoint are uncommon. According toWMO (2003),
the largest uncertainties in stratospheric model studies of
ozone depletion are due to the unrealistic representation of
denitrification processes. In order to have a more realistic
description, especially in the Arctic, the 40-year simulation
presented in this study takes into account denitrification ef-
fects resulting from the growing of the NAT particles to sizes
where sedimentation may become truly effective. However,
since this work is based on a single simulation, and focuses
on the analysis of climate-scale average quantities, it is not
straightforward to make conclusions on the effect of the more
detailed treatment of denitrification.

In the Arctic stratosphere, chlorine activation is an annual
phenomenon. However, since the conditions in the Arctic
polar vortex are less severe than in the Antarctic, no large
scale Antarctic-like ozone depletion is seen in the simula-
tion before the end of 2019. It is also possible that more
local ozone perturbations may cause elevated levels of UV
over the populated northern hemisphere high-latitude areas
if the ozone depletion affects the ozone distributions dur-
ing the following summer as well. This matter has recently
been addressed byFioletov et al.(2005). Recently, quan-
titative relations between the stratospheric temperatures and
the Arctic springtime ozone losses were found and discussed
by Rex et al.(2004). Based on the observations, it was
shown that in the stratosphere, for each Kelvin cooled, a 15
DU total column ozone reduction is realized. Further signif-
icant depletion could occur if the temperatures in the Arc-
tic reach ice-formation temperatures on larger scales before
the chlorine loading has reduced below 2 ppbv. Here the
early 1980s ozone depletion events are important references.
As was noted before, even chlorine levels below 2.1 ppbv
may cause large-scale ozone depletion. Whether the regula-
tions in the Montreal protocol (UNEP, 2000) are enough in
a colder stratosphere remains unanswered in this work. The
level of chlorine remains above 3 ppbv during the timeframe
of this study (i.e. 1980–2019), therefore a longer simulation
timeframe would be needed. The Antarctic ozone depletions
are expected to continue as severe as they are at present until
the end of 2019.

9 Summary and conclusions

Off-line Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) driven by
externally provided wind and temperature fields are very
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useful for the studies of atmospheric processes on various
timescales. The main purpose of this study was to use the
winds and temperatures resulting from a 40-year coupled
chemistry climate model simulation, to drive the FinROSE
chemistry transport model for the study of the past and fu-
ture behaviour of the ozone layer. Global CTMs have mostly
been used for multi-year simulations of the stratosphere us-
ing observational based meteorologies (e.g. analyses of nu-
merical weather prediction models, like the ECMWF model).
The results presented and discussed in this paper should be
considered, first of all, as a proof for the applicability of the
combined CTM-CCM approach itself in climate scale stud-
ies, as well as a documentation of the 40-year simulation.
The advantages of using the off-line chemistry transport ap-
proach with externally specified winds and temperatures, are
abundantly cost-beneficial. More effort can be put to the rep-
resentativeness of the chemistry solvers and output diagnos-
tics. Therefore, the CTMs provide an affordable platform
for the studies of individual atmospheric processes and add
value to the chemistry coupled climate model integrations.
Our general conclusion is therefore that this approach pro-
vides an efficient tool with which to explore the long term
chemistry of the stratosphere both during the past and for the
future.

In order study the effect of stratospheric cooling on ozone
depletion we showed how the average polar concentrations
of stratospheric ozone, and processes leading to the high
latitude ozone destruction evolved in our simulation during
the past (1980–1999) and near future (2000–2019) periods.
We also compared our results with measurements, and per-
formed a trend analysis for the past and future periods. Sum-
marizing the overall results of the 40-year CTM simulation
we may state that the simulated patterns in the near past
agreed well with the observed patterns and trend estimates
opening the way for the conclusions about the future. The
results of this study suggest that the extent of seasonal ozone
depletion over both northern and southern high-latitudes are
near a maximum and that while climate change might cool
the lower stratosphere, the cooling in this simulation did not
accelerate high latitude ozone depletion significantly. The
recovery of seasonal high latitude ozone losses is not to take
place for the next 15 years, emphasizing the need for longer
model integrations for the predictions of ozone recovery.
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Abstract. This study evaluates the stratospheric water

vapour distribution and variability in the Arctic. A Fin-

ROSE chemistry transport model simulation covering the

years 1990–2014 is compared to observations (satellite and

frost point hygrometer soundings), and the sources of strato-

spheric water vapour are studied. In the simulations, the Arc-

tic water vapour shows decadal variability with a magni-

tude of 0.8 ppm. Both observations and the simulations show

an increase in the water vapour concentration in the Arctic

stratosphere after the year 2006, but around 2012 the con-

centration started to decrease. Model calculations suggest

that this increase in water vapour is mostly explained by

transport-related processes, while the photochemically pro-

duced water vapour plays a relatively smaller role. The in-

crease in water vapour in the presence of the low winter tem-

peratures in the Arctic stratosphere led to more frequent oc-

currence of ice polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) in the Arc-

tic vortex. We perform a case study of ice PSC formation fo-

cusing on January 2010 when the polar vortex was unusually

cold and allowed large-scale formation of PSCs. At the same

time a large-scale persistent dehydration was observed. Ice

PSCs and dehydration observed at Sodankylä with accurate

water vapour soundings in January and February 2010 dur-

ing the LAPBIAT (Lapland Atmosphere–Biosphere facility)

atmospheric measurement campaign were well reproduced

by the model. In particular, both the observed and simulated

decrease in water vapour in the dehydration layer was up to

1.5 ppm.

1 Introduction

Water vapour is the most important natural greenhouse gas

in the atmosphere, accounting for about half of the current

greenhouse effect (Schmidt et al., 2010). Although the ma-

jority of water vapour resides in the troposphere, it has been

highlighted that stratospheric water vapour variations may

play an important role in the decadal-scale variability of the

climate (Solomon et al., 2010). Recently the existence of

a positive stratospheric water vapour feedback was shown

based on observations, i.e. stratospheric water vapour in-

creases with tropospheric temperature, which contributes to

the climate sensitivity (e.g. Dessler et al., 2013). Therefore,

investigating the changes in stratospheric water vapour abun-

dance is valuable for the detection and attribution of the on-

going climate change.

Water vapour is also an important constituent in the strato-

spheric chemistry. It intensifies ozone destruction both by

producing odd-hydrogen species, which can destroy odd

oxygen, and by the formation of polar stratospheric clouds

(PSCs), which enable efficient conversion of halogen reser-

voir species to halogen radicals (e.g. Solomon et al., 1986).

In the winter polar vortex, water vapour can condense to form

ice PSCs, i.e. type II PSCs. Increased water vapour may also

affect the abundance of other PSC types as the formation of

both NAT (nitric acid trihydrate; type Ia PSC) (Hanson and

Mauersberger, 1988) and STS (supercooled ternary solution;

type Ib PSC) (Carslaw et al., 1995) is dependent on nitric

acid and water vapour concentrations. Furthermore, the reac-

tion rates on/in STS depend on the composition of the parti-

cles, which is a function of water vapour (Sander et al., 2011,

Sect. 5).

Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Ice PSCs contribute only to a minor part of the chlorine ac-

tivation. According to a model study by Kirner et al. (2015),

90 % of the ozone depletion in the Antarctic spring is caused

by halogen activation on liquid particles. In a model study

of the Arctic winter of 2009/2010, Wohltmann et al. (2013)

showed that chlorine activation on liquid aerosols alone ex-

plained the observed changes in the ozone column to within

10 %. The additional chlorine activation caused by ice PSCs

is modest. However, when ice PSC particles sediment to

lower altitudes, a reduction in water vapour, i.e. dehydra-

tion, occurs (Kelly et al., 1989). Sedimenting ice PSC parti-

cles also contribute to the denitrification (Hintsa et al., 1998),

which can prolong the ozone depletion in the spring due to

a slower conversion of active chlorine back to the reservoir

species ClONO2.

The Arctic polar vortex is often less stable and maintains

higher temperatures than its Antarctic counterpart, and thus

ice PSCs and dehydration are seldom observed (Solomon,

1999). However, stratospheric water vapour is expected to

increase due to warming of the tropical tropopause (Gettel-

man et al., 2009) and an increase in the atmospheric methane

concentration, both consequences of climate change. This, in

addition to the increased radiative cooling in the stratosphere

due to the increase in CO2 and water vapour (Shindell et al.,

1998), may lead to enhanced PSC formation. For example

Rex et al. (2006) found an increase in PSC volume trend in

the lower Arctic stratosphere during dynamically quiescent

winters since 1960s (see also Dameris et al., 2014). However,

the relationship between increasing greenhouse gas concen-

trations and increasing PSC occurrences remains a contro-

versial issue (Rieder and Polvani, 2013; Langematz et al.,

2014).

The combined effect of temperature and water vapour on

ozone, through homogeneous and heterogeneous chemistry

and dynamics, is complex. The result of a climate model

study by Tian et al. (2009) indicated that the increased strato-

spheric water vapour would lead to an increase in the to-

tal column of ozone in the Arctic in the future despite in-

creased active chlorine in the polar spring regions, while in

the Antarctic the ozone recovery would be delayed. The evo-

lution of stratospheric water vapour and its effect on the for-

mation of PSCs are therefore of interest.

The stratospheric water vapour concentration is controlled

by atmospheric dynamics and photochemistry. Its main

sources are intrusion from the troposphere via the tropical

tropopause (Brewer, 1949) and production through oxidation

of methane and also molecular hydrogen (Bates and Nico-

let, 1950; Le Texier et al., 1988). When rising air masses

pass through the cold tropical tropopause region, moisture

is removed due to freezing and sedimentation of particles

(Brewer, 1949). The variability in the entry of water vapour

into the stratosphere is largely controlled by the variability in

the tropical cold point temperature. The oxidation of methane

leads to the formation of water through a series of reactions.

The reaction with OH is the dominating methane loss re-

action through most of the stratosphere, while the reaction

with excited oxygen becomes increasingly important above

30 km, and photolysis is dominant above 65 km (Le Tex-

ier et al., 1988). In addition, the reaction with atomic chlo-

rine has some significance as a sink for methane but also as

a termination reaction of ozone-depleting cycles, especially

in the Antarctic vortex where denitrification reduces the im-

portance of the reaction between ClO and NO2 (Fahey et al.,

1990).

Due to the cold tropical tropopause, only a small frac-

tion of tropospheric water vapour propagates to the strato-

sphere. As a result, the stratosphere is very dry, but it ex-

hibits considerable variability both in space and time. The

exceptional dryness of the stratosphere makes observation

of stratospheric water vapour challenging. Long-term time

series of stratospheric water vapour are rare, which com-

plicates the study of concentration trends. Frost point hy-

grometer soundings have been performed in Boulder, Col-

orado, since 1980 and for shorter periods of time also

in other locations, including Sodankylä, Finland (Oltmans

et al., 2000). Additionally, global data are available from

satellite instruments but only for a limited time span, for ex-

ample from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on board

the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) (1991–

1993) and the Earth Observing System on Aura (EOS-Aura)

(2004–today) (e.g. Lambert et al., 2007). The Odin Sub-

Millimetre Radiometer (Odin/SMR) and the Envisat Michel-

son Interferometer for Passive Soundings (Envisat–MIPAS)

also provides global coverage on a daily basis. Moreover, the

Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment II and III (Earth

Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS)–SAGE-II, Meteor-3M–

SAGE-III), Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement (Satel-

lite pour l’Observation de la Terre–Polar Ozone and Aerosol

Measurement (SPOT-4)–POAM III), the UARS Halogen

Occultation Experiment (UARS–HALOE), the SCanning

Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric Char-

tographY (Envisat–SCIAMACHY), Solar Occultation for

Ice Experiment (The Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere

(AIM)–SOFIE), and the Science Satellite (SCISAT) Atmo-

spheric Chemistry Experiment Fourier Transform Spectrom-

eter (SCISAT-1–ACE-FTS) have measured stratospheric wa-

ter vapour in the northern high latitudes, but the spatial and

temporal coverage is limited.

Several studies have used these available measurements

to look into water vapour trends, especially in the midlat-

itudes. Oltmans et al. (2000) analysed frost point hygrom-

eter measurements above Boulder, Colorado, and reported

a trend of about+0.048± 0.001 ppmyr−1 between 1980 and

2000 at the level of 18–20 km. Randel et al. (2004) compared

the Boulder data to the HALOE measurements and reported

differences between the Boulder data set and HALOE wa-

ter vapour data. The seasonal and interannual changes were

comparable, but the long-term increase observed in sound-

ings were not seen in HALOE data. Later Scherer et al.

(2008) did corrections for the instrumental bias of the Boul-
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der frost point hygrometer data, updated the Boulder trend,

and reported a trend of +0.03–0.04 ppmyr−1 between 1980

and 2000 at the same altitude but noted a sudden drop in the

stratospheric water vapour beginning in 2001. Hurst et al.

(2011) presented a new trend analysis of the 30-year record

of Boulder stratospheric water vapour measurements (1980–

2010) and found a +1.0 ppm increase over that time period

at 16–26 km altitude, with significant short-term variability.

However, Hegglin et al. (2014) suggested, based on merged

satellite data set, that the Boulder time series is not glob-

ally representative and instead reported negative trends in

mid- and high latitudes at 16 km altitude between the end

of the 1980s and 2010. Based on satellite and sounding mea-

surements, Solomon et al. (2010) reported negative trends in

Boulder and generally in the midlatitudes at 18 km altitude

between 2000 and 2009, while Hegglin et al. (2014) showed

that these negative trends are mainly related to the sudden

drop in the water vapour in 2000 and that after a few years

with very low water vapour mixing ratios a recovery started

in 2005. Recently Urban et al. (2014) reported another drop

in the tropical water vapour during 2011–2012.

On the other hand, due to the lack of long-term time se-

ries, there have been very few studies of stratospheric wa-

ter vapour trends in the Arctic, where variations in the water

content can have large effects on springtime ozone depletion.

Hegglin et al. (2013) have compared water vapour clima-

tologies from 13 satellite products within the Stratosphere-

troposphere Processes And their Role in Climate (SPARC)

data initiative and also analysed the anomalies in the north-

ern extratropics water vapour. They found that the uncer-

tainty in water vapour increases toward the polar regions, the

mesosphere and the upper-troposphere–lower-stratosphere

(UTLS) region. Hegglin et al. (2014) showed water vapour

trends up to 80◦ N latitude for the time period between the

late 1980s and 2010 and reported negative trends in the lower

stratosphere. On the other hand, one should keep in mind that

the coverage before 1998, which was based on HALOE and

SAGE II, was not optimal, which warrants some caution re-

garding the results.

In this study, we use the FinROSE chemistry transport

model (FinROSE-CTM) (Damski et al., 2007; Thölix et al.,

2010) to investigate the stratospheric water vapour in the

Arctic for the period 1990–2014. The model is described in

Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we describe the water vapour distribution

in FinROSE simulations and observations. The modelled wa-

ter vapour is evaluated against soundings at Sodankylä, Fin-

land (67.4◦ N, 26.6◦ E), and MLS satellite observations. The

studied period includes the exceptionally cold January 2010

Arctic vortex with large-scale ice PSC formation, which was

observed also by the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal

Polarization (CALIOP), the primary instrument onboard the

Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Ob-

servations (CALIPSO) space-borne lidar (Pitts et al., 2011).

Section 4 shows the long-term variations of water vapour and

its sources. Section 5 describes the dehydration frequency in

the Arctic stratosphere from 1990 to 2014. Section 6 deals

with the Arctic winter of 2010, including results from the

Lapland Atmosphere–Biosphere Facility (LAPBIAT-2) mea-

surement campaign in January–March 2010.

2 Modelling and data

2.1 FinROSE

The FinROSE-CTM (Damski et al., 2007) is a global off-

line chemistry transport model describing the stratosphere

and mesosphere. The model produces the distribution of 36

species, and the chemistry scheme consists of 110 gas phase

reactions and 37 photodissociation processes. Water vapour

is produced from the oxidation of methane and molecular

hydrogen. The PSC scheme includes liquid binary aerosols

(LBAs), STS (type Ib), solid NAT (type Ia), and ice (ice, type

II) PSCs. Altogether, the model chemistry includes 30 het-

erogeneous reactions on/in liquid binary aerosols and type

Ia, Ib, and II PSCs. Particle sedimentation, leading to de-

hydration and denitrification of the stratosphere, is also in-

cluded in the model. The heterogeneous chemistry scheme in

FinROSE is based on the calculation of the composition and

volume of sulfate aerosols and PSCs and the partitioning of

species between gas phase and condensed phase. The com-

position of LBA and STS is calculated using the method by

Carslaw et al. (1995). The STSs are not considered below the

ice PSC formation temperature. The number density profile

for LBA and STS is estimated from McLinden et al. (1999),

and the sulfuric acid distribution (µm2 cm−3) is based on 2-D

model data (Bekki and Pyle, 1992). NAT formation is based

on the thermodynamic equilibrium equations by Hanson and

Mauersberger (1988). The model includes an option to in-

clude a supersaturation requirement for NAT and ice forma-

tion, but this option was not used in the simulations reported

in this paper. The choice was made due to the relatively mod-

est resolution of the model. Coexistence of NAT and STS is

allowed. A scheme for the growth of NAT particles is in-

cluded based on Fahey et al. (2001). The number density of

NAT particles is initially assumed to be 1 cm−3 (Krämer et

al., 2003). For large NAT particles the number density is re-

duced. The temperature threshold for ice particle formation

is based on expressions by Marti and Mauersberger (1993).

The equilibrium pressure of nitric acid above ice is calculated

according to Hanson and Mauersberger (1988). The ice num-

ber density is assumed to be 0.04 cm−3, as estimated from

synoptic-scale PSCs (Dye et al., 1992).

The chemical kinetics used in this work follow the rec-

ommendations by Sander et al. (2011) and Atkinson et al.

(2007). Photodissociation coefficients were calculated us-

ing the PHODIS radiative transfer model (Kylling et al.,

1997) and were used in the model through look-up tables.

The model transport is calculated using a flux-form semi-

lagrangian transport scheme (Lin and Rood, 1996).
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The tropopause height is calculated at every time step

using potential vorticity as defining parameter. Model lev-

els below ±2 PVU are considered to be in the tropo-

sphere. The 380 K potential temperature level is used to de-

fine the tropopause height between 20◦ S and 20◦ N. The

tropopause thus changes with time depending on meteoro-

logical conditions. The tropospheric concentrations of the

chemical species are not calculated in the model but pre-

scribed via model boundary conditions. Tropospheric water

vapour and ozone were obtained from the European Cen-

tre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-

Interim reanalysis (Simmons et al., 2007; Dee et al., 2011).

Tropospheric methane (CH4) is from GLOBALVIEW data

(ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/products/globalview/ch4/), nitrous

oxide (N2O) from Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases

Experiment (AGAGE) data (Prinn et al., 2000), and halo-

gens (Cly and Bry) are from Montzka et al. (1999) updated

data. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is based on global annual mean

trend data (ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/products/trends/co2). At

the upper model boundary (0.1 hPa), climatological values

averaged over 2005–2014 from MLS data were used for wa-

ter vapour and ozone. The model also has a tracer aimed at

water vapour studies; this is a chemically passive tracer for

describing the amount of water vapour entering through the

tropopause.

In this study, the model was run with a horizontal resolu-

tion of 6◦×3◦ (longitude×latitude) at 35 hybrid sigma levels,

from the surface up to 0.1 hPa (about 65 km). The wind, tem-

perature, and surface pressure fields were obtained from the

ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011).

2.2 Water vapour and PSC measurements

High-resolution soundings of stratospheric water vapour

from northern high latitudes are rare. However, such mea-

surements have been made at Sodankylä (67.4◦ N, 26.6◦ E),

northern Finland, since early 2000 (Vömel et al., 2007a, c).

The Sodankylä site is representative of high-latitude condi-

tions in northern Europe, and the upper air soundings in win-

ter and spring sample air both inside and outside the polar

stratospheric vortex. Here we have used stratospheric water

vapour measurements from two atmospheric sounding cam-

paigns and some additional soundings obtained outside the

major campaigns. The first set of sounding observations large

enough to derive some statistics of water vapour vertical dis-

tribution was obtained during the LAPBIAT Upper Tropo-

spheric Lower Stratospheric Water Vapour Validation Project

(LAUTLOS-WAVVAP) campaign in early 2004 (e.g. Deu-

ber et al., 2005; Vömel et al., 2007c; Karpechko et al., 2007;

Suortti et al., 2008). The second campaign (the LAPBIAT-

2 Atmospheric Sounding Campaign) took place in January–

March 2010 (Kivi et al., 2010; Khaykin et al., 2013; Engel

et al., 2014; Grooß et al., 2014). During these campaigns

two types of frost point hygrometers were flown. The NOAA

frost point instrument (Oltmans, 1985; Vömel et al., 1995)

was flown during the first campaign, while the Cryogenic

Frost point Hygrometer (CFH) was deployed during both

campaigns. CFH is a well-characterized instrument capable

of accurate water vapour measurements in the lower strato-

sphere typically up to the altitude of 25–28 km (Vömel et al.,

2007a, b). In this study we have used, in total, 13 NOAA

and CFH frost point hygrometer profiles obtained during the

first campaign and 13 CFH soundings obtained during the

second atmospheric sounding campaign. In addition we in-

cluded eight NOAA or CFH soundings outside the main cam-

paign periods, in order to improve temporal coverage. These

additional soundings were made during January–February in

the years 2003, 2006, 2008, 2013, and 2014.

In addition to the balloon soundings, observations from

the MLS on board the Aura satellite provide global profile

measurements of H2O, temperature, and several trace gases

(Lambert et al., 2007). In this study, we use the MLS ver-

sion 3.3 Level 2 data, which are available from August 2004

to the present. The data are published in EOS MLS Science

Team (2011), and they are accessed at http://disc.sci.gsfc.

nasa.gov/datacollection/ML2H2O_V003.html. The Level 2

data are produced on pressure surfaces from 316 to 0.1 hPa

with a vertical resolution of about 3 km. Each day about 3500

vertical profiles are measured along a sun-synchronous sub-

orbital track. For Sodankylä we used MLS overpass data

from the Aura validation data centre. All profiles within

300 km from Sodankylä were averaged to obtain daily pro-

files of water vapour. We also used polar stratospheric cloud

observations provided by CALIPSO space-borne lidar (Pitts

et al., 2007). The CALIPSO PSC algorithm classifies PSCs

by composition. Six different classes are defined: STS; three

classes of liquid-NAT mixtures; and two classes of water ice

(synoptic-scale ice and wave ice) (Pitts et al., 2011). We used

these CALIPSO PSC composition classes for calculating the

areas where PSCs were observed. The area is calculated sep-

arately for ice and NAT. Both water ice and wave ice are

included in the ice area and all the NAT mix classes are in-

cluded in the NAT area. CALIPSO data are available from

June 2006 to the present.

3 Water vapour distribution

The FinROSE-CTM has been run using ERA-Interim meteo-

rology and ERA-Interim water vapour data as a tropospheric

boundary condition. Thus, the evolution of water vapour in

the FinROSE model is strongly constrained by the water

vapour at the ERA-Interim tropopause. Kunz et al. (2014)

recently compared ERA-Interim water vapour in the UTLS

against independent sounding observations and found that

while in the majority of the cases the agreement is satisfac-

tory, in some cases the discrepancies between ERA-Interim

and observations are large. Thus, one can expect that these bi-

ases would affect FinROSE simulations in the stratosphere.

Nevertheless, since the description of stratospheric H2O in
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the ECMWF model is simplified (Monge-Sanz et al., 2013),

the chemistry scheme in FinROSE produces a more realistic

water vapour distribution, as we show in this paper.

First, we evaluated the simulated stratospheric water

vapour distribution from FinROSE against measurements

above Sodankylä. Figure 1 shows simulated and mea-

sured climatologies of water vapour distribution over So-

dankylä between 2004 and 2014. Overall, FinROSE (top

panel) is capable of reproducing the MLS observations (mid-

dle panel) of water vapour concentration and its vertical and

temporal distributions. The maximum values of water vapour

are located at the same altitude in both data sets. The largest

differences are between 10 and 1 hPa: in winter and spring

the concentration in FinROSE is about 1 ppm higher com-

pared to the MLS but in summer the MLS is about 0.3 ppm

moister than FinROSE. In comparison, the ECMWF ERA-

Interim reanalysis (bottom panel) clearly underestimates the

observed water vapour concentrations in the upper strato-

sphere by 1 ppm, which is likely due to a relaxation of water

vapour towards an equivalent value applied in ERA-Interim

at the stratopause (Dethof, 2003). The lower stratosphere

compares well with the MLS. The dryness in the reanaly-

sis data is likely a consequence of cold bias in the tropics

in the ERA-Interim data (Schoeberl et al., 2012). Also, the

methane parameterization in the ECMWF model leads to air

that is too dry (Dethof, 2003). It is also possible that too fast

a general circulation previously identified in the ECMWF

model causes reduced moisture in the polar regions (Sim-

mons et al., 1999; Schoeberl et al., 2012; Monge-Sanz et al.,

2013). Note that these problems with the general circulation

affect FinROSE simulations because ERA-Interim meteorol-

ogy is used. However, the full chemistry of FinROSE im-

proves the water vapour distribution of the model. During

winter and spring the very top levels of ERA-Interim are

too moist compared to observations. This is probably due

to too low a model upper boundary; the ECMWF model

does not extend to the upper mesospheric altitudes where

photochemical processes destroy water vapour causing the

observed dry upper stratosphere. This process is also miss-

ing from FinROSE; however, it has been indirectly included

by using a water vapour climatology calculated from MLS

data as an upper boundary condition. Overall, Fig. 1 shows

that FinROSE is capable of simulating the distribution and

magnitude of stratospheric water vapour in the high northern

latitudes, which gives us confidence in its applicability for

a more detailed study of water vapour distribution, sources,

and long-term variability.

For a more detailed comparison of model results with ob-

servations at northern high latitudes, we calculated the av-

erage mixing ratios and standard deviations of water vapour

profiles above Sodankylä from the FinROSE model, ERA-

Interim, and observations. We chose January–February be-

cause of the availability of balloon soundings during this

time. In this comparison ERA-Interim and FinROSE data are

available daily from all the months of January and February

Figure 1. Climatology (2004–2014) of the water vapour distribution

from FinROSE, MLS v3.3 data, and ECMWF ERA-Interim above

Sodankylä.

between 2004 and 2013 and MLS data are available almost

daily, but soundings are available less frequently (altogether

34 profiles). From FinROSE and ERA-Interim, the grid point

closest to Sodankylä has been chosen (30◦ E, 69◦ N). From

the MLS all the profiles measured within 300 km from the

Sodankylä grid point and flagged as good quality are used.

Standard deviation is calculated across the individual pro-

files for each data set and thus represents uncertainty due to

natural variability and random measurement errors. Figure 2

compares January–February mean water vapour mixing ra-

tios and standard deviations above Sodankylä from the Fin-

ROSE simulation (black), ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis

(green), MLS satellite measurements (blue), and frost point

hygrometer soundings (red). The data are shown for seven

different pressure levels; 100, 56, 30, 21, 10, 3, and 1 hPa.

The left panel shows the mixing ratios in the winter of 2010,

and the right panel shows the relative differences compared

to MLS observations calculated over the winters of 2005–

2014. The winter of 2010 was chosen for comparison be-

cause of the largest amount of soundings.

The modelled water vapour concentration profile agrees

well with MLS measurements in the winter of 2010 (shown

in Fig. 2, left panel). The model data are within 0–0.5 ppm of

the MLS data, except at 3 hPa where the model gives 0.8 ppm
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Panel (a): 2010 mean January and February water vapour

mixing ratio and standard deviation above Sodankylä as a function

of pressure. Panel (b): difference of the modelled or observed winter

water vapour mixing ratio and the MLS calculated over the years

2005 to 2014 above Sodankylä as a function of pressure. FinROSE

(black), MLS (blue), ECMWF ERA-Interim (green), and soundings

(red).

more water vapour. Compared to the Sodankylä soundings,

FinROSE has about 0.7 ppm more water vapour at 100 hPa,

but the difference decreases with altitude, except at 30 hPa

altitude where the model is again about 0.7 ppm moister. At

the levels between 100 and 21 hPa the soundings fit the range

of variation of the MLS. The difference is less than 0.5 ppm.

Balloon sounding data are not available above 20 hPa. ERA-

Interim is generally drier compared to the MLS and sound-

ings throughout the studied altitude range. ERA-Interim wa-

ter vapour concentration is also always about 0.7 ppm lower

than FinROSE’s which is consistent with Fig. 1.

The right panel shows the differences between models and

observations averaged over several winters. The differences

have been calculated using all the available data pairs dur-

ing January and February between 2004 and 2014 and then

averaged. For FinROSE and ECMWF all the MLS profiles

have been used, but for sounding, only the coincident MLS

profiles were used. The differences between FinROSE and

the MLS, ERA-Interim and the MLS, and soundings and the

MLS remain smaller than 10 % at all altitudes. ERA-Interim

is drier than the MLS also in this climatology, but FinROSE

is moister than the MLS except at the 21 hPa level. Sound-

ings are also drier compared to the MLS, but the difference

is smaller than the difference between ERA-Interim and the

MLS. Sounding versus model comparisons are complicated

because firstly the number of soundings is limited and, sec-

ondly, some of the soundings are obtained in the vicinity of

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Monthly mean of (a) fraction of transported water vapour

and (b) fraction of chemically produced water vapour (%) for 2010

calculated over 70–90◦ N.

the stratospheric vortex where the spatial water vapour gra-

dients are large.

4 The origin and long-term variability of water vapour

The sources of stratospheric water vapour are transport from

the tropical troposphere and chemical production mainly

from methane oxidation. Water vapour enters the strato-

sphere through the tropical tropopause and propagates then

to the upper altitudes and higher latitudes. The FinROSE

model has a tracer for studying these two water vapour

sources. A passive H2O tracer that is not affected by chem-

istry represents the transported water vapour. The difference

between H2O tracer and H2O represents the amount of water

vapour produced by chemistry, i.e. mainly through oxidation

of methane but also hydrogen. Figure 3 shows the fractions

of water vapour due to transport (upper panel) and chem-

istry (lower panel) according to simulations. Transport from

the troposphere covers more than half of the water vapour.

At lower altitudes the transported part is clearly the most im-

portant one. The chemically produced water vapour becomes

more important at higher altitudes, with a maximum between

1 and 3 hPa. In the summer and autumn, the fraction of the

chemistry part reaches almost 50 % there.

The water vapour variability and trends above Sodankylä

were investigated with a FinROSE model simulation cover-

ing the years 1986–2014. The first 4 years were discarded

as spin-up, and the period 1990–2014 is analysed below.

Figure 4 compares monthly mean water vapour mixing ra-

tios at 56 hPa above Sodankylä from the FinROSE simu-

lation, ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis, and MLS satel-

lite measurements. The red dots denote individual sounding
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Figure 4. Sodankylä monthly mean water vapour mixing ratio from

FinROSE (black), MLS (blue), ECMWF ERA-Interim (green), and

soundings (red dots) at 56 hPa between 1990 and 2014.

measurements. Throughout the investigated period, the wa-

ter vapour amount in FinROSE and the observations varies

within about 4–5.5 ppm. The modelled water vapour concen-

tration agrees well with MLS measurements from 2005 to

2008; however, after that FinROSE shows higher concentra-

tions than observed by the MLS and thus reveals a stronger

increasing trend in these last 4 years. The growth rate is about

1 ppm decade−1 in FinROSE but only 0.6 ppmdecade−1 in

the MLS. As can be expected based on Fig. 1, the ERA-

Interim water vapour concentration is about 0.5 ppm lower

than in FinROSE. It is, however, noteworthy that the differ-

ence remains approximately the same throughout the study

period. The increasing trend from 2007 to 2012 is very simi-

lar in FinROSE and ERA-Interim data, resulting from the use

of ERA-Interim meteorology as driver data in the FinROSE

simulation.

Figure 5 shows the anomaly of FinROSE water vapour and

the sources of it between latitudes 70–90◦ N. All the anoma-

lies in the figure are calculated with respect to the mean val-

ues for the period 1990–2014 for FinROSE and ERA-Interim

and for the period 2004–2014 for MLS anomalies. The alti-

tudes of the panels are 1, 10, 56, and 100 hPa. At all the levels

there are small positive trends in the water vapour from the

beginning of the time series until the years 1994–1995. In the

lower stratosphere (100–56 hPa) the anomalies decrease until

1998 and then stay constant until 2007. Thereafter, a strong

increase lasted until 2012, followed by another decrease,

in agreement with observations by Urban et al. (2014) in

the tropics. In the upper stratosphere (10–1 hPa), the water

vapour decreased from 1995 until about 2004 before starting

to increase around 2007. At 10 hPa the increase stopped by

the end of 2013, but at 1 hPa it did not stop until the end of

the time series. Since the air in the upper polar stratosphere is

older than that in the lower stratosphere (Stiller et al., 2012),

the delay between water vapour changes in the lower and

upper stratosphere suggests that these changes are driven by

transport processes, consistent with our tracer results, which

attribute most of the water vapour changes to dynamical pro-

cesses.

In FinROSE simulations the long-term change in strato-

spheric water vapour in the high northern latitudes is posi-

tive. The simulated water vapour trends for midlatitudes and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Panel (a): anomalies of water vapour (black), tracer de-

scribing transported water vapour (orange), tracer describing water

produced by methane oxidation (purple) from FinROSE, and water

vapour anomaly from ECMWF ERA-Interim (green) as parts per

million in 1990–2014 and water vapour anomaly from MLS (blue)

in 2004–2014. Anomalies are calculated at latitudes between 70–

90◦ N at the level of 1 hPa. Panels (b–d): same as panel (a) but at

levels of 10, 56, and 100 hPa.

tropics are similar to those in higher latitudes (not shown).

The anomalies seen in FinROSE also agree with the results

by Dessler et al. (2013) for tropical water vapour between

2005 and 2013.

The Arctic water vapour concentration in FinROSE in-

creases by about 0.8 ppm at an altitude of 56 hPa from the

year 2004 until the year 2012. This increase corresponds to

a ca. 1 K increase in the frost point temperature (Marti and

Mauersberger, 1993). However, the concentration during re-

cent years (2012 to 2014) has decreased more than 0.5 ppm.

The FinROSE water vapour anomaly and the passive tracer

anomaly have nearly the same changes as the water vapour,

in line with the results presented in Fig. 3. The evolution of

the FinROSE water vapour anomaly is similar to the ERA-

Interim anomaly (green line), which is expected as FinROSE

is driven by the ERA-Interim data. The chemical part (purple

line), which is mainly due to the contribution of methane ox-

idation, has only a small positive trend consistent with previ-
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ous studies because the stratospheric methane concentration

was nearly stable in the analysed time period.

In order to attribute water vapour changes to physical pro-

cesses, we performed regression analysis following Dessler

et al. (2014). We used three proxies: the QBO index (QBO,

equatorial winds at 50 hPa), the Brewer–Dobson circulation

index (BD, residual vertical winds at 70 hPa averaged from

30◦ S to 30◦ N), and cold point temperature (CPT). Unlike

Dessler et al. (2014) we found that the use of tropical tem-

peratures at 500 hPa was not enough to explain the variability

of the cold point temperature, and we therefore used the cold

point temperature as one of the proxies. Although there is

some correlation between CPT and QBO (0.32), QBO also

affects the transport of the water vapour not directly influ-

enced by CPT; therefore, the use of both proxies is justified.

We apply multiple regression analysis with all three proxies

to water vapour time series averaged north of 70◦ N and at

82 and 56 hPa. Cross-correlation analysis shows broad peaks

at lags of 6–12 months for the proxies. The maximum of the

correlations of QBO and CPT with water vapour at 56 hPa

has a lag of about 10 months and that with 82 hPa has a lag

of 8–9-months, suggesting that propagation of the tropical

anomalies in the lower stratosphere is faster than that in the

middle stratosphere, likely due to more efficient mixing. We

use a 10-month lag for all proxies for the regression at 56 hPa

and a 9-month lag for the regression at 82 hPa.

The individual correlation and regression coefficients with

our proxies taken at the lags mentioned above are shown in

the Table 1. The main contribution to the polar water vapour

variability is CPT, followed by QBO. We found a very weak

contribution of the BD proxy to the variability of the water

vapour. One reason is that the effect of the BD contribution

is accumulated over time, and this is not well represented

by the monthly mean proxy. The multiple regression coeffi-

cients are 0.57 and 0.51 at 82 hPa and at 56 hPa, respectively,

showing that our models only explain 25–30 % of the vari-

ability. This is considerably less than that of Dessler et al.

(2014), suggesting that different processes contribute to the

polar water vapour variability in comparison to those in the

tropics. The modelled time series together with contributions

of individual processes and residuals are shown in Fig. 6. It

is seen that the cold point variability and QBO make com-

parable contributions to the water vapour variability at both

levels. Note that the regression explains the increase in the

water vapour from 2005 to 2010, which is clearer at 82 hPa,

to some extent. However, the peak of the water vapour during

2011–2013 is not explained by these proxies.

5 Arctic dehydration frequency

In the polar vortex areas the concentration of water vapour

can be changed also by dehydration. Water freezes into ice

particles, sediments to lower altitudes, and sublimates. De-

hydration is frequently observed in the Antarctic polar vor-
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Figure 6. The contribution of individual processes to water vapour

variability.

tex, and there the magnitude of decrease in the water vapour

by dehydration is several parts per million. The water vapour

mixing ratio can be reduced to 1.5 ppm in the cold stable

Antarctic vortex (Vömel et al., 1995). In the Arctic vortex de-

hydration is rare because the temperatures are higher. How-

ever, ice PSCs are formed also in the Arctic vortex, and it is

possible for dehydration to occur (Khaykin et al., 2013).

Ice PSC formation is controlled by temperature and water

vapour concentration, which both exhibit considerable vari-

ability. FinROSE simulates significant ice PSC conditions in

the Arctic in 12 out of 25 winters (1990, 1993, 1995, 1996,

2000, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014). This

means that nearly 50 % of winters offer conditions which al-

low the formation of ice PSCs. However, they cover only

a small fraction of the vortex. The largest extent of simu-

lated ice PSCs was seen in 1990, with an area of 3×106 km2

at 56 hPa. In 1993, 2005, 2011, 2012, and 2014 an area of

around 2.5× 106 km2 was reached. Figure 7 shows the area

of the grid points where ice PSC (black) forms in the Fin-

ROSE model and the minimum temperature of the area be-

tween 50 and 90◦ N at 56 hPa level. From 2007 onwards the

ice PSC areas from CALIPSO lidar observations are shown

as comparison (red). Based on the time series in Fig. 7, it

seems that there is an increase in ice PSCs in the recent win-
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Table 1. Coefficients of correlation and regression. The units for the regression coefficients are ppmvK−1 for CPT, ppmvm−1 s−1 for QBO,

and ppmvmm−1 s−1. Regression coefficients are shown together with the 95 % confidence intervals.

CPT QBO BD Multiple

56 hPa Correlation 0.45 0.32 −0.21 0.51

Regression 0.12± 0.03 0.003± 0.002 −1.51± 0.83 –

82 hPa Correlation 0.52 0.40 −0.18 0.57

Regression 0.13± 0.03 0.004± 0.002 −1.15± 0.80 –

10

Figure 7. The area where ice PSCs formed in the FinROSE simula-

tion (black) and were observed by CALIPSO (red) and the min-

imum temperature between 50–90◦ N from ERA-Interim (green,

right y axis) for winters between 1990 and 2014 at 56 hPa.

ters. Between 2007 and 2014 there are six ice PSC winters

in FinROSE and seven winters in CALIPSO, which leads to

frequency of 0.75 (0.87 for CALIPSO), considerably higher

than the mean frequency for the whole studied period. This is

likely a combined effect of cold conditions and the increase

in the water vapour concentration. Another period with fre-

quent ice PSC occurrence was between 1990 and 1996 when

ice PSCs occurred in four out of seven winters. The temper-

ature conditions were cold in the beginning of the 90s, but

water vapour concentrations were lower than in the 2000s.

The PSC areas in FinROSE agree well with the ones calcu-

lated from CALIPSO data. However, in some cases, e.g. the

beginning of winters, CALIPSO detects PSCs that are not

simulated by FinROSE. This may indicate a warm bias in

ERA-Interim in that period. Also, in 2007 CALIPSO detects

ice PSCs which are not seen in the model. This may be due

to the resolution of the model (3◦× 6◦, latitude× longitude),

as the areas are quite small.

Figure 8, left panel, shows the relation of the area of sim-

ulated and observed ice PSCs and the area with air colder

than 188 K temperatures in December–February at the level

of 56 hPa. One point, or X, denotes 1 winter day between

2007 and 2014 in the FinROSE simulation or the CALIPSO

observation. The colour of the marks shows the water vapour

concentration averaged in the vortex. Figure 8, right panel,

shows the dependence of ice PSC on water vapour. It can be

seen that while temperature is the main factor controlling the

ice PSC formation, the formation also noticeably depends on

water vapour concentration. Higher water vapour concentra-

tions produce larger areas of ice PSC, but in a dry vortex,

no ice PSCs form even when the temperature is low enough.

The effect of both temperature and water vapour on ice PSC

area is also seen in Table 2: for similar temperature condi-

tions, the ice PSC area increases when water vapour concen-

tration increases. This holds for cases when areas with tem-

perature below 188 K are small or large and is seen in both

FinROSE and CALIPSO. Consistent with expectations, the

correlation between cold temperature area and ice PSC area

are 0.89 for FinROSE and 0.64 for CALIPSO. The correla-

tions between water vapour and ice PSC is 0.30 in FinROSE

and 0.35 in CALIPSO, both statistically significant at the 5 %

level. CALIPSO detects small ice PSC areas with small cold

temperature areas, but in the case of FinROSE, the ice PSCs

are not always created although the cold temperature area is

large. The increase in water vapour in the vortex area was

about 0.8 ppm after 2007. That would have increased the ice

PSC areas even if the temperatures were the same, consistent

with earlier estimations by Kirk-Davidoff et al. (1999).

6 Case study: the winter of 2009/2010

The winter of 2009/2010 was unusually cold in the Arctic

polar region. The temperature was below 190 K in a large

area of the polar vortex. In the lower stratosphere tempera-

tures below 195 K were observed even south of 60◦ N. PSCs

were formed and even persistent dehydration was observed

over northern polar latitudes for the first time (Khaykin et al.,

2013). Cold conditions favouring PSC formations lasted until

the end of January 2010. A major sudden stratospheric warm-
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Table 2. Monthly mean ice PSC areas (106 km2) in FinROSE (left) and CALIPSO (right) at 56 hPa pressure level as a function of 56 hPa

monthly mean water vapour concentration (ppm) averaged north of 60◦ N and the area of temperatures below 188 K (106 km2). The number

of months in each group is shown in parentheses.

Water vapour (ppm)

Area T < 188 K

(106 km2) FinROSE CALIPSO

Wet (> 5.4) 5.2–5.4 Dry (< 5.2) Wet (> 5.4) 5.2–5.4 Dry (< 5.2)

Warm (0.5–1.5) 1.61 (10) 1.09 (10) 0.31 (4) 0.70 (4) 0.46 (9) 0.18 (2)

Cold (1.5–3.0) 2.49 (10) 2.48 (10) 1.28 (4) 0.96 (4) 1.20 (9) 0.24 (2)

(a) (b)

10

Figure 8. Panel (a): scatter plot of December–February ice PSC

area versus the area colder than 188 K in the Northern Hemisphere

from FinROSE and CALIPSO at 56 hPa. The colour denotes the

vortex mean water vapour content (ppm). Panel (b): scatter plot of

the December–February ice PSC area versus the vortex mean wa-

ter vapour content (ppm) from FinROSE and CALIPSO at 56 hPa.

The colour denotes the vortex average temperature (K). FinROSE

is shown with dots and CALIPSO is shown with crosses.

ing (SSW) took place at the end of January, centred around

24 January (e.g. Khaykin et al., 2013; Dörnbrack et al., 2012;

Pitts et al., 2011). Following the SSW, stratospheric tempera-

tures rose above the PSC formation threshold so that no more

PSCs were observed during that winter.

We use the winter of 2009/2010 as a case study and com-

pare FinROSE simulations of water vapour and ice PSC to

observations (see Figs. 9 and 10).

Figure 9 shows the area of ice PSCs from CALIPSO (top

panel) and from FinROSE (middle panel) and the area of

temperatures colder than 188 K (lower panel) in the Arctic

winter of 2009/2010. Ice PSCs occur at the coldest dates

and the same time both in the FinROSE simulation and

CALIPSO observations. The ice PSC areas in the beginning

of January 2010 are smaller in FinROSE than in CALIPSO,

but after mid-January the areas are larger in FinROSE than in

CALIPSO. However, the clouds appear at the same altitudes

in the model as in observations. The timing is also compa-

(a)

(b)

(c)

10

Figure 9. Ice PSC area from CALIPSO (a), ice PSC area from

FinROSE (b), and (c) area colder than 188 K from ECMWF ERA-

Interim in the winter of 2009/2010.

rable. The differences may be attributed to the model coarse

resolution and the simplicity of the PSC parameterization.

The area of cold temperatures in the lowest panel is larger

than the modelled and observed ice PSC areas.
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Figure 10. Upper four rows: temperature, water vapour (ppm), and

ice PSC occurrence from FinROSE and ice PSC occurrence from

CALIPSO during the extreme cold period of the winter of 2010.

The black contour marks the border of the vortex defined as modi-

fied potential vorticity (PV) > 36. All maps are at the 35 hPa pres-

sure level. Lowest row: ERA-Interim temperature (green) and frost

point temperature from Sodankylä soundings (red dots), from MLS

(blue), and from FinROSE (black). Purple dots shows the altitudes

where FinROSE simulated ice PSC.

Figure 10 shows maps of temperature from ERA-Interim,

the water vapour mixing ratio from FinROSE, and ice PSC

from FinROSE and CALIPSO from Northern Hemisphere

vortex area at the sounding dates between 17 and 23 Jan-

uary 2010 at the level 35 hPa (24 km). The level 35 hPa was

chosen because it was the coldest level with large ice PSCs.

The minimum temperatures in the vortex (first row) are very

low in this time period, even below 188 K. The water vapour

mixing ratio from FinROSE (second row) is the highest at the

vortex boundary and the lowest in the middle of the vortex.

Areas with very cold temperatures correlate with very low

water vapour content areas because of the ice PSC forma-

tion. On 17 January the driest areas coincide both in space

and time with the coldest temperatures. The water vapour

is frozen and condensed into ice particles, and as time pro-

gresses, ice particles grow and sediment downwards, result-

ing in dehydrated air masses. The sedimentation of ice par-

ticles results in a redistribution of water vapour. On 20–

23 January the dehydrated air masses, where no ice is present

around the pole, but the minimum water vapour values do not

coincide with coldest temperatures.

Figure 10 shows that at 35 hPa ice PSCs were simulated

by FinROSE in the same areas as they were observed by

CALIPSO. To facilitate the comparison, CALIPSO observa-

tions have been gridded to a grid of 5× 10◦, and the grid

box is marked as having ice PSC if there was at least one ice

PSC observation within the grid box area. CALIPSO mea-

sures only single orbits and the gridded data appear sparse.

Note that each day CALIPSO orbits cover only a part of the

globe; therefore, observations appear sparse. Nevertheless, it

can be seen that the grid boxes where CALIPSO observed

ice PSC are scattered over larger areas in comparison to Fin-

ROSE simulations

The bottom row in Fig. 10 shows modelled frost point

temperature profiles above Sodankylä from FinROSE and

temperature profiles from ECMWF ERA-Interim analysis,

frost point temperature calculated from MLS satellite water

vapour, and frost point temperature from Sodankylä sound-

ings. The FinROSE output at 30◦ E, 69◦ N, located next

to Sodankylä (26.6◦ E, 67.4◦ N), is shown. Overall, Fin-

ROSE can simulate the frost point temperature quite well.

The ECMWF ERA-Interim temperature reaches or almost

reaches the frost point temperature during the analysed time

period. Then the formation of ice PSC is possible also in Fin-

ROSE. The coldest date in Sodankylä is 1 January. Very low

frost point temperature values can also be seen above 40 hPa

altitudes after 17th; this is likely a result of dehydration. This

can be seen both in observations and in FinROSE. The water

vapour concentration decreases about 1 to 1.5 ppm from the

median values. A small increase in water vapour observed

below 40 hPa on 23 January is interpreted as rehydration. It

is not simulated by FinROSE at the grid point shown, but

is simulated at other cold grid points near Sodankylä (not

shown). In summary, FinROSE was able to reproduce strato-

spheric water vapour and ice PSC evolution well during the

record coldest period in the winter of 2010.

7 Conclusions

FinROSE has been shown to be capable of simulating the

water vapour distribution and evolution in the northern high-

latitude stratosphere. The representation of water vapour in

FinROSE is improved compared to the ERA-Interim data,

even though the ERA-Interim data are used as a tropo-

spheric boundary condition. The full chemistry in FinROSE

produces more water than the simplified parameterization

of ECMWF ERA-Interim, alleviates the dry bias of ERA-

Interim, and improves the comparison with observations. The

model gives results comparable to the MLS satellite mea-

surements. However, some discrepancies compared to the

MLS remain.

The concentration of stratospheric water vapour in Fin-

ROSE is too high, especially in the summer time. Compared
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to the Sodankylä frost point hygrometer, the model is too

moist. However, the number of comparisons is limited. In ad-

dition, some of the soundings have been made in the vicinity

of the polar vortex, which further complicates comparison

with the model data.

The main sources of the stratospheric water vapour are

transport from the tropical troposphere and methane oxida-

tion. A passive tracer was used in the FinROSE model to

investigate the relative importance of the different sources

of water vapour. The chemically produced fraction shows

a maximum at altitudes between 6 and 0.3 hPa. At these alti-

tudes in the summertime, the photochemical part is nearly as

big as the transported part.

The considerable decadal variability can be seen in water

vapour below 10 hPa; water vapour increases between 2007

and 2012 by about 0.8 ppm in 5 years, which is followed by

a decrease. In the upper stratosphere the increase is smaller

than in the lower stratosphere. In the MLS data the increase is

smaller than seen in FinROSE. The increase can be attributed

to water vapour transported trough the tropical tropopause,

while the contribution of the photochemically produced part

of water vapour to the increase is negligible due to compara-

bly smaller changes in the stratospheric methane concentra-

tion. A regression analysis suggests that cold point tempera-

ture variability and QBO make a comparable contribution to

the Arctic water vapour variability in the lower stratosphere;

however, they only explain 25–30 % of the monthly variabil-

ity.

In the FinROSE simulation ice PSCs occurred in northern

high latitudes in 12 out of 25 simulated winters. Compari-

son with the CALIPSO instrument, which measured PSCs

since 2006, shows that FinROSE simulates PSCs generally

at the same time as observed by CALIPSO. Also, the area of

ice PSC occurrence is comparable to the CALIPSO observa-

tions.

Ice PSCs became more frequent in the recent years of the

simulation. While cold temperatures observed during these

years favoured ice PSC formations, our results suggest that

increased stratospheric water vapour concentration in high

latitudes may have increased the ice PSC occurrence after

the year 2006.

Finally, as a test of the faithfulness of FinROSE simula-

tions, we perform a case study of the extremely cold winter of

2009/2010. FinROSE is able to reproduce ice PSC extent and

associated dehydration and rehydration at lower altitudes in

good agreement with the observations reported by Khaykin

et al. (2013). FinROSE is also able to reproduce the observed

magnitude of the dehydration associated with ice PSC for-

mation, which is about 1 ppm. These results add credibility

to FinROSE’s ability to reproduce stratospheric water vapour

changes.
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Abstract. Stratospheric water vapour influences the chem-
ical ozone loss in the polar stratosphere via controlling
the polar stratospheric cloud formation. The amount of
water vapour entering the stratosphere through the trop-
ical tropopause differs substantially between simulations5

from chemistry–climate models (CCM). This is because the
present-day models, e.g. CCMs, have difficulties in captur-
ing the whole complexity of processes that control the water
transport across the tropopause. As a result there are large
differences in the stratospheric water vapour between the10

models.
In this study we investigate the sensitivity of simulated

Arctic ozone loss to the simulated amount of water vapour
that enters the stratosphere through the tropical tropopause.
We used a chemical transport model, FinROSE-CTM, forced15

by ERA-Interim meteorology. The water vapour concentra-
tion in the tropical tropopause was varied between 0.5 and
1.6 times the concentration in ERA-Interim, which is simi-
lar to the range seen in chemistry climate models. The wa-
ter vapour changes in the tropical tropopause led to about20

1.5 ppmv less and 2ppmv more water vapour in the Arc-
tic polar vortex compared to the ERA-Interim, respectively.
The change induced in the water vapour concentration in the
tropical tropopause region was seen as a nearly one-to-one
change in the Arctic polar vortex.25

We found that the impact of water vapour changes on
ozone loss in the Arctic polar vortex depends on the mete-
orological conditions. The strongest effect was in interme-
diately cold stratospheric winters, such as 2013/14 winter,
when added water vapour resulted in 2–7 % more ozone loss30

due to the additional formation of polar stratospheric clouds
(PSC) and associated chlorine activation on their surface,
leading to ozone loss. The effect was less pronounced in

cold winters such as the 2010/11 winter because cold con-
ditions persisted long enough for a nearly complete chlorine 35

activation even in simulations with prescribed stratospheric
water vapour amount corresponding to the observed values.
In this case addition of water vapour to the stratosphere led
to increased areas of ICE PSC but it did not increase the
chlorine activation and ozone destruction significantly. In the 40

warm winter 2012/13 the impact of water vapour concentra-
tion on ozone loss was small, because the ozone loss was
mainly NOx induced. The results show that the simulated
water vapour concentration in the tropical tropopause has
a significant impact on the Arctic ozone loss and therefore 45

needs to be well simulated in order to improve future projec-
tions of the recovery of the ozone layer.

1 Introduction

Water vapour in the stratosphere is a minor constituent with
typical mixing ratios of 3–6 ppmv (e.g., Randel et al., 2004). 50

It plays, however, an important role in radiative and chemical
processes, especially in the upper troposphere/lower strato-
sphere (UTLS) where changes in the water vapour concen-
tration result in significant changes in radiative forcing of the
troposphere (Riese et al., 2012). Dessler et al. (2013) sug- 55

gested that, as a result of global warming, tropopause tem-
perature will increase leading to an increase in stratospheric
water vapour (SWV). Since water vapour is a greenhouse
gas, future increases in SWV will provide a positive feed-
back further warming the troposphere below. However, tro- 60

pospheric warming may also lead to a significant cooling
near the tropopause in connection with deep convection (Kim
et al., 2018), so that the link between warming climate and
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tropopause temperature is not straightforward. Photodissoci-
ation of water vapour is an important source of odd hydrogen
HOx (H+OH+HO2). Catalytic cycles involving HOx con-
tribute to chemical ozone loss in the stratosphere (Dvortsov
and Solomon, 2001). Water vapour contributes to the forma-5

tion of stratospheric aerosols including polar stratospheric
clouds (PSCs), i.e. liquid and solid particles in combination
with H2SO4 and HNO3, or ice particles (e.g., Hamill et al.,
1997).

Heterogeneous reactions in or on PSC particles can lead10

to massive ozone depletion inside the polar vortices when
atmospheric concentration of halogens is sufficiently high
(Solomon et al., 1986; Wohltmann et al., 2013). Since the
formation of PSCs requires very low temperatures (below
about 195 K) that are rarely reached in the Arctic, signifi-15

cant polar ozone depletion takes place there only occasion-
ally (Rex et al., 2006; Manney et al., 2011; Müller et al.,
2008; Chipperfield et al., 2015), while it has been a yearly
phenomenon in the Antarctic since about the mid 1980s (e.g.,
Dameris et al., 2014). The stratospheric abundance of chlo-20

rine will remain elevated for decades, and polar ozone losses
will therefore be seen also in the future. Equivalent effec-
tive stratospheric chlorine (EESC) is a proxy that is fre-
quently used to describe the combined effect of chlorine
and bromine on stratospheric ozone. The level of EESC in25

1980 is commonly taken as a level that needs to be reached
to achieve a recovery of stratospheric ozone. According to
a recent study by Engel et al. (2018) the EESC would re-
turn to the 1980 level in 2077 for a mean age of 5.5 years,
which is representative for polar winter conditions. Several30

studies have discussed Antarctic ozone depletion and its re-
covery (see e.g. Eyring et al. (2010); Dameris et al. (2014);
Solomon et al. (2016); Chipperfield et al. (2017); Kuttippu-
rath and Nair (2017); Strahan and Douglass (2018)). Kut-
tippurath and Nair (2017) showed based on ozone balloon35

soundings and total ozone data from satellite instruments that
Antarctic ozone has begun to recover. Based on data from the
Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) of HCl and ozone
Strahan and Douglass (2018) could show a decline in lower
stratosphere chlorine and a corresponding decline in ozone40

depletion for the period 2013–2016 compared to the period
2004–2007. However, a recovery of ozone to 1980 ozone lev-
els is projected not to occur until around 2025–2043 in the
Arctic and 2055–2066 in the Antarctic (Dhomse et al., 2018).
Both colder air and increased SWV can increase the forma-45

tion of PSCs, which could release more active chlorine and
cause severe ozone depletion although future chlorine load-
ings will be smaller. All these suggest that SWV is a critical
factor affecting ozone chemistry.

The majority of the previous studies addressing impacts50

of SWV on Arctic ozone depletion considered the effects
of observed and projected increases in SWV concentrations
(Eyring et al., 2007; Kirk-Davidoff et al., 1999; Dvortsov and
Solomon, 2001; MacKenzie and Harwood, 2004; Stenke and
Grewe, 2005; Feck et al., 2008; Vogel et al., 2011). For ex-55

ample Vogel et al. (2011) used a chemistry–transport model
(CTM) and studied the effect of increased SWV on Arc-
tic ozone loss for meteorological conditions from the cold
Arctic winter 2004/05. They found that increasing SWV by
0.58 ppmv, which is a typical amount simulated by chem- 60

istry climate models (CCMs) by the mid-21 century (Eyring
et al., 2007), would lead to an additional 6DU of ozone loss
under cold winter conditions. Sinnhuber et al. (2011) used a
CTM driven by meteorological conditions for the cold Arctic
winter 2010/11 and assumed a uniform increase of SWV of 65

1 ppmv. For such conditions they reported a 25DU increase
in ozone loss, i.e. about 20 % of their simulated total ozone
loss for that winter.

Smalley et al. (2017) studied future trends in the tropical
lower stratospheric water vapour and provided a regression 70

model for analysing the factors driving the trends and vari-
ability in the 21st-century. They found that warming of the
troposphere causes a long term increasing trend in the wa-
ter vapour entering the stratosphere, which can be partially
offset by an increase of the Brewer–Dobson circulation with 75

accompanied cooling of the tropical tropopause. MacKenzie
and Harwood (2004) studied the effect of increasing SWV
due to future increase in tropospheric methane on ozone.
They simulated the year 2060 under the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change Special Report on Emission Sce- 80

narios (SRES) B2 scenario, where CH4 lies approximately
midway between the extremes of the SRES scenarios. They
found an increase in the occurrence of PSCs, with about 20
to 25 % due to increase in the water vapour. The rest is from
radiative cooling of the middle atmosphere due to changes in 85

the concentration of several trace gases. In the simulations by
MacKenzie and Harwood (2004) the increased SWV due to
projected methane increases caused a 15 % (about 0.5ppmv
at 465K level) deeper Arctic ozone loss in 2060. However,
cooling of the stratosphere could at least partially offset the 90

effect of the increased PSCs by slowing down the second-
order reactions in ozone loss cycles (Rosenfield et al., 2002;
Revell et al., 2012). This effect is mainly seen in NOx and
HOx induced loss outside the polar vortex, while the effect
on PSCs from temperature is seen within the vortex. 95

Revell et al. (2016) also studied the effect of future
methane changes on SWV under different RCP-scenarios.
The contribution of methane to the SWV was found to be
highly dependent on the projected methane concentration,
altitude and latitude. Under RCP 6.0 between 1960 and 100

2100 the SWV was projected to increase by approximately
1 ppmv throughout most of the stratosphere, excluding the
Antarctic lower stratosphere. The largest increase was seen
following the RCP 8.5, with 60 % additional water vapour in
the extratropical upper stratosphere, and ca. 35 % in the Arc- 105

tic lower stratosphere. The largest contribution from methane
to the SWV change was about 50 % under RCP 8.5, which
assumes a rather extreme methane increase scenario, and the
smallest was about 4 % under RCP 2.6.
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Recently Sagi et al. (2017) studied Arctic ozone losses
between years 2002 and 2013 using data assimilation of
Odin/Sub-Millimetre Radiometer (SMR) observations. They
found that the largest ozone losses were caused either by
halogens or by the NOx-family, and the dominating process5

for ozone destruction is determined mostly by the tempera-
tures inside the polar vortex. The very stable and cold polar
vortex in the Arctic winter 2010/11 led to remarkable halo-
gen driven ozone loss with 2.1ppmv ozone destroyed at the
450K level. In the winter 2012/13 the polar vortex was more10

unstable and a vortex split occurred in early January due to a
sudden stratospheric warming (SSW), and NOx rich air from
the mesosphere descended to the upper stratosphere and led
to ozone loss there. Thus the effect on Arctic ozone depletion
from changes in SWV depend on the meteorological condi-15

tions, and the dynamical stability in a given winter.
The main source of SWV is the upward transport from the

troposphere through the tropical tropopause in the upwelling
branch of the Brewer–Dobson circulation. The concentration
of SWV is controlled by the coldest temperature met by the20

ascending air parcels (i.e. cold point temperature). Gettleman
et al. (2010) analysed 16 state-of-the-art CCMs and demon-
strated large discrepancies between simulated SWV in these
models, which were closely related to the simulated cold
point temperatures. The "entry" value of SWV in these mod-25

els ranged between 2 and 6 ppmv, compared to the observed
value of 3–4 ppmv. These intermodel differences by far ex-
ceed the magnitude of the projected water vapour increases
in the 21 century used so far in the studies of ozone loss sen-
sitivities to SWV. One may wonder what the implications of30

these discrepancies for stratospheric ozone losses simulated
by CCMs are. This question is difficult to address by analyz-
ing CCM outputs because there are other differences between
the models which affect simulated ozone losses, such as dif-
ferences in simulated transport. Therefore a more controlled35

experiment is needed in order to assess impact of these SWV
changes on ozone loss.

In this study we address the question of what the impli-
cations of the differences in simulated tropical stratospheric
water vapour between chemistry–climate models are for the40

simulated Arctic ozone loss. Similar to Vogel et al. (2011)
and Sinnhuber et al. (2011) we address this question by per-
forming CTM simulations using different SWV concentra-
tions. The principal differences in our methodology from the
previous studies are (1) the boundary conditions of perturbed45

water vapour experiments resulting in a different spatial pat-
tern of SWV anomalies and (2) the magnitude of SWV per-
turbation, which is larger than in the Vogel et al. (2011) and
Sinnhuber et al. (2011) studies, but in the range of Revell
et al. (2016) and MacKenzie and Harwood (2004). We also50

analysed seven different winters, whose dynamical circum-
stances such as the evolution of the temperature and polar
vortex were different (see Section 3 for more details).

2 Modelling and data

A global off-line chemistry–transport model for the middle- 55

atmosphere, FinROSE-CTM, was used for simulating the ef-
fect of the SWV on Arctic ozone depletion. The FinROSE-
CTM is described in detail in Damski et al. (2007b). In
this study, the model has a horizontal resolution of 3◦ × 6◦

(latitude× longitude). It has 40 hybrid-sigma levels up to 60

0.1 hPa (about 65 km). The temperature, winds and surface
pressure are from the European Centre for Medium-range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalyses (Dee
et al., 2011).

The model transport is computed using a flux-form semi- 65

Lagrangian transport code (Lin and Rood, 1996). The chem-
istry scheme of the model comprises 36 species and includes
about 150 reactions. In addition to gas-phase chemistry, the
model includes a PSC scheme with liquid binary aerosols
(LBA), supercooled ternary solution of sulfuric acid, nitric 70

acid and water (STS, type Ib), solid nitric acid trihydrate
(NAT, type Ia) and ice (ICE, type II) PSCs. The heteroge-
neous chemistry includes altogether 30 reactions and is based
on the calculation of the composition and volume of sulphate
aerosols and PSCs, as well as the partitioning of species be- 75

tween gas phase and condensed phase. The number density
profile is prescribed for each PSC type (Damski et al., 2007b)
and the sulphuric acid distribution is based on 2-D model
data (Bekki and Pyle, 1992). Absorption cross-sections and
rate coefficients follow the recommendations by Sander et al. 80

(2011) and for some heterogeneous reactions the recommen-
dations by Atkinson et al. (2007) are used, see details in
Damski et al. (2007b). The reaction rates on NAT and ICE
PSCs are not directly affected by the water vapour concentra-
tion except through the available surface area, i.e. the uptake 85

coefficients are constant. Water vapour and HNO3 condenses
onto the binary aerosol and STS droplets making them more
dilute, which increases the uptake coefficients of some re-
actions, i.e the hydrolysis reactions of ClONO2, BrONO2

and N2O5, as well as the reaction of HCl between ClONO2 90

and HOCl (Sander et al., 2011). The sedimentation of PSC
particles, which can lead to denitrification and dehydration,
is calculated based on the settling velocity, which takes into
account the PSC particle size.

Look-up-tables of photodissociation coefficients were pre- 95

calculated using the PHODIS model (Kylling et al., 1995).
Within PHODIS the radiative transfer equation is solved by
the discrete ordinate algorithm (Stamnes et al., 1988). This
algorithm has been modified to account for the spherical
shape of the atmosphere using the pseudo-spherical approxi- 100

mation (Dahlback et al., 1991).
The tropospheric concentrations of the chemical species

are prescribed via model boundary conditions. The boundary
conditions of water vapour and ozone are taken from the
ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) except 105

for the water vapour boundary conditions in the sensitivity
experiments which are described below. The concentration
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of tropospheric methane (CH4) is from Global view-
data (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/globalview/ch4),
nitrous oxide (N2O) concentration is from Agage data
(Prinn et al., 2000), and halogens concentrations in the
troposphere (Cly and Bry) are from Montzka et al.5

(1999) updated data. The carbon dioxide (CO2) con-
centration is based on global annual mean trend data
(ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/products/trends/co2). At the upper
boundary (0.1 hPa) climatological values of water vapour
and ozone averaged over 2005–2013 from MLS data were10

used.
The FinROSE-CTM has previously been used to study

the impact of meteorological conditions on water vapour
trends (Thölix et al., 2016), ozone and NOx chemistry in
the mesosphere (Salmi et al., 2011), Arctic polar ozone loss15

(Karpechko et al., 2013) and the impact of the driver data on
the model transport (Thölix et al., 2010). Long term trends
of Arctic and Antarctic ozone losses, past and future, have
been investigated by using driving data from a chemistry–
climate model (Damski et al., 2007a). The model results20

showed good agreement with satellite and ground based ob-
servations. The FinROSE water vapour was compared to ob-
servations of water vapour profiles from the Microwave Limb
Sounder (MLS) and frost point hygrometer soundings from
Sodankylä (Thölix et al., 2016). The extent of ICE PSCs sim-25

ulated by FinROSE was compared to Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
and Infrared Path finder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO)
data in Thölix et al. (2016).The total ozone distribution was
compared to data from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(TOMS) and the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) satel-30

lite instruments in Damski et al. (2007a), Thölix et al. (2010)
and Karpechko et al. (2013). Salmi et al. (2011) compared
the NOx and ozone profiles in FinROSE to data from the
tmospheric Chemistry Experiment Fourier Transform Spec-
trometer (ACE-FTS) instrument.35

For this study, three simulations covering the Arctic win-
ters between 2009/2010 and 2015/2016 were performed.
The simulations differed from each other by the prescribed
water vapour concentration in the tropical tropopause re-
gion (stratosphere between 21◦ S–21◦ N, below 80hPa),40

where it was prescribed as follows: (1) water vapour taken
from ERA-Interim (Interim simulation), (2) increased water
vapour (Max simulation), and (3) decreased water vapour
(Min simulation). Specifically, the SWV lower boundary
conditions for Min and Max simulations were obtained by45

multiplying values from ERA-Interim between tropopause
and 80hPa, and between 21◦ S–21◦ N by monthly coeffi-
cients ranging between 1.46–1.7 (Max) and between 0.5–
0.63 (min), so that they approximately correspond to the dri-
est and wettest CCM, as determined by SWV values at the50

tropical tropopause, across models analysed by Gettleman et
al. (2010). This construction allows us to isolate the influence
of the tropical water vapour on stratospheric chemistry while
keeping all other factors fixed, and thus to estimate the con-
tribution of processes controlling tropical water vapour en-55

Figure 1. Water vapour and temperature around the tropical
tropopause between 21◦ S and 21◦ N at level 80hPa in 2013 and
2014. Green line is Interim, blue Max, red Min simulation and black
is MLS.

try values to Arctic ozone loss. Eight simulated years before
2009 are considered as spin-up and were not analysed. Ozone
was initialised with ERA-Interim ozone in every year, in the
beginning of December. The water vapour concentration was
not adjusted and allowed to evolve freely through the whole 60

period of integrations. Ozone and water vapour observations
from MLS (Lambert et al., 2007) were used to validate the
reference simulation. MLS data is shown as 5 day averages
because of the small amount of data covering the polar vortex
in some cases. 65

3 Results

Model simulations were made for seven winters (2009–
2016), but only four of them are discussed here. The four
selected Arctic winters, 2010/11, 2012/13, 2013/14 and
2015/16 differ from each other with respect to the strato- 70

spheric temperatures and polar vortex strength. They pro-
vide examples of different role of SWV in ozone loss in
mild (2012/13) cold (2010/11, 2015/16) and intermediate
(2013/14) stratospheric winter conditions.

3.1 Temperature and water vapour 75

The boundary condition at the tropical tropopause for the
reference simulation was evaluated by comparing simulated
water vapour concentrations with observed ones from MLS.
The top panels in Fig. 1 show daily mean water vapour at
80 hPa averaged between 21◦ S and 21◦ N for two represen- 80
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Figure 2. Vortex average temperature within the Arctic polar vortex
between altitudes 170 and 10hPa.

tative years 2013 and 2014. The temperature for the same
region is shown in the lower panels. The cold point, where
SWV boundary conditions were prescribed, is just below the
80 hPa level. The temperature shows the typical annual cy-
cle with minimum temperature in northern hemisphere (NH)5

winter and maximum temperature in NH summer. The tem-
perature in the TTL controls how much water vapour en-
ters the stratosphere by freeze drying the upwelling air (e.g.,
Fueglistaler et al., 2005). As a result the maximum water
vapour concentration occurs in the NH autumn and minimum10

in early NH spring. The effect of interannual variability and
shorter term variations in the temperature on stratospheric
water vapour can also be seen, e.g. the low temperature in
early 2013 results in 0.5–1 ppmv less water vapour than dur-
ing the same time in 2014.15

The Interim simulation produces water vapour concentra-
tions comparable to the amount seen by MLS (Fig. 1), which
shows that the boundary condition is reasonable. However,
Interim variability is ahead that of MLS by 3–4 weeks. The
reason for the time lag between Interim and MLS is not clear20

although it could at least partly be associated with a too fast
Brewer–Dobson circulation in ERA-Interim which is respon-
sible for upward transport of the water vapour anomalies in
the tropics (Schoeberl et al., 2012). The Max simulation has
2–3 ppmv more water vapour in the tropics than the Interim25

simulation, while the Min simulation is about 1.5 ppmv drier
than the Interim simulation. These differences correspond
to the ratio between Max/Interim of approximately 1.55–1.6
and about 0.55–0.6 between Min/Interim, i.e. they are con-
sistent with the prescribed boundary conditions.30

We next describe the meteorological condition in the Arc-
tic stratosphere during the analysed winters. Figure 2 shows
the daily average temperature in the Arctic polar vortex in
winters 2010/11, 2012/13, 2013/14 and 2015/16. The polar
vortex was identified using the modified potential vorticity 35

(mPV) (Lait, 1994), with the 475K potential temperature as
reference level. Here the polar vortex is defined as the area
enclosed by the 36 PVU isoline separately for every model
level. The 36 PVU contour approximately corresponds to the
region of maximum PV gradient, i.e the polar vortex edge 40

(Rex et al., 1999; Streibel et al., 2006). The winter 2010/11
represents a cold winter with vortex average temperatures be-
low 200K and minimum temperatures below 195K, suffi-
cient for the formation of NAT/STS PSCs, throughout most
of the winter, from December to the beginning of April with 45

only a brief interruption by a warming in early January. Min-
imum temperatures in the vortex were record cold and below
190K even in the end of March (Manney et al., 2011). The
winter 2012/13 is an example of a warm Arctic stratospheric
winter. Vortex average temperatures below 195K were seen 50

for only a few days in December in the ERA-Interim data,
and the minimum temperature was below 195K until mid
January. A SSW occurred in early January followed by a
weakening and a break up of the polar vortex in the lower
stratosphere already in February. The winter 2013/14 was in- 55

termediate with average temperatures inside the polar vortex
being close to the long-term climatological mean through
most of the winter, until late March when a final SSW oc-
curred. There were only a few days in late December when
the average temperature was below 195K. The 2015/16 win- 60

ter was as cold, or even colder, as the 2010/11 winter during
December–February with minimum vortex average tempera-
tures below 195K. However, a minor SSW occurred in early
February and the final warming came in early March, ending
the cold period and reducing ozone depletion potential much 65

earlier than in the 2010/11 winter.
Figure 3 shows the five day running mean concentration of

water vapour at 55 hPa averaged over the Arctic polar vor-
tex for winters 2010/11, 2012/13, 2013/14 and 2015/16. The
gaps in the 2012/13 MLS curve are due to an undefined vor- 70

tex (or a too small vortex with only few observations) after
the SSW. The water vapour concentration in the Interim sim-
ulation is comparable to the MLS data. However, the vari-
ability in water vapour is smaller in FinROSE than in the
MLS data. Typically, there is a stronger increase in water 75

vapour towards spring in the MLS observations compared
to the FinRose simulations. This is most evident in winter
2013/14 when MLS concentrations increased by more than
1 ppmv between November and April while the simulated
increase was only 0.3 ppmv. Although an increase by spring 80

is expected due to downward transport of air with higher
SWV concentration by the Brewer–Dobson-circulation the
increase seen in MLS observations in 2014 is unusual. For
example the observed increase in January 2013 after the SSW
associated with downward transport of water-rich air from 85
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Figure 3. Water vapour concentration (ppmv) at 55hPa within the
Arctic polar vortex. Green line is Interim, blue Max, red Min simu-
lation and black is MLS.

above was about 0.3 ppmv and that increase was reasonably
well reproduced by FinROSE. Note that the MLS observa-
tions within the polar vortex are sparse, which adds some
noise to the MLS vortex average. Also note that FinROSE
vortex-mean values are calculated using all data points in-5

side the vortex even if MLS data are not available for each
point. This approach increases the robustness of model es-
timates but at the same time complicates direct comparison
with MLS. Interestingly, when looking at the 60–90◦ N av-
erage, which includes also air from outside the polar vor-10

tex, there is no similar spring increase in MLS data as can
be seen in Fig. 3, and the agreement between FinROSE and
MLS improves (not shown). In all winters, the Max simula-
tion has about 2 ppmv more water vapour in the Arctic polar
vortex than the Interim simulation, and the Min simulation is15

about 1.5ppmv drier than the Interim simulation. This indi-
cates that the simulated differences in the polar vortex water
vapour are about the same as the differences in the boundary
conditions for the tropical tropopause (Fig. 1), despite the av-
erage increase in SSW between the TTL and the polar vortex20

of about 1.5 ppmv in each run.
There are also several SWV decreases seen in Fig. 3 which

are due to the formation of ICE PSCs and possibly also
to dehydration due to sedimentation of ICE particles. The
most pronounced one is in the winter 2015/16 when, dur-25

ing a very cold period (Fig. 2), the observed concentrations
decreased from 5.2 ppmv to 4.7ppmv and remained low un-
til late February. A relatively small decrease of only about
0.2 ppmv was simulated in the Interim run. This decrease
corresponds to the formation of ICE PSCs in the model (see30

Figure 4. The areas of ICE PSCs (106km2) within the Arctic polar
vortex in the FinROSE simulations at 55hPa. Green line is Interim,
blue Max and red Min simulation.

Section 3.2 for discussion of PSC results) and therefore at
least a part of the decrease could be explained by sedimen-
tation. A much larger decrease of about 1 ppmv was seen
in the Max simulation starting from late December, which is
consistent with larger amounts of ICE PSCs simulated in this 35

run. Another, much smaller, decrease of about 0.2ppmv can
be seen in the MLS observations during mid-January 2011
corresponding to a cold period. The decrease is almost undis-
tinguishable in the Interim simulation, but is pronounced in
the Max simulation, which is a result of a larger amount of 40

ICE PSCs.

3.2 Polar stratospheric clouds

Table 1. Sum of the ICE, NAT and STS PSC areas (106km2*day)
at 55hPa.

Year 2010/11 2012/13 2013/14 2015/16

ICE Interim 24 3 9 100
Min 1 0 0 23
Max 78 33 47 183

NAT Interim 680 280 590 760
Min 490 210 400 630
Max 730 310 670 810

STS Interim 1830 946 2110 2030
Min 1770 850 1900 1890
Max 2010 990 2230 2110
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Figure 5. The area of NAT (thick lines) and STS PSCs (thin
lines) (106km2) within the Arctic polar vortex in the simulations
at 55hPa. Green line is Interim, blue Max and red Min simulation.

Figure 4 and 5 show PSC type 2 (ICE) and PSC type 1
a (STS) and b (NAT) areas at 55hPa (about 20 km) in the
Arctic polar vortex for winters 2010/11, 2012/13, 2013/14
and 2015/16. The area was calculated by summing the areas
of model grid boxes containing PSCs. There is no formation5

temperature for STS, but they are formed gradually as wa-
ter and HNO3 dissolves into binary aerosols with decreasing
temperature. Here we have defined STS based on how much
HNO3 has dissolved into the liquid phase, we set the limit
at 0.6pptv liquid HNO3 for any given gridpoint. The limit10

approximately corresponds to a formation threshold temper-
ature of 202K for STS.

In the winter 2010/11 the polar vortex was stable and cold,
but not extremely cold. The ICE PSC area (Fig. 4) in the In-
terim simulation was mostly moderate except for a period in15

late January with cold temperatures and large ICE PSC areas.
The ICE PSCs lasted longer in the spring than in other win-
ters. It is unusual that ICE PSC:s occur after January, but in
2011 ICE PSCs were seen through February even in the In-
terim simulation. In the Max simulation the ICE PSCs lasted20

until mid March. Also CALIPSO (Pitts et al., 2007, 2018;
Spang et al., 2018) observed PSCs in the 2010/11 winter.
The observed ICE PSC areas are comparable to the FinROSE
modelled ICE PSC areas (Thölix et al., 2016). Also the du-
ration of ICE clouds being present is comparable. However,25

Khosrawi et al. (2018) reported that the comparison between
the PSC volume densities simulated with the EMAC model
were several orders of magnitude smaller than the ones ob-
served with MIPAS.

In the winter 2012/13 the polar vortex was very cold in De- 30

cember, and some ICE PSCs were simulated. However, after
the SSW in early January no ICE PSCs were simulated, not
even in the Max simulation. The 2013/14 winter was mod-
erately cold with some ICE PSC occurrence in late January.
The winter 2015/16 started as being very cold in December 35

and January, and the ICE PSC area was large throughout Jan-
uary. The maximum ICE PSC areas in the Interim simulation
were about 70 % larger compared to the other cold winter
2010/11. Dörnbrack et al. (2017) and Khosrawi et al. (2017)
also reported unprecedented and widespread ICE PSC for- 40

mation seen in CALIPSO observations in 2015/16. This was
also the only winter with a significant ICE PSC area in the
Min simulation, with a water vapour concentration of less
than 4 ppmv.

The water vapour concentration has a strong effect on the 45

ICE PSC formation: in the Max simulations the ICE PSC
area increases significantly in all winters. For instance in
2010/11 the largest PSC area is more than twice as large in
the Max as in the Interim simulation. In the warm winters
(2012/13 and 2013/14) the relative increase in the ICE PSC 50

area due to additional water vapour was even larger than in
the cold winters (2010/11 and 2015/16). The amount of wa-
ter vapour was an important factor for the extent of ICE PSC
occurrence also in winter 2015/16, however, the relative in-
crease between the Interim and Max simulation was smaller 55

than in other studied winters, that were warmer. PSCs start
to form about two weeks earlier in the Max simulation com-
pared to the Interim simulation. In the Min simulation the
stratosphere is too dry for ICE PSC formation in nearly all
years. 60

Figure 5 shows the area of NAT and STS PSCs in the
Arctic vortex. Both NAT and STS areas are always signifi-
cantly larger than the ICE areas because type 1 PSCs form
at warmer temperatures than ICE PSCs. Type 1 PSCs typi-
cally start to form in early November and ICE PSCs in mid 65

to late December. The simulated peak values in the STS area
range from 18 to 24 million km2, NAT area range from 11
to 16 million km2 while the ICE area peaks range from 1.5
to 5.5 million km2 in the Interim simulation. As expected the
type 1 PSCs occur later in the spring than ICE PSCs, e.g. in 70

the winter 2010/11 both NAT and STS PSCs were simulated
until late April, more than a month later than the ICE PSCs.

In the cold winter 2010/11 STS PSCs persisted for more
than five months, and NAT almost five months, from De-
cember to mid April. An increase in moisture (Max simu- 75

lation) had only a minor effect on the NAT and STS areas.
In the Min simulation the maximum STS (and NAT) area
was about 2 million km2 smaller than in the Interim simula-
tion, while the difference between the Max and Interim sim-
ulations was much smaller. In the 2012/13 winter both NAT 80

and STS PSCs were simulated only in the beginning of the
winter and by early January all the NAT PSCs disappeared
due to warm conditions. The maximum value of STS area
in the 2012/13 winter was the largest among the simulated
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years, 24 million km2. The maximum NAT area was also the
largest, about 13 million km2. The increase of water vapour
in the Max simulation did not change the PSC area as much
as the decrease of water vapour in the Min simulation. In
the early 2012/13 winter the NAT and STS areas were even5

larger than in 2010/11, but warmer temperatures in the vortex
in February caused the PSCs to diminish more rapidly. The
effect of water vapour in 2012/13 was the largest among the
simulated years, the increase in NAT and STS areas between
the Min and Interim simulations were about 3 million km2.10

In winter 2013/14 both NAT and STS maximum areas were
nearly as high as in 2012/13 (about 23 million km2 and 11
million km2, respectively), but large areas of PSCs persist
much longer than in winter 2012/13. The maximum differ-
ence between Interim and Min simulation was about 2 mil-15

lion km2. Also in the 2015/16 winter the NAT and STS areas
were larger than in 2010/11, but the PSCs did not persisted
as late as in 2010/11. The increase in type 1 PSC area due to
increased water vapour was smaller than in 2013/14, about
1.5 million km2.20

Table 1 shows cumulative ICE, NAT and STS PSC ar-
eas at 55hPa. The largest cumulative ICE areas are always
seen in the Max simulations. In the Min simulations there
are only very small or no ICE PSC areas, with the exception
of the winter 2015/16, when considerable ICE PSC area was25

present in all runs. However, in 2015/16 the ICE PSCs oc-
curred mainly in December and January, while in 2010/11 the
ICE PSCs occurred from January until the end of February.
The timing of the PSCs is important for chlorine activation
and ozone loss as discussed later. The effect of water vapour30

on the cumulative ICE PSC area is larger in warm years
than in cold years. The NAT and STS areas also strongly de-
pend on winter temperatures – the maximum NAT and STS
areas are simulated in the coldest winter 2015/16 in every
simulation, while the smallest areas are simulated during the35

warmest winter 2012/13. However, unlike ICE PSC, the NAT
and STS clouds are formed in every winter. The formation of
type 1 PSCs is less sensitive to changes in water vapour con-
centration than the ICE PSCs. The relatively large changes
in water vapour between different simulations results in rela-40

tively small changes in the cumulative NAT and STS area.

3.3 Chlorine activation

In early winter chlorine is present as reservoir compounds
(HCl and ClONO2), which do not destroy ozone. In the cold
conditions within the polar vortex the chlorine species are45

transformed through heterogeneous reactions, into interme-
diate species such as Cl2. When sunlight reaches the po-
lar vortex these species are easily dissociated to form active
chlorine species that participate in the catalytic ozone deple-
tion cycles, i.e. ClOx (ClO, Cl2O2 and Cl). Active chlorine50

is transformed back to reservoir species through reactions
with NO2 and CH4, however if PSCs are present the regen-
eration of ClOx is sustained.

Figure 6. Chlorine partitioning (%) within the Arctic polar
vortex at 55hPa in the Min and Max simulations. Active
form (green) is Cl+ClO+2*Cl2O2. Intermediate (magenta) con-
tains 2*Cl2+HOCl+OClO+BrCl+ClNO2 and reservoir chlorine
(black) HCl+ClONO2.

Figure 6 shows the fraction of reservoir, intermediate and
active chlorine species at 55 hPa in the Min and Max simu- 55

lations. The results from the Max simulation are represented
by the upper limit for the intermediate (magenta) and ac-
tive species (green), and by the lower limit for the reservoir
species (black). The chlorine fractions from the Interim sim-
ulation always fit within the range from the Min and Max 60

simulations. The timing of the changes in the partitioning
of the chlorine species correlates well with the occurrence
of PSCs, e.g. the chlorine reservoir species start to transform
into intermediate species when the STS PSCs appear (Fig. 5).

In the 2010/11 winter chlorine activation starts in the latter 65

half of December and the fraction of ClOx is large through
the January–Mach period, reaching a maximum of about
85 %. The active chlorine starts to transform back to reser-
voir species (mainly ClONO2) in the beginning of March.
In early April when the PSCs disappear the active chlorine 70

rapidly decreases to background values.
In the 2012/13 winter chlorine activation starts slightly

earlier than in the other years, but already in the beginning
of February most of the chlorine has converted back to the
reservoir species due to a SSW. The maximum fraction of 75

ClOx is about 75 %, and is reached already in the end of De-
cember. The active chlorine decreased during January, and in
the beginning of February the concentration reached nearly
background values.

The beginning of the winter 2013/14 winter was very cold, 80

the chlorine activation started in mid December, and the max-
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Table 2. Vortex-mean mixing ratio of ClOx integrated over the whole winter (ppbv*day) and as monthly mean concentration (ppbv) in
the Min, Max and Interim simulations. Percentage in parentheses indicate the effect of SWV concentration changes compared to the Interim
simulation.

Year 2010/11 2012/13 2013/14 2015/16
(Cold) (Warm) (Intermediate) (Cold)

Winter Interim 152 73 113 119
Min 145 (-5 %) 72 (-1 %) 101 (-11 %) 117 (-2 %)
Max 161 (+6 %) 76 (+4 %) 120 (+6 %) 123 (+3 %)

Nov Interim 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12
Min 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.14
Max 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.13

Dec Interim 0.35 0.74 0.28 0.43
Min 0.41 0.79 0.38 0.48
Max 0.36 0.72 0.34 0.43

Jan Interim 1.4 0.94 1.28 1.59
Min 1.49 1 1.43 1.61
Max 1.36 0.98 1.34 1.55

Feb Interim 1.5 0.22 1.03 1.23
Min 1.59 0.23 1.22 1.28
Max 1.56 0.23 1.17 1.25

Mar Interim 1.21 0.17 0.52 0.41
Min 1.35 0.18 0.71 0.48
Max 1.31 0.18 0.66 0.46

Apr Interim 0.26 0.14 0.14 0.052
Min 0.38 0.15 0.14 0.054
Max 0.34 0.14 0.14 0.053

imum chlorine activation was reached already in the end
of January. After that the vortex temperature increased and
chlorine transformed back to reservoir species. The maxi-
mum fraction of ClOx was slightly lower than in cold win-
ters, about 70 %.5

The 2015/16 winter started similar to the cold winter
2010/11 and nearly all of the chlorine was activated at the
beginning of January, but the deactivation started already
in the end of January making the period with high ClOx

shorter than in winter 2010/11. In the end of February the10

vortex temperature increased and chlorine transformed back
to reservoir species. The maximum fraction of the activated
chlorine of about 80 % was reached by the beginning of Jan-
uary.

The water vapour concentration seems to strongly affect15

the transformation of chlorine from the reservoir species to
the intermediate ones in the beginning of the Arctic winter.
The fractions of intermediate and reservoir chlorine species
change significantly with water vapour concentration dur-
ing November and December. The water vapour concen-20

tration affects the composition of binary aerosols and STS.
When more water condenses to the particles the uptake coef-
ficients for the heterogeneous reactions and the surface area
increase, i.e. the reaction rates increase. The difference be-

tween Min and Max simulations can be up to 30 % when 25

about half of the reservoir chlorine have transformed to in-
termediate species, just before the concentration of active
chlorine species starts to increase. The difference in concen-
tration of active chlorine and reservoir species between the
Min and Max simulations are smallest during the cold pe- 30

riods, due to heterogeneous chemistry on the PSCs (Fig. 6).
The cold winter 2015/16 shows a very small range, and the
intermediately cold winter 2013/14 a wider range in concen-
trations. The water vapour content has less effect on the chlo-
rine partitioning in cold winters. In the cold spring 2011 the 35

difference in chlorine activation between Min and Max sim-
ulations was about 5 % on average, it reached nearly 20 % in
the beginning of April, when the chlorine deactivation was
fast. In the warm winter 2012/13 the change was less sig-
nificant, about 5 % during the winter. In the 2013/14 winter 40

the difference in chlorine activation between Min and Max
simulations reached 10 % in the latter half of January, from
mid February to mid March the difference was 15–18 %. The
chlorine activation in 2015/16 winter seemed to be less de-
pendent on water vapour content, probably due to the ICE 45

PSCs that appear in all simulations. Therefore, the condi-
tions were favourable for high chlorine activation in all sim-
ulations. The difference in the fraction of activated chlorine
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between simulations is only a few percents, only when the
deactivation starts (in the end of February) the difference is
more than 5 %.

The effect of increased water vapour seems to be large in
moderately cold years, i.e. when the chlorine activation is not5

so complete. The start and end of chlorine activation correlate
with the appearance of STS and NAT. The ICE PSCs did not
significantly increase the chlorine activation. For example in
2012/13 and 2013/14 winters there were no ICE PSC in the
Min simulation, but the chlorine activation was nearly as high10

as in the Max simulation, which had ICE PSCs.
Table 2 shows the vortex averaged ClOx as a cumulative

sum over the whole winter, and as monthly mean concen-
tration. The sums are integrated from November to April.
The cumulative sum provides information about both the15

duration of the chlorine activation period and the concen-
tration of ClOx, while the monthly average concentration
shows the timing of chlorine activation. The cumulative chlo-
rine activation was largest in winter 2010/11 and smallest in
2012/13. The activation started in November every year, but20

remained small until December. The winter 2010/11 differs
from the others, with high chlorine activation from January
to March, giving the largest cumulative sum of the studied
winters. Even in April the ClOx concentration remains ele-
vated. The warm winter 2012/13 had the smallest cumulative25

chlorine activation, significant chlorine activation was seen
only in December and January. The changes in water vapour
between the Min/Interim/Max simulations had the largest
effect on the cumulative ClOx in moderately cold winters
(2010/11 and 2013/14), where the increase of ClOx from In-30

terim to Max was 3 to 6 % and change of ClOx from Interim
to Min was -1 to -11 %. In the cold winter 2015/16 the respec-
tive changes were only 3 and -2 %, and in the warm winter
2012/13 the changes were 4 and -1 %.

3.4 Ozone loss35

Figure 7 shows the mean chemical total ozone loss within
the polar vortex for all the studied winters 2010/11, 2012/13,
2013/14 and 2015/16. The total column chemical ozone loss
was calculated by subtracting the passive transported total
ozone from the modelled total ozone. In Fig. 7 the polar vor-40

tex is defined using the potential vorticity limit 36PVU only
at the 475K level. The figure shows the chemical ozone de-
pletion in the Interim, Min and Max simulations as well as
the difference in the loss between the Min and Max simula-
tions. The passive ozone tracer was initialized every year on45

December 1st, when it was set equal to the ozone distribution
in the model on that day. Chemical processes start to reduce
ozone already in December, but they have minor effect on
the total wintertime ozone loss. In January the chemical pro-
cesses become more intensive, when the chlorine activation50

increases (see Fig. 6).
In general the ozone loss is larger in cold years. The largest

ozone loss was simulated in the beginning of April 2011

Figure 7. Chemical total ozone loss (DU) and difference between
ozone loss in the Min and Max simulations within the Arctic polar
vortex. Green line is Interim, blue Max and red Min simulation. The
difference is in black.

when about 90DU ozone had been destroyed according to
our model. FinROSE seems to underestimate the ozone loss; 55

for example Sinnhuber et al. (2011) and Manney et al. (2011)
simulated 120DU ozone loss and Pommereau et al. (2013)
even 170DU in winter 2010/11. If we look at maximum
ozone losses instead of the polar vortex mean losses, then
the numbers are larger. The maximum ozone loss in 2010/11 60

within the polar vortex was 128DU, which is comparable to
the value given by Sinnhuber et al. (2011).

The ozone loss in the warm winter 2012/13 differs from
the loss in colder winters (2010/11 and 2015/16). The max-
imum average ozone loss in the polar vortex in the 2012/13 65

winter was only 23DU, because the polar vortex was unsta-
ble and small. By the mid of April 2014 the simulated vortex
mean ozone loss was 79DU in the Interim simulation. Be-
fore mid February, i.e. during the coldest period, there was
very little effect from the changes in SWV. A relatively small 70

ozone loss of 56DU was simulated in 2015/16, which was
due to the unstable polar vortex, which split and warmed,
stopping the catalytic ozone cycles and ozone loss in the be-
ginning of March, i.e. earlier than in 2010/11 and 2013/14.

Figure 7 also shows the difference of polar vortex aver- 75

aged chemical ozone loss between Min and Max simulation.
It tells how much the water vapour concentration change af-
fects the ozone loss. The difference is largest (about 15DU)
in 2013/14, a moderately cold winter, with significant ozone
depletion. Another winter, 2010/11, with significant ozone 80

loss and cold, but not extremely cold conditions showed the
second largest effect from addition of water vapour, about
10DU. In 2012/13, when the ozone loss stopped very early,
the difference between Min and Max simulations was about
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5DU. The 2015/16 winter started as very cold, but was ended
early by a SSW. The difference in ozone loss between the
simulations remained very small up to mid February, by mid
March the difference was about 7.5DU. A reduction in the
water vapour decreased ozone loss in every winter. In the5

Interim simulation the deepest ozone losses were about 2–
9DU (6–11 %) deeper than in the Min-simulation. The ef-
fect from an increase in water vapour from Interim to Max
was about the same. In the 2010/11 winter the loss increased
by about 7 %, while Sinnhuber et al. (2011) and Vogel et10

al. (2011) reported an increase of ozone loss by 20 % and
10 % (respectively) with a water vapour increase of about the
same magnitude as considered here. Thus, our estimates are
slightly smaller than those by Vogel et al. (2011). An addi-
tional sensitivity experiment showed that the difference com-15

pared to other studies can be, at least partly, due to the coarse
horizontal resolution in FinROSE (3◦×6◦), which is not suf-
ficient to fully capture the deepest ozone loss. Specifically,
repeating Interim simulation for winter 2010/11 with higher
resolution (1.5◦×3◦) than in the original simulation showed20

larger ozone loss by 15DU.
The changes in the amount of water vapour are in the range

that was tested here and are not very important for ozone
loss in cold years. In the 2010/11 winter the chlorine acti-
vation was nearly complete in the Arctic polar vortex, and25

additional water vapour did not increase chlorine activation
and and thus did not increase the ozone depletion. Increasing
water vapour concentration (compared the Interim simula-
tion) strengthens ozone loss at least by 4DU for other win-
ters except for the 2011 winter when the increase was not30

significant.
To better understand the mechanism of SWV influence

on ozone loss, simulations without heterogeneous chemistry
were performed. From those simulations ozone loss caused
by heterogeneous chemistry can be separated by subtracting35

the total ozone simulated without heterogeneous chemistry
from that simulated in the full chemistry run. Two different
set-ups were used for testing the effect of the heterogeneous
chemistry. In the first gas-phase chemistry simulation the het-
erogeneous chemistry was not included at all. In the second40

simulation the formation of PSCs was limited by setting the
air temperature passed to the heterogeneous chemistry mod-
ule to 200K, similarly to what was done in Karpechko et al.
(2013). The increase of water vapour (Max simulation) did
not increase the ozone loss, but in the Min simulation ozone45

depletion was reduced by 6DU. This setting allows some
heterogeneous processing on binary aerosols and some STS
that are very dilute in HNO3, and due to the temperature
limit the surface area densities will remain quite small. Ta-
ble 3 summarises ozone loss characteristics during the stud-50

ied years and shows the loss produced by full chemistry, het-
erogeneous chemistry and separately by the NAT, STS and
ICE PSCs in the Interim, Min and Max simulations.

In the Interim simulation with full chemistry in 2010/11
about 90DU ozone was depleted, of which the heteroge-55

neous chemistry caused depletion of 56DU, i.e. about 62 %
of the total ozone loss. Heterogeneous chemistry due to PSCs
destroyed 30 DU ozone, which was about 33 % of the total
loss. The result indicates that chlorine activation on the bi-
nary aerosols has a significant role in ozone depletion. Some 60

studies suggest that binary aerosols are more important for
chlorine activation than PSCs (e.g., Drdla and Müller, 2012;
Wohltmann et al., 2013; Kirner et al., 2015). The increase
of water vapour (Max simulation) did not increase the ozone
loss, but in the Min simulation there was 6DU less ozone 65

depletion. This is consistent with the results by Kirner et al.
(2015), who argue that the contribution of ICE PSCs to the
ozone loss is always less than 5 % in the Antarctic spring,
where the chlorine activation is nearly complete.

In the warm 2012/13 winter the ozone loss is only 23DU, 70

and the heterogeneous part is 63 % of it. NAT, STS and
ICE PSCs caused only a small part of the total heteroge-
neous chemistry driven ozone loss (24 %). The loss caused
by heterogeneous chemistry increased with increasing water
vapour, but remained small even in the Max simulation. In 75

2013/14 the heterogeneous chemistry caused about 40DU
ozone destruction, which is about 51 % of the ozone loss and
NAT, STS and ICE about 23DU (30 %), when the total ozone
loss was 79DU in the Interim run. The increase in SWV
from Interim to Max increased the ozone loss by about 6DU 80

and the decrease in SWV from Min to Interim decreased
the ozone loss by 9DU. Thus, water vapour changes have
a larger effect on ozone loss in moderately cold years than in
cold ones. The ozone depletion due to heterogeneous chem-
istry increased with water vapour, even though the fraction 85

due to heterogeneous chemistry was smaller than in 2010/11
and 2015/16.

In the 2015/16 winter the heterogeneous contribution was
largest when compared to other simulated years, reaching
even 63 % of the ozone loss, and also the STS, NAT and ICE 90

part was large, 30 %. The total ozone loss is however only
56DU. When the water vapour content was increased from
Interim to Max simulation, the fraction due to the heteroge-
neous chemistry remained the same, but the fraction due to
STS, NAT and ICE PSCs increased. 95

Based on the results in Table 3 it can be concluded that
nearly all SWV impact on ozone loss is due to heterogeneous
chemistry. For example in 2010/11 the ozone loss without
heterogeneous chemistry was 34DU in Interim, 34DU in
Min and 35DU in Max simulation and only the heteroge- 100

neous part changed from model run to model run. In 2013/14
the non-heterogeneous contribution is about 39DU, and in
2015/16 about 21DU, i.e. in warm years it is larger than in
cold years. In 2012/13 the non-heterogeneous contribution
was only 9DU, but also the total ozone loss is very small. 105

However, the heterogeneous contribution is about 62 % of
the total ozone loss in all other winters than 2013/14 and also
with both increased and decreased water vapour. The fraction
of STS, NAT and ICE driven chemistry changes with water
vapour concentration. 110
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Table 3. Maximum polar vortex-mean ozone loss produced by full chemistry, heterogeneous chemistry and separately by the STS, NAT and
ICE part in Min, Max and Interim simulations (DU). Percentages show the fraction due to each part relative to the full chemistry.

Year 2010/11 2012/13 2013/14 2015/16
(Cold) (Warm) (Intermediate) (Cold)

Min Full chemistry 84 21 70 53
Heterogeneous part 50 (60 %) 13 (62 %) 32 (45 %) 33 (62 %)
STS, NAT and ICE 20 (24 %) 3 (15 %) 13 (19 %) 11 (21 %)

Interim Full chemistry 90 23 79 56
Heterogeneous part 56 (62 %) 14 (63 %) 40 (51 %) 35 (63 %)
STS, NAT and ICE 30 (33 %) 5 (24 %) 23 (30 %) 17 (30 %)

Max Full chemistry 91 25 85 59
Heterogeneous part 56 (62 %) 15 (62 %) 45 (53 %) 37 (63 %)
STS, NAT and ICE 34 (37 %) 7 (28 %) 30 (35 %) 19 (33 %)

Figure 8. Averaged chemical ozone loss (ppmv) in the Interim sim-
ulation (upper panels) and the difference between Max and Min
simulations (lower panels) within the Arctic polar vortex.

Finally we analyse the vertical distribution of the ozone
loss and the effect of SWV on ozone loss, which is shown
in Fig. 8. The largest ozone loss was simulated in 2010/11,
when the ozone destruction in the Interim run with normal
SWV was about 1.4 ppmv between 60–30hPa. The ozone 5

depletion increased by 0.2ppmv between the Min and Max
simulations. In 2012/13 the maximum ozone reduction was
almost the same as in 2010/11, but it occurred at higher alti-
tude and lasts for shorter period than in 2011. The effect of
the increase in water vapour from Min to Max simulation had 10

only a minor effect on the ozone depletion in 2012/13. The
heterogeneous chemistry and chlorine activation did not have
an important role in the warm conditions and the ozone loss
between 60–30 hPa remains very weak. In winters when the
polar vortex is unstable and small or disturbed the Brewer– 15

Dobson circulation brings more NOx-rich air into the polar
vortex than usual. Hence the ozone loss in the 2012/13 win-
ter was produced mostly by NOx chemistry as shown previ-
ously by e.g., Sagi et al. (2017), and can be seen from Fin-
ROSE results by comparing the simulations with and without 20

the heterogeneous chemistry. The total ozone column loss in
this winter remained smaller than in cold years, when the
ozone depletion is driven by halogens. In the 2014 spring
the conditions in the polar vortex remained favourable, but
the temperature was not as low as in 2011. The ozone loss 25

developed steadily, but remained moderate. The two winters
2010/11 and 2013/14 with the most favourable conditions for
halogen driven ozone depletion showed the largest increase
in ozone loss with water vapour. The effect was more pro-
nounced in 2013/14, which was the warmer of the two win- 30

ters. The winters 2010/11 and 2015/16 look similar during
January–February, but the ozone loss became much more
severe in 2010/11 due to favourable conditions in March–
April. In 2015/16 there was a very cold period, but it occurred
too early to have a large impact on the ozone depletion, and 35

therefore the water vapour increase had only a moderate ef-
fect later in the spring. In 2013/14 the largest ozone loss was
about 1.1 ppmv between 60 and 30hPa while in 2015/16 it
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was about 1ppmv at the same altitude. Livesey et al. (2015)
and Sagi et al. (2017) showed results from 450K level, and
their ozone losses were about 2ppmv in winter 2011. In win-
ter 2013 Sagi et al. (2017) had about 1.5ppmv ozone loss,
which is about the same what we found.5

4 Discussion and conclusions

Khosrawi et al. (2016) showed that an increase in SWV
and a cooling of the stratospheric temperature enhance each
other, so that the area of PSCs increases and that these can
last longer in the vortex. The ozone loss can thus increase10

although the halogen loading has been decreased. In this
study, rather than artificially changing the temperature we
used meteorological fields from seven winters during the pe-
riod 2010–2016 with different temperatures and dynamical
conditions in the stratosphere. We changed the water vapour15

content in the tropical tropopause region according to the
CCMVal-2 simulations. The water vapour entry concentra-
tion is controlled by the cold point in the TTL, and the dis-
tribution of SWV is largely determined by this entry concen-
tration together with the transport and the contribution from20

methane oxidation. Our results show that, as expected, a wet-
ter/drier tropical tropopause leads to a wetter/drier Arctic po-
lar vortex and also the size of polar ozone depletion changes
when the water vapour changes, which affects also the Arctic
ozone loss.25

A reduction in SWV decreases the ozone loss due to het-
erogeneous processes by decreasing the PSC formation. An
increase in SWV instead makes the heterogeneous chem-
istry more important. As expected, heterogeneous chemistry
is less important in warm winters. I.e. in 2012/13 only 14DU30

ozone depletion was initiated by heterogeneous chemistry in
the Interim simulation. The corresponding loss in the win-
ter 2010/11, with persistent cold conditions, was 56DU. The
increase in loss with water vapour was small, i.e. the loss
increased from 50 to 56DU from the Min to the Max simu-35

lation. In the winter 2012/13 the corresponding losses were
32 and 45DU, i.e. the water vapour concentration had the
largest impact in moderately cold winters. If the winter is
cold enough, the increase is less important, because the PSCs
may form even at low water vapour concentrations, and the40

chlorine activation is already nearly complete in Arctic vor-
tex, therefore the water vapour increase is less important.

Winters in the polar stratosphere are often divided into
cold, or dynamically inactive, and warm, or dynamically ac-
tive. In the cold Arctic winters the polar vortex is stable45

and more PSCs are formed and halogens can destroy ozone.
Warm conditions in the polar winter stratosphere are often
due to SSW, which allows NOx-rich air masses from the
mesosphere to enter the vortex and take part in the ozone
depletion (Sagi et al., 2017). Cold polar stratospheric winters50

differ from the warm winters regarding the ozone loss and the
fraction of ozone loss initiated by heterogeneous chemistry,

during cold stratospheric winters the PSC areas are larger and
thus chlorine activation within the polar vortex is more com-
plete. A lack of water leads to less ICE PSCs, and therefore 55

to less ClOx. However, the ICE PSC area is not the only ex-
plaining factor for ozone loss. The type 1 PSCs that form
at higher temperatures are responsible for a large fraction of
the chlorine activation. The formation of STS and NAT is
limited by the partial pressure of nitric acid, sulfuric acid and 60

water and hence the concentration of water vapour is not the
only thing affecting the NAT and STS areas. However, the
dry conditions in the Min simulations have some limiting ef-
fect on the peak NAT and STS areas.

The cold Arctic winter 2010/11 differs from the others by 65

an especially long chlorine activation period, which lead to
large ozone depletion. In the warm Arctic winter 2012/13
the polar vortex was weak; however it was shifted to south
where it was exposed to sun-light earlier than usually, and
thus ozone loss could start earlier. The ozone loss was how- 70

ever weak because chlorine activation remained very low.
The ozone depletion in 2012/13 occurred at higher altitudes
than in the other years, because of the NOx induced ozone
loss. The 2013/14 Arctic winter was moderately cold, and
the ozone depletion was second largest among the considered 75

winters. In this winter the effect of water vapour changes on
ozone loss was the largest across the studied winters. The
Arctic winter 2015/16 started as extremely cold (Matthias
et al., 2016; Manney et al., 2016), but the polar stratosphere
warmed early terminating chlorine activation and leaving 80

ozone loss relatively low, despite the fact that the cumulative
ICE areas were extremely large.

Chemical ozone destruction inside the Arctic vortex var-
ied between 23 and 90DU in the Interim-simulations, 25
and 91DU in the Max-simulations and 21 and 84DU in the 85

Min simulations. We find that the meteorological conditions
are more important for the ozone depletion than the concen-
tration of water vapour. Also the fraction of heterogeneous
chemistry in the ozone loss is more dependent on the temper-
ature than on the water content. Livesey et al. (2015) came to 90

a similar conclusion, when investigating ozone loss based on
the MLS observations.

MacKenzie and Harwood (2004) showed from their
chemistry–climate model simulations, that the increase of
water vapour increases the area of PSCs both by micro- 95

physical effects and due to lowering the stratospheric tem-
peratures. The microphysical processes cover about 20 %
of the increase and the rest is due to cooling of the po-
lar stratosphere. In our study we only changed the water
vapour concentration. However, the temperature effect can 100

be seen by investigating different years. The cumulative ICE
areas between studied years varied by a factor of 30, and
in cumulative NAT and STS by 2.7 and 2.2, respectively.
MacKenzie and Harwood (2004) got about 15 % more ozone
loss at 465K level with less than 1 ppmv additional wa- 105

ter vapour without changing temperature. In our study the
ozone loss increased by 1DU (1 %) in 2010/2011, 2DU
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(9 %) in 2012/2013, 6DU (8 %) in 2013/2014 and 3DU
(5 %) in 2015/2016 when the water vapour concentration was
increased by about 2 ppmv. When the water vapour was in-
stead decreased by about 1.5 ppmv, the ozone loss decreased
by 6DU (7 %), 2DU (9 %), 9DU (11 %) and 3DU (5 %),5

respectively. The small contribution due to water vapour in-
crease in The Arctic winter 2010/11 can be compared to the
results of MacKenzie and Harwood (2004) in the Antarctic
vortex. There the chlorine activation is nearly complete in
every winter. Also in the Arctic winter 2010/11 nearly all10

chlorine in the polar vortex was activated, and additional wa-
ter vapour did not change the activation and, thus not either
the ozone depletion.

Note that effects of changing water vapour concentration
on air temperature, not accounted for here, would probably15

have increased the the impact of water vapour on ozone loss.
The indirect impact comes through water vapour radiative
impact on stratospheric temperatures. Tian et al. (2016) es-
timates that a 2ppmv increase of water vapour would cool
the polar stratosphere by approximately 2K, while Rex et20

al. (2004) estimates that a 1K cooling could increase ozone
loss in the Arctic by 15DU. Thus based on these estimates
a water vapour increase of 2 ppmv, similar to the difference
between Interim and Max runs, could result in up to 30DU
additional ozone loss. This estimate suggests that the direct25

water vapour impact on ozone loss quantified in our experi-
ments may account for only about one fifth of the total ozone
loss, but in order to confirm this estimation a designed exper-
iment with a chemistry–climate model would be needed.

In summary, we find that variability of stratospheric wa-30

ter vapour of 3.5 ppmv, comparable in magnitude to un-
certainty in simulated water vapour concentration near the
tropical tropopause, results in differences in simulated Arc-
tic ozone loss up to 15DU, i.e. more than 15 % of the total
chemical ozone loss in the Arctic vortex. Better understand-35

ing of tropical processes contributing to the stratospheric wa-
ter vapour concentration, and thus constraining stratospheric
water vapour, would therefore reduce the uncertainty in Arc-
tic ozone loss and improve future projections of ozone layer
recovery.40
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